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Summary
In this thesis, we will present simulations of solid tum our growth. We gradually develop a 
biologically realistic simulation from an initially simplistic model. Continuum models are then 
presented in order to  compare the two ways of modelling. Finally, we extend the simulation to 
model angiogenesis, the stage after avascular growth.
In the first chapter, the biological background of tum our growth and development is intro­
duced and the link between tum our angiogenesis, tum our invasion and the dissemination of the 
disease is discussed. A review of selected mathematical models of avascular solid tum our growth 
and solid tum our deformation is included to  give a brief history of the kind of models th a t this 
thesis wili include. Some simulations of cell movements and processes are also discussed to  give 
a slice of background for the simulations th a t will be presented.
Chapter 2 is a  preliminary investigation into the general ideas behind simulating the growth 
of an avascular tum our on a lattice. The simulations that are presented do not reflect reality 
closely but pick out salient features th a t might be im portant in more realistic simulations. The 
first simulation, based on a 2-dimensional lattice, demonstrates cell sorting only, but the second 
includes cell proliferation. In the third, we consider the effects th a t the immune system might 
have on our growing tumour.
In Chapter 3, the idea of simulating avascular tumour growth on a lattice is carried further. 
We move to simulating on a 3-dimensional lattice, using an extension of the Potts model, 
the principle of which is energy minimisation. We include more realistic cell boundaries than 
in Chapter 2 and the simulation performs cell sorting and proliferation. We also allow for 
quiescence and death of cancer cells by introducing nutrient dependent growth. This simulation 
reflects well the known experimental data  and growth curves of multicellular spheroids (MCS) 
grown in vitro.
In the fourth chapter, we present a continuum model of nutrient dependent tum our growth. 
In the model reviewed in Chapter 6 , there is a travelling wave associated with the periphery 
of the tumour. This seems rather unrealistic from a biological point of view and so the main 
aim of this chapter is to develop a model in which the tum our volume eventually reaches a 
saturation level, and growth stops.
We then return to investigate Greenspan’s continuum model of MCS growth, reviewed in 
the first chapter, in Chapter 5. We extend his model, including more realistic cell properties, 
such as nutrient dependent proliferation, and show that the new models fit the experimental 
growth curves better th a t the original simple one. These results axe then compared to  those 
obtained by our simulation in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 6 , we review a paper written by Robert Gatenby and Edward Gawlinski which 
proposes acid production as a means of tum our invasion. In the paper, they show numerically 
th a t there are travelling waves associated with the tum our and healthy tissue boundary. We 
give an analytical proof of the existence of these waves. Then we compare their results of wave 
propagation speed with our simulation of acid-mediated invasion. The simulation is again based 
on a 3-D lattice and uses the Potts model.
Gatenby and Gawlinski’s model is rather unrealistic, in th a t all tum our cells can grow 
logistically with the same rate, no m atter where they are positioned within the tum our. We 
extend their model in Chapter 7, to include nutrient dependent growth. We extend the model 
further to include chemotaxis of the cancer cells up nutrient gradients. The simulation of 
Chapter 3 is developed to include diffusion (NB there was no diffusion in Ch.3) of nutrients to 
and acid from an MCS. Then the data  gained from this is compared with th a t of the continuum 
models.
In Chapter 8 the biological background of angiogenesis and metastasis is introduced and 
then a simulation of capillary growth formation near a nodular tum our and also a simulation 
of the first stage of metastasis axe presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Brief R eview  o f  
M athem atical M odels of Tumour 
Growth.
1.1 In trod u ction .
A tum our is an abnormal mass of tissue, the growth of which exceeds and is uncoordinated 
with th a t of the normal tissues [232]. Any cell in the body th a t is capable of division, has 
the potential to become malignant [190] and to proceed through various stages to eventually 
form a  neoplasm or tumour. Neoplasia is the name used to describe a collection of diseases 
characterised by the uncontrolled, uncoordinated and excessive proliferation of cells.
Tumours usually s ta rt as a mild disorder of cell behaviour th a t may slowly develop into a  full 
blown cancer. The progression from the earliest event to the clinically recognisable tum our can 
take many years and the formation of a tumour is the exception, not the rule, for transformed 
cells. P art of the reason for this long period is th a t the cells have to  undergo a number of 
changes before they become hyperplastic and then truly cancerous [231]. Cancer cells require 
a particular developmental pathway. One of the requirements is to become immortal, i.e. the 
acquisition of the ability to  undergo multiple divisions, sometimes with no limit [221]. To do so 
the cells must both ignore extracellular signals to halt cell division (both chemical and contact) 
and must also avoid the natural limit on the number of cell divisions caused by the exhaustion 
of telomeres.
Telomerase is an enzyme, usually produced only by the cells that make eggs and sperm, 
bu t also produced by many cancer cells [54]. Healthy cells are mortal because they contain 
a genetic clock. At the end of each chromosome is a chain of DNA made up of “beads” of
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genetic m aterial called telomeres. A young cell th a t has formed in the embryo has over 1000 
telomeres on each chromosome tip. But every time it clones itself, between 10 and 20 of them  
are lost [54]. Eventually the chain becomes so short th a t the cell can no longer survive. It starts 
to  accumulate damage and eventually dies. Telomerase in malignant cells can repair telomere 
chains damaged during cells division, allowing them to escape the aging process.
An example of the difference between healthy and cancer cell replication is an experiment 
performed with cells growing in a petri dish. Normal cells form a monolayer, growing until they 
reach the edges confluently, and then stop, whereas cancer cells carry on proliferating, lying 
across each other in a haphazard arrangement, no longer in a monolayer [232].
Partial understanding of the genetic mechanisms by which cancer cells escape from bio­
chemical growth control, and m utate to cause the expression of oncogenes or the loss of anti­
oncogenes, has been developed over the last decade [195]. Oncogenes cause excessive cell 
proliferation, while anti-oncogenes act to  limit the division rate of normal cells. In either case, 
a  m utated cell will have a proliferative advantage compared with its surrounding cells. These 
rapidly dividing m utant cells have undergone the first step in a series of genetic transformations 
which result in cancer.
Cells can die by two pathways, necrosis or apoptosis (from the Greek word meaning shedding 
of leaves in autum n [54]). Necrosis is the untimely death caused by damaging external factors 
such as poisons, excessive heat or lack of oxygen. The process is messy: membranes rupture 
and the contents of cells spill out uncontrollably. In addition, some of the cell’s chemicals may 
have damaging effects on the surrounding tissue [54].
Apoptosis is an evolutionary conserved, innate process by which damaged or extraneous 
cells systematically inactivate, disassemble, and degrade their own structural and functional 
components to complete their own demise [127]. In normal tissue, apoptosis deletes unnecessary, 
damaged and potentially harmful cells to ensure structural and functional tissue homostasis. 
Apoptosis occurs in nearly every cell type throughout development and m aturation.
Apoptosis proceeds in a much more orderly fashion than necrosis. A cell triggered to commit 
suicide first makes the enzymes it will need to destroy itself. Under the influence of suicide 
genes, the cell body then shrinks to a  characteristic spherical shape, while the enzymes within 
repackage its contents, including genetic material, into digestible fragments th a t neighbouring 
cells can consume. W ithin a few hours the cell starts breaking up. Each fragment has chemical 
markers on its surface th a t a ttrac t phagocytic cells, the body’s scavengers, which quickly remove 
all trace of it [54].
Many cancer cells have defects in one or more of the regulation of genes (e.g. P53) th a t 
control the apoptotic process. These defects render the tumour cells resistant to  the induction 
of apoptosis by a  wide variety of stimuli, including chemotherapeutic drugs and radiotherapy 
[127] and also add to  the cells’ apparent immortality.
1.1. INTRODUCTION.
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A survival gene called c-myc, acts as a kind of switch for apoptosis. If the c-myc gene is 
turned on, it instructs the cell to proliferate; if it is not expressed, the cell kills itself. In almost 
all types of cancer, the c-myc gene appears in a m utated form th a t cannot be switched off [54].
c-myc is im portant in apoptosis, but it does not act in isolation. Other genes seem to im­
pose checks and restraints on the way c-myc behaves. One such gene is MTS1 , which acts as a 
“gatekeeper” for c-myc, preventing its activation and so promoting apoptosis. MTS1  produces 
a  protein th a t blocks the action of an enzyme in the pathway th a t allows messages from cell 
surface receptors to switch on c-myc. So c-myc stays switched off, and apoptosis can take place. 
In more than half of all human cancers, functional copies of MTS1  are missing, leaving c-myc 
unchecked and the pathway to uncontrolled cell division open.
Tumours form two classes, benign and malignant. The critical distinction is their method 
of growth. Benign tum ours grow by expansion, compressing or displacing surrounding normal 
tissue, and are usually encapsulated, but malignant tumours grow by local infiltration, destroy­
ing the tissue through which they invade. Benign tumours grow at their site of origin only, but 
malignant tumours may spread to  distant sites, with cells detaching from the primary tum our 
and migrating to  remote sites via the blood stream, in the lymphatics or across tissue spaces. 
This process is known as metastasis and the secondary tumours formed are metastases. The 
m ajority of deaths from cancer are due to the formation of metastases a t sites remote from 
the primary tumour. Malignant tumours usually, though not necessarily, grow more rapidly 
than  benign tumours. Once they reach a clinically detectable stage, malignant tum ours gener­
ally show evidence of significant growth, with involvement of surrounding tissue, over weeks or 
months, whereas benign tumours often grow slowly over several years [232].
By virtue of their position, benign tumours may cause symptoms by compression of adjacent 
structures, like nerves or blood vessels, or in certain circumstances they may secrete hormones 
which contribute to the manifestation of disease. Thus, they are only life threatening if the 
growth is particularly large or near to  essential organs. In contrast, malignant tumours always 
have the potential to  cause death as a result of their aggressive growth behaviour. Malignant 
tum our cells tend to  be “anaplastic” or less well differentiated than the normal cells of the 
tissue in which they arise. Benign tumours usually resemble normal tissue more closely [190].
The most common type of malignant tumours are carcinomas (cancer of the epithelia), 
which are solid tum ours of the external and internal surfaces of tissues and organs. Lung cancer, 
prostate cancer, breast cancer and colorectal cancer account for over 50 % of all reported cancer 
in England and Wales [173]. In the majority of patients suffering from carcinomas, the disease 
has already spread (metastasised) before detection, resulting in multiple secondary tumours 
(metastases) which may occur in sites far removed from the primary cancer. Hence, the disease 
cannot be cured by treating the primary tumour alone. Metastases can be difficult to  treat,
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can cause a number of unpleasant symptoms and often prove to be fatal. The estim ated annual 
death rate is 1 in 341 for men and 1 in 387 for women [174]. Thus, it is highly desirable to 
prevent metastases from developing and so it is im portant to investigate the mechanisms by 
which the tum our spreads prior to the formation of secondary tumours. Firstly, this requires 
understanding of the different stages of tum our growth, from the initial appearance of the 
neoplasm, right up to  the point of metastases formation. Secondly, it requires identification of 
the different ways th a t tum our growth can be, at the very least, contained and ideally removed 
altogether.
1.2 G row th  o f  Solid  T um ours.
1.2.1 Early solid tum our growth.
The growth of most malignant and benign tumours takes place in two stages [143]. During the 
first stage, the tum our has no blood supply (avascular stage) and is usually l-3mm in diameter. 
This is small enough to  take in nutrients and expel waste products by diffusion alone. A few 
of the mathem atical models describing this stage of growth are discussed in Section (1.3).
LaBarbera & Vogel [144] and Edelstein-Keshet [59] have both demonstrated the inadequacy 
of diffusion as a  means of vital nutrient delivery. Fick’s first law of diffusion results in the 
diffusive flux being given by
J  =  DVC,
where C — concentration of nutrient, D=  diffusion coefficient [125, 144].
Consider a spherical tumour, of radius, r, volume V  = 47r r3/3  and surface area S  =  Airr2. 
Suppose th a t the tum our consumes the nutrient so th a t a t r  =  0, C(0, t)  = 0 , while its 
concentration a t the tum our periphery is CQ (cf. [104]). Then the total amount of nutrient 
diffusing across the tum our surface per unit time will be approximately
C0 dC C0
J  «  D S —  =  47tD C ar, where we have taken —r— ~  — , 
r dr r
i.e. the concentration difference per unit distance [59]. The rate a t which the nutrient is 
consumed is proportional to the tum our’s volume. If r  is the fixed constant representing the 
consumption rate of tum our cells per unit volume, then the ra te at which nutrient is used is 
47r r3r / 3 .
Thus,
rate of supply 3DCa
rate used r r 2
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For the needs of the tum our to be met, the rate of supply of the nutrient must be greater 
than  or equal to the rate a t which it is used, i.e. the ratio must be greater than  1. Hence an 
approximate minimum requirement is
r r 2
So, the external nutrient concentration must be, at the very least, proportional to the 
square of the tum our radius. If the tum our radius is large then this requirement is unrealistic. 
Hence, as the tum our grows, the nutrient concentration will decrease at the centre. The nutrient 
concentration also decreases towards the centre because of consumption. So, when the tum our 
is large enough, cells a t the centre do not receive enough to  remain alive and so die. These dead 
cells disintegrate into chemical compounds which are freely permeable through cell membranes. 
The mass or cell volume lost this way is replaced by cells pushed inward by the forces of 
adhesion and surface tension. Thus, when it reaches a critical size, the avascular tum our may 
become dorm ant and remain in a state of equilibrium [71, 111, 118]. Growth does not stop 
completely, but is ‘balanced’ by the death and disintegration of the dead cells. The tum our 
may remain in this dorm ant state for months or even years [180]. This period of dormancy 
ends when chemicals released by the tum our cause vascularization to occur. This process is 
called angiogenesis. If blood vessels do not supply the tum our with oxygen and nutrients, then 
the tum our either remains tiny or it dies.
1.2.2 R esponse of the Immune System  to a Tumour.
If the immune system of the host recognises the the abnormality in the tumour, then the growth 
may be regulated by the immune response, which may be sufficient to eradicate the neoplasia 
completely.
The immune cells, B-lymphocytes (B-cell) and T-lymphocytes (T-cell) are the key players 
in the immune response of invertebrate animals [145]. Both B-cells and T-cells are created in 
bone marrow, but the T-cells develop further in the thymus gland. Both types of cells circulate 
in the blood stream  and lymph system but are usually concentrated in the lymph nodes. These 
so-called lymphocytes can recognise certain free or cell surface antigens (molecules associated 
with foreign material e.g. virus, bacteria) or are produced by defective cells.
The appearance of antigen in the host triggers the response of the immune system to a 
neoplastic cell or a virus. The theory of B-cell response is called the Clonal Selection Theory. 
A specific receptor on the B-cell membrane will bind to the antigen in a manner analogous 
to  a key fitting a lock [145]. The B-cells then produce clones which secrete antibodies. This 
is known as a humoral  immune response, and the B-cells and their antibodies are collectively 
known as immunoglobulins. The antibodies bind to the antigens and mark them for destruction
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by other immune cells such as macrophages or natural killer cells.
The response of T-cells to antigen is to reproduce clonally and then differentiate into several 
kinds of T-cell. T-cells do not produce antibodies and are only involved in these cell-mediated, 
immune responses:
•  C y to to x ic  T -ce lls  - these bind to antigen on the surface of an abnormal cell or virus 
and kill it by lysis (disrupting the membrane).
• S u p p re sso r  T -ce lls  - these regulate the immune response by inhibiting excessive im­
mune reactions.
• H e lp e r  T -ce lls  - these bind to  antigen on the surface of B-cells and release hormones 
which help the B-cells to divide.
•  M e m o ry  T -ce lls  - these are formed from cytotoxic T-cells which continue to  circulate in 
the blood and lymph long after the immune reaction has taken place. They can rapidly 
respond to  any other appearance of the same type of antigen. These are the key players 
in vaccinations - once the body has been exposed to  a small amount of antigen, it can 
build up immunity to specific antigens.
MHC-encoded proteins (Major Histocompatibility Complex) mark every cell as ‘foreign’ or 
‘self’. These are encoded by genes in a specific region of the host DNA. There are millions 
of different MHC-encoding varieties, such th a t two unrelated individuals will be extremely 
unlikely to have the same MHC-encoded proteins. It is proposed th a t it is more difficult 
for the immune system to defend against tum our growth than viruses or bacteria, since the 
tum our cells and the adjacent normal cells will have the same or similar proteins [131]. Hence, 
the immune system may not recognise the developing tumour as being abnormal and so not 
respond sufficiently to curb subsequent growth. So-called immunogenic tum ours induce a  strong 
immune response. These tumours tend to be induced, for example, by a  carcinogenic virus, 
ra ther than spontaneously occurring [184, 232].
1.2.3 A ngiogenesis and M etastasis.
Folkman [14, 66, 68, 74, 75] has shown th a t cancer cells produce a distinct chemical factor, called 
Tumour Angiogenesis Factor (TAF), which stimulates the rapid formation of new capillaries. 
As the in vivo tum our approaches its diffusion limited size the local TAF concentration increases 
and induces neighbouring blood vessels to grow towards and into the colony. The malignancy 
becomes vascularized and perfusion then supplants simple diffusion as the dominant mechanism 
for the supply of nutrients and the removal of wastes. Once the tum our connects with the 
circulatory system all constraints imposed on it by diffusion are eliminated.
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The growth of a vascularized tum our can be exponential and as well as providing a  contin­
uous supply of nutrients, the proximity of the blood vessels gives a route for cells to be released 
into the blood for metastasis. Blood flow within a tum our is often erratic and the endothelium 
is abnormal and liable to injury [21].
It is thought th a t tum our metastasis is a highly selective competition favouring the survival 
of a subpopulation of m etastatic cells pre-existent within the heterogeneous population of the 
prim ary tum our [63]. This m etastatic subpopulation dominates the primary tum our mass early 
in its growth. The cells in the subpopulation grow faster than the other tum our cells, adhere 
less to each other and become more m etastatic the more they divide. They seem to have the 
ability to divide many more times than  other tumour or normal cells. Most tum ours consist 
of a large proportion of cells th a t are not capable of further division, typically in the range of 
20-70%.
Tumour cells are thought to be more easily separated from a solid tum our mass than  their 
counterpart normal cells from surrounding tissues [167, 221]. Also, adhesion between highly 
m etastatic cells and other tum our cells is noticeably lower than that demonstrated by normal 
cells or benign tum our cells [207]. This implies that the organisation of tum our cells within 
the tum our itself may influence m etastatic behaviour - if the subpopulation of m etastatic cells 
are initially in the centre of the tumour, then they are less likely to be able to escape from the 
mass than those near the periphery.
Motility is a feature of almost all living cells, but usually is inhibited when close contact 
is made between similar cells, or between cells and a suitable substrate. Autocrine motility 
factor is released by transformed cells into their culture medium, and appears to stim ulate 
their motility [167].
The arrest and metastasis formation of lymph-borne tum our cells at the regional lymph 
nodes and the arrest of malignant cells th a t enter the blood stream and form distant organ 
metastases are thought to be determined by anatomical and mechanical considerations [167]. 
It has been known for a long time th a t different types of cancer tend to form secondary tum ours 
in certain organs and not in others [47]. The im portant tum our cell properties in the mechanical 
lodgement of circulating tumour cell clumps are their release into the lymph and blood systems 
and their abilities to undergo heterotypic and homotypic adhesion during their transport to 
distant sites. The most frequent distant organ site of blood-borne m etastatic involvement is 
the lung.
To explain m etastatic colonisation th a t cannot be due to mechanical lodgement and anatom ­
ical considerations, Paget [178, 179] proposed the ‘seed and soil’ hypothesis. This proposes th a t 
the micro-environment of each organ (the ‘soil’) influences the implantation, invasion and sur­
vival of particular tum our cells (‘seed’). Tumour cells th a t form metastases are not invincible, 
and cannot grow just anywhere. It follows from Paget’s hypothesis th a t both seed and soil
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must have unique properties. For example, the cancer cell must be able to survive the journey 
through the blood stream, have the capacity for implantation on the ‘chosen’ organ and be able 
to  survive and multiply to  form a new colony once implantation has occurred. In addition the 
organ must be susceptible to implantation of the cells and be a suitable site for proliferation 
and vascularization to occur.
1.3 M a th em a tica l M od els o f  A vascu lar T um our G row th .
The simplest experimental model of solid tumours are multicellular spheroids (MCS). These are 
three-dimensional, multicellular aggregates, which are grown in tissue culture (for a review see 
Durand [58]). MCS models are used to  study the growth kinetics of small populations of cells 
and the re-growth kinetics of the population in response to cytotoxic treatm ents. MCS models 
have similar growth kinetics to tum our nodules and they develop microregions of quiescent 
cells in much the same way as solid tumours do. Furthermore, they have simple geometry and 
are easy to manipulate. However, it is difficult to compare MCS models directly with in vivo 
tum ours, since they do not incorporate the influence of the host on the tum our’s growth.
Experiments on the growth of nodular carcinomas by diffusion alone show th a t the pre­
vascularized development of a tum our is regulated by the depletion of nutrients, the production 
of katabolites and the disintegration of necrotic cellular debris [210]. [A katabolite (or catabo- 
lite) is any product of catabolism, which is a  metabolic process in which complex compounds 
are broken down into simpler substances]. When the tum our reaches its maximum avascular 
size (l-3m m ), and enters a state of equilibrium, the tiny cell colony consists of three distinct 
concentric spherical shells [129, 130]. The outer shell is several layers thick and mitosis is 
prominent, the middle shell contains viable but non-proliferating cells and in the centre is a 
necrotic core [32].
This section reviews a few mathematical models which incorporate these ideas.
Probably the simplest and most schematic of one-dimensional prevascular tum our growth 
models is th a t of Glass [92]. The basic mechanism in this model is th a t of tissue size regulation 
via negative feedback from the tissue itself. There is evidence th a t control of cellular replication 
in some mammalian tissue is a t least partially determined by such mechanisms [24, 175, 228]. 
The agents of negative feedback ( “chalones”) are tissue specific, mitotic inhibitors produced 
by the tissues, and it has been suggested th a t a breakdown in the normal functioning of the 
chalone mechanism may be responsible for limitless growth in at least some types of cancer 
[26, 27, 192]. Strong supporting evidence for this hypothesis comes from a study of the pattern  
of tum our growth [25].
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Glass’s model provides a limiting size for stable tissue growth, without describing the time 
evolution of the tissue prior to th a t limiting state. He solves the differential equation:
d c  8 2C  _  ,
~ d i - D d x * ~ >'c  +  P S { x )
C (x , t )=  chalone concentration, P =  production rate of chalone, D=  diffusion coefficient of C, 
A= decay rate, and
S(«) = /  1 if 1x1 - 1/2
[  0 if |x| >  L /2
for a  slab of chalone-producing tissue of length L, centred at the origin, with the assumption 
th a t there is a switch mechanism acting on the mitotic rate, M , i.e. there is a critical value of 
chalone concentration, 9 such that
f 0 C > 9
M = {
[ M 0 C < 9
Since the time scale for diffusion of chalone is small compared to  a typical time scale for tissue 
growth, time dependence of C  is dropped. By solving the new equation to find C,  he then char­
acterises the transition from stable to unstable growth by a dimensionless number, n, which is 
defined in term s of the parameters describing the system.
Shymko and Glass carried over these ideas in considerable detail in [198]. They also examine 
the stability of growth as a function of the values of the parameters describing the production, 
transport and decay of the chalone, and also as a function of the geometry of the growing 
tissue. Again, mitosis is assumed to switch on and off discontinuously as the concentration of 
inhibitor passes through the threshold value and they also assume th a t the initial geometry is 
maintained throughout growth.
Their conclusions are th a t stable tissue size is reached when mitosis becomes completely 
inhibited throughout the tissue. They find that the two consequences of including the effects 
of cell death in the formulation are
(i) stable limited growth may occur even in situations which were unstable without death 
and
(ii) a peripheral mitotic zone will exist even at the stable size.
When they changed the mitotic rate to  a more realistic decreasing sigmoidal function of the 
concentration of growth inhibitory factors, they found th a t a  transition zone appears between 
the inhibited and non-inhibited regions, and the width of this zone increases as the response
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function becomes less steep. This results in a narrow outer mitotic zone in a tissue which would 
be a t its stable size with no mitosis if the response function were discontinuous. They conclude 
th a t if the mitosis is never completely inhibited, some loss mechanism is required to achieve 
stability.
Adam [1] presents a  one-dimensional model of tum our tissue growth in which the source of 
mitotic inhibitor is non-uniformly distributed within the tissue. He uses the schematic model 
of Glass [92] and examines the sensitivity of the results in this paper to non-uniform production 
of mitotic inhibitor (chalone) in the central tissue region. For this non-uniform production, he 
chose a  continuous linearly decreasing function of distance from the centre of the tissue.
_ J 1 “ 2\X\!L if M  ^L/2
[ 0 if |x| > L/2
for a slab of chalone-producing tissue of length L, centred a t the origin.
Chalone is produced a t a rate P  per unit length, diffuses with coefficient D  and decays at 
a rate A proportional to  its concentration C(x, t ) .
Since the time scale for diffusion of chalone is small compared to a  typical time scale for
tissue growth, time dependence of C  is again dropped. As in Glass’s model [92], the distribution
of the chalone, C(x),  is used to determine the ultim ate or limiting size of tissue and when 
limitless growth occurs.
The one-dimensional equation for the model is:
* C 2 / " i  , s—  - a C  = zu(x)
where a  =  (A /D )1/ 2, u j ( x )  = —P  S ( x ) /D ,  with the mitotic rate, M , given again by:
f 0 C^ e r ^M = {  , (1.1)
[ M o  C < 9
for a critical value of chalone concentration, 9.
This is then solved analytically to  find C(x).  This function of chalone concentration is 
found to have a  maximum at x  =  0 followed by a minimum at x\  >  L /2 . So, C(x) decreases 
monotonically from its value at x  = 0 to  its value a t x  = L /2  and similarly of —L /2  < x  < 0.
He finds the values of n  =  P/2X9 for which growth is stable (i.e. a limiting size of tissue 
exists). Overall, it is shown th a t for a schematic model of inhibitor-producing tissue embedded 
in an inhibitor free environment, significant modifications to the pattern  of growth occur when 
compared with the results for uniform production of inhibitor, as obtained by Glass [92]. But, 
he concludes th a t to get any results th a t can be considered comparable to experimental data,
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a three-dimensional model must be used.
He pursues this idea in a later paper [2], extending this simple one-dimensional model to 
two and three dimensions.
Then the equation governing the local concentration C(r)  of growth inhibitor (chalone) is 
assumed to  be
dC
-^■ = D V 2C - y C  + XS(r)
where A is an inhibitor production rate, D  is the diffusion coefficient and 7  is the decay constant. 
The source term  S(r)  is chosen to be a simple measure of non-uniform production of inhibitor 
within the tissue and is defined by
\ i - r / R  r < R  (inside the tissue)
S(r)  =  <
1 0  r > R  (outside).
Again, diffusion of the chalone is assumed to be very rapid compared with the process of tissue 
growth, so he takes ^  =  0 to compute the steady state distribution.
Thus the equation becomes
- D V 2C + 'yC = \S{r) .
Also, as in [1], mitosis is assumed to be controlled by a discontinuous switch-like mechanism 
- described by (1.1).
Following Shymko and Glass’s treatm ent [198], three basic geometric configurations are 
investigated:
a) A thin uniform cylindrical tube, of length 2R, centred a t the origin. The concentration, 
C(r)  depends on axial distance r from the centre of the tube (one-dimensional model);
b) A thin cylindrical disc, where again C = C(r),  only 0 < r  < R  (two dimensions);
c) A sphere with C  =  C(r),  0 < r < R  (three dimensions);
w ith the additional assumption th a t initial geometry is conserved throughout growth.
Suitable boundary conditions are chosen and the differential equation solved analytically to 
find C(r) in the three cases. The concentration of growth inhibitor, C(r), is found, in all cases, 
to be a monotone decreasing function in [0,R].
For stable tissue growth, it is found th a t growth occurs initially throughout the tissue, 
but eventually a peripheral mitotic zone appears, which becomes increasingly narrow, finally 
disappearing when the stable size is reached.
The predictions of the nature and pattern of tissue growth in an environment for which
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growth inhibitor is produced non-uniformly are compared with those when production is uni­
form [198]. It is seen th a t the limiting size reached in stable tissue growth may be greater for 
non-uniform production, but the prediction for growth pattern  is the same in both models. 
Also, the effect th a t geometry can have on the growth patterns is the same for uniform and 
non-uniform production.
Adam takes this idea further again in [3], by setting up a model in which the source term  
for the inhibitor production rate is intermediate between being uniform throughout the tissue, 
as in [198] and highly non-uniform [1, 2], but otherwise arbitrary. He solves the equation
= <L2>
where
S(r)  =  A -  ~  ^ -, 0 < r  < A (1.3)
R
subject to  the conditions DC'(R)  +  PC (R )  = 0 and C(0) < oo VR.
He finds th a t the results for the uniform model [198] are recovered in the case with r  =  A 
and those from [2] with r  =  0 . So, the results for spheroids for which 0 < r  <  A will be 
intermediate between these two extremes. The values of a, for which growth is stable and 
limited, are calculated and the width of the mitotic zone is observed as the tissue size increases.
He concludes th a t to make the model more realistic, a desirable feature to include would 
be to  add central necrosis.
Chaplain and B ritton [35] present another model for the production of growth inhibitory 
factor (GIF) within an MCS. Their main assumption is that GIF is produced by cells within the 
spheroid in some prescribed non-linear spatially dependent manner, as in [l]-[3]. The differential 
equation for the system is given by
—  =  D V 2C - 7 C +  AS(r), (1.4)
The source term  chosen by Adam [l]-[3] is not smooth, th a t is, S'{0) ^  0. So, Chaplain and 
B ritton propose a smooth source term
f 1 - r 2/ R 2 0 < r < R
S(r) = { '  -  ~
^ 0 r > R
They use the fact th a t diffusion takes place over a much shorter time scale than th a t of spheroid 
growth. They consider spherical geometry and assume radial symmetry. Equation (1.4) and
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boundary conditions then reduce to
d2C  2 dC 2 _ A
^  =  0, r =  0, +  P C  =  0, r =  iJ,ar a r
where /c2 =  7 /JD. They non-dimensionalise the system, solve the equation analytically and 
examine the steady state profile of the GIF in various spheroids of differing radii.
They find th a t their final GIF profile is comparable with the experimental d ata  of Folkman 
and Hochberg [71].
Greenspan [103] bases his models on the fact th a t as the tumour expands, a critical size is 
reached when the central concentration of a vital nutrient falls below the level required to  sup­
port cell life. Also, the production and diffusion of katabolites within the nodule further retards 
growth by restricting the number of cells that can subdivide. The phenomenological descrip­
tions of the growth process are qualitatively the same for the one-dimensional and spherically 
symmetric growth problems. Greenspan’s object is to study a one-dimensional model which 
includes all the phenomena, but whose mathematical solution is concise and simply described. 
So, for simplicity, he considers growth of a cell culture in a long tube with a  very small cross- 
sectional area - see Figure (1-1).
His main assumptions for this one-dimensional model are:
(i) A cell dies when the local concentration of a vital nutrient, denoted by cr(z,t), falls below 
a critical level, cq .
(ii) A chemical produced within the culture prevents cell mitosis without causing death when 
the local concentration denoted by /3(z,t), exceeds a critical level, (31.
(iii) The concentrations cr(z,t), (3(z,t) are governed by simple diffusion equations (for which 
all diffusion coefficients and parameters are assumed to be constants). Moreover, since 
time variations are slow, the culture is essentially in a state of diffusive equilibrium at 
all times. The equations are then readily solved to obtain formulas for Zi(t) and zg{t) 
in terms of the remaining unknown zQ(t). Where a(zi(t) , t)  =  oq if a < cq somewhere; 
otherwise z* =  0 , th a t is, z* is the interface between the necrotic debris and the viable 
cells. 0(z g( t ) , t ) =  Pi if (3 > j3i somewhere in the region of viable cells; otherwise 
zg =  m ax(z;(£),0), i.e. zg is the interface between the viable and dividing cells - see 
Figure (1-1).
(iv) Necrotic debris disintegrates continually into simpler compounds th a t are freely perme-
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Figure 1-1: A cell colony consisting of th ree tiers - a  top  layer of proliferating cells in 
contact w ith  th e  am bient m edium ; a  m iddle layer of non-proliferating b u t viable cells 
and  a  base of necrotic debris.
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able through the culture. The mass or cell volume lost this way in necrosis is replaced 
by cells pushed downward by the forces of cell adhesion and surface tension. The ra te 
of loss of cell volume of dead material is taken to be proportional to the volume of dead 
m aterial present at any time.
He concludes th a t if the necrotic material is the source of an effective chemical inhibitor 
then the growth of the cell population is in three distinct stages. In the first stage, all cells are 
alive and proliferating so th a t the growth ra te is exponential. However, the concentration of 
the nutrient a,  which is maintained at a constant level ctqo in the ambient medium, decreases 
with distance from the interface z0(t). At a time th a t depends on the consumption rate, C, of 
nutrient by live cells and its diffusivity k in the culture, cells at the bottom  of the vial z  =  0 are 
the first to die of nutrient deficiency. This occurs when the culture reaches the critical height
hc =  [2fc(o-oo -  ct!)/C ]1/2.
Thereupon, the volume of necrotic debris begins to increase as does the concentration of chem­
ical inhibitor p. However,the volume of live cells, hca,  remains constant forever after, although 
the proportions of dividing and non-dividing cells do vary. The third stage begins when suffi­
cient chemical inhibitor has accumulated to  affect the reproduction rate of the live cells a t the 
necrotic boundary Zi(t). The constant volume of live cells continues to “float” upwards on its 
necrotic base but the number of proliferating cells decreases as the inhibitor diffuses through 
the culture. The birth  and death rates of cells are identical so th a t only the necrotic volume 
increases. The process approaches a steady state in which a small fraction of the viable cells 
in the segment zg < z  < z0 reproduce to counterbalance exactly the volume lost in necrotic 
disintegration.
The description of growth is roughly similar when the chemical inhibitor is a waste product 
of metabolism.
In other papers [102, 104], Greenspan considers the growth of a spherical tum our, where 
spherical symmetry prevails a t all time. Time, t, and radial distance, r , are the only independent 
variables. The other assumptions of the models are:
(i) Cancer cells die when the concentration of a vital nutrient, denoted cr(r, £), falls below a 
critical level tr*.
(ii) The vital nutrient (e.g. oxygen) is consumed by living cells only; the consumption rate 
may depend on nutrient concentration and cell proliferation as well as other factors.
(iii) A chemical is produced somewhere in the tumour which inhibits the mitosis of cancer 
cells w ithout causing their death. Its concentration is denoted by P(r,t),  the critical level 
is Pi.
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(iv) The carcinoma is in a state of diffusive equilibrium at all times.
He also includes a surface tension force proportional to the mean curvature k to keep the tum our 
compact and a continuous mass. He assumes th a t as a new cell forms in the outer mitotic layer 
and expands to  proper size it must push aside neighbouring cells of the culture. The forces of 
displacement are transm itted with attenuation cell to cell throughout the crowded population. 
The to tal pressure developed this way causes internal migration of cells and a drift of the entire 
colony as it builds in the direction of a richer nutrient supply. He adopts a “seepage” law of 
motion in which internal motion is proportional to the negative gradient of the pressure.
It is shown th a t under certain conditions the tendency of the colony to distort by either 
growth or elimination of material in the necrotic core overcomes the stabilising influence of 
the surface tension. The tum our development is then unstable, and may achieve a non-linear 
equilibrium, pinch apart, or even disintegrate depending on the dominant modes of instability 
and their development in time.
Burton [28] proposed a model, which is really the predecessor of Greenspan’s models, in 
which only diffusion of oxygen (vital nutrient) is considered. He assumes th a t the supply of 
O2 is confined to  the periphery and that there is a critical level Po2 in the tum our a t which 
necrosis develops.
Landry et al. [142] derived a mathematical expression, based on biological observations and 
basic physical properties of 3D structures, relating growth rate of MCS to some easily m easur­
able parameters. This growth equation predicts a linear expansion of the spheroid diam eter 
with time and the calculated growth rate is claimed to be comparable to experimental data.
Calderon and Kwembe [29] discuss meanings and limitations of certain mathem atical m od­
els, and give some new derivations of the existing models. They also present a theoretical 
justification for Gom pertz’s law of growth for tumours.
Laird [137, 140] and McCredie et al. [149], as well as many others cited in these references, 
have shown th a t the data  for many solid tumours is fitted very well by the Gompertz Law of 
growth.
The model assumes a rate of growth for the tumour tissue given by [201]
— =  fc(log —)m i.e. m(t) = rao e x p ( lo g (^ -)( l  -  exp(—kt))).  (1.5)
at m  A
One shortcoming of using this law is th a t when the detection size or initial size is infinitesimally 
small, the Gompertzian curve is unobtainable.
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A history of this model and its applications can be found in Chapter 3 of [4]. For an 
example of the direct use of the Gompertz law for modelling cancer, see [170].
1.4 Surface G eom etry  C oupled  to  M orph ogen .
A morphogen is a substance responsible for some aspect of morphogenesis. Controversy sur­
rounding their putative existence seems to be resolving in their favour [199, 214].
Cummings [40]-[44] has proposed a model for the morphogenetic movement of surfaces 
composed of cellular monolayers. The cells are presumed to be joined a t their lateral surfaces. 
An otherwise unspecified substance called a “morphogen” is introduced which is the agent of 
change in the individual cell. The distribution of these cellular deformations are used to  define 
a  surface via equations given for the Gauss and Mean curvatures of the surface defined at 
each point. The Gauss curvature determines the metric of the surface “g(u,v)n in conformal 
coordinates u,v. A unique equation for the morphogen distribution over the surface is presented 
which has the property of size invariance, i.e. the model “regulates” . The two resulting coupled 
equations for the metric and the morphogen can be solved self-consistently, once the individual 
cell deformation, as a function of morphogen level, is given. The surface geometry determines 
the morphogen distribution and the morphogen distribution in turn  affects the surface geometry. 
He then extends the model to two morphogens and gives a formula for calculating with three 
or more.
He carries out numerical integration of the two coupled equations in the case of axial 
symmetry, and he concludes from this th a t individual cells deform by changing the ratio  of 
their apical to basal areas as well as their heights. In [42], he presents a simple picture of 
gastrulation as an example of the formulation.
1.5 S im u lation s o f  C ell M ovem en ts and P ro cesses .
1.5.1 Cellular A utom ata M odels of Cell M ovem ents.
A cellular autom aton model consists of a simulation which is discrete in time, space and state. 
They are simple systems th a t mimic the physical laws, which are often numerically intractable, 
by a series of simple rules that are easy to compute quickly and in parallel.
Williams and Bjerknes [229] simulate the induction of a tum our in the basal layer of an 
epithelium using such a model. Their primary assumption is th a t tum our growth begins when 
a single abnormal cell divides faster than  surrounding normal cells by a factor /c; the “car­
cinogenic advantage” . Cells are placed on a hexagonal lattice and each cell has six nearest 
neighbours. Whenever a cell divides, one of its neighbours (chosen at random) is pushed out of
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the basal layer. They found th a t the probability of regression {i.e. when the entire abnormal 
clone is pushed out of the basal layer) is £, this was virtually the only mathematically rigorous 
result they obtained. They concluded from their model th a t the infiltrating patterns normally 
associated with cancer growth may be as much due to counter-invasion of the abnormal by the 
normal cells, as to invasion of the normal by abnormal cells.
Qi et al. [185], present a model describing the immune system surveillance against cancer. 
They consider a two-dimensional square lattice of n  x n  sites. Each site has four nearest 
neighbours and may accommodate either a normal cell, a cancerous cell, a complex or a  dead 
cancer cell, where complexes are the product of the cytotoxic process. They assume th a t an 
effector (cytotoxic) cell is “hiding” in each compartment. At t  = 0 , only five cancer cells are 
set in the central part of the lattice and all the other sites are occupied by normal cells.
The rules of the system axe:
(i) If the randomly chosen compartment (z, j )  is occupied by an abnormal cell, it may prolif­
erate with probability k[ or may be bound by an effector cell hiding in the same site, to  form 
a  complex, with probability Because the proliferation rate k[ in vivo decreases as the ma­
lignant tum our expands, they propose th a t it is reasonable to assume th a t k[ = k \{ l  — N c/</>), 
where N c is the to tal number of cancer cells and 0 is a constant. They introduce the concept 
of density, d of tum our cells to describe the effect of the mechanical pressure on cancer devel­
opment and choose a  critical density value, dc. If the density is less than this value, the second 
daughter cell resulting from proliferation can only occupy one of the inside nearest {i.e. closest 
to  the origin) neighbouring sites originally occupied by normal cells. The probability th a t one 
site will be invaded is the same as any other feasible site. If d > dc, the second daughter cell 
may invade any one of the nearest neighbouring sites originally occupied by normal cells with 
equal probability for each neighbouring site.
(ii) If the compartment is occupied by a complex, it may dissolve with probability £3. If it 
dissolves, the complex is replaced by a dead cancer cell and an effector cell E 0 hiding in the 
compartment.
(iii) If a dead cell occupies (z, j ) ,  it may escape or dissolve with probability k±. If this does 
happen, the com partment will be occupied by a normal cell with a hiding effector cell. This 
operation, where a normal cell just “appears” in the middle of tum our tissue, is used to represent 
the infiltration of the normal tissue into the cancerous tissue.
They analyse their results and compare them with experimental data. The experimental 
results are systematically described invoking the Gompertz formula. They then obtain values 
for mo, k  and A  in (1.5) using the method of least squares. The effects of , fc2, £3, £4 on the 
Gompertz growth are investigated. It is found th a t N  (maximum tum our size) and N c (total 
number of cancer cells) increase with fci. Increasing fc2 damps the growth of the tum our, since
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the immune network plays a critical role in restraining a cancer. The smaller fc3 (or fc4), the 
slower the development of N c. This is because the occupation of sites by complexes (or dead 
cells) prevents the cancer from proliferating. If fc3 (or k4) is smaller, more complexes (or dead 
cells ) stay inside the tum our. Thus, the smaller the value of fc3 (or k4), the faster the develop­
ment of N ,  th a t is, the faster the tumour grows, even though the number of proliferating cells 
isn’t  very high.
Erm entrout and Edelstein-Keshet [61], review a number of biologically motivated cellular 
autom ata th a t arise in models of excitable and oscillatory media, in developmental biology, in 
neurobiology and in population biology.
All simulations th a t run on computers are in fact cellular autom ata, since all computers 
operate a t finite precision on numerical discretizations of the time and space domains.
1.5.2 Cell Sorting M odels.
There have been many mathematical models developed to simulate cell movements within solid 
aggregates of biological cells. Cell sorting models are just one of the ways th a t have been used 
for this aim. In the rest of this section, I will try  to summarise the experimental observations 
th a t have inspired these models, investigate the theory behind them, and also review a  small 
selection of the models th a t I have encountered.
In a number of cell sorting experiments [10, 46, 88, 116, 168, 202, 203, 204, 218, 230], cells 
display a remarkable ability to  migrate over distances much greater than one cell diam eter in 
order to restore disrupted patterns or form new ones.
Probably the most fundamental facts concerning tissue reconstruction are the following four 
points:
(i) When the cells of different vertebrate embryonic tissues are dissociated and mixed, they 
are capable of establishing adhesions with one another and constructing common aggregates 
[116, 230].
(ii) W ithin such ‘mixed’ aggregates, containing cells from different tissues, the differing kinds 
of cells regroup, each with the others allied to it, to reconstruct the various tissues of origin 
[85, 206].
(iii) These tissues are reconstructed in definite positions; e.g. muscle is always built external to 
cartilage and the natural configuration of mesoderm, endoderm and ectoderm [115].
(iv) When the tissues employed are parts of a complex within the embryo, the geometry of the 
entire normal complex is reflected in the reestablished structures [205]
The natural configuration of mesoderm, endoderm and ectoderm from amphibian embryos 
can be recovered from excised tissues combined in the right proportions [115]. When mixed
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together in suspension, neural and pigmented chicken embryo retina cells will precipitate to 
produce a disordered aggregate. The initially irregular aggregate rounds over time. Pigmented 
cells coalesce a t the centre to form a sphere while neural cells organise to form an encompassing 
outer layer. Significantly, the outcome of sorting experiments is largely independent of the 
initial conditions [206]. An aggregate of neural cells rounds in isolation but spreads to engulf a 
pigmented cell aggregate if the two are placed in contact. Similarly, an intact fragment of chicken 
heart ventricle will envelope a chicken cartilage fragment. The coelenterate animal Hydra 
vulgaris [78, 193, 213] is basically a hollow cylinder with an extracellular m atrix sandwiched 
between layers of endodermal and ectodermal cells. When dismantled at the cellular level, hydra 
display an amazing ability to  recover their original state and when turned in-side-out they are 
able to  re-invert themselves. These, and other observations, suggest an underlying mechanism 
for cellular pattern  formation based on intrinsic cell properties rather than  chemical gradients 
or the starting locations of cells in a tissue.
Experiments have demonstrated th a t differences in intercellular adhesivity determine the 
final state of cell sorting, the cell configuration approaching the global minimum of overall 
surface energy [205].
Preliminary Theory.
• S te in b erg’s D ifferential A dhesion  H ypothesis
Steinberg proposed the Differential Adhesion Hypothesis [99, 202, 203, 204] to explain cell 
sorting as a minimisation of contact energy a t cell interfaces. Experiments [76, 115, 163] 
show th a t the strength of attachment between two cells which come into contact de­
pends on the type of cells involved. The difference in adhesion energy results from the 
number and particular type of surface adhesion molecules present on the cell membrane. 
Classes of adhesion molecules include cadherins, N-CAM and many other varieties, some 
non-specifically adhesive, others, like N-CAM, extremely variable in sequence (and hence 
relative adhesivity) between cell types. Movement of a cell requires work against the 
adhesive forces of its neighbours under the constraint on cell volume imposed by mem­
brane elasticity. Thus, affinity between neighbouring cells determines the energy of a cell 
aggregate. Energy is stored at interfaces between cells which have the potential to  form 
stronger attachm ents with more amenable coupling partners. Cytoskeletal membrane 
fluctuations allow the cells in an aggregate to explore an abstract energy landscape ran­
domly yet exhaustively. The local energy gradient drives cells. Dissipation inexorably 
leads to a configuration with absolute minimum energy. As jostling causes adhesion 
molecules to  unbind and re-bind, strong bonds tend to  replace weak bonds, making best 
use of the available binding energy and thereby maximising the work required to remove 
a cell from an aggregate. Differential adhesion is thought to play an im portant role in
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processes such as cell recognition [29], gastrulation [148, 187], cell shaping [171], control 
of pattern  formation [166] as well as cancer metastasis [211].
• M onte Carlo M eth od
The Monte Carlo method obtains a single outcome for a function containing a probability 
value by selecting a pseudorandom number, comparing it to the probability value, and 
substituting 0 or 1 depending on whether the selected number exceeds the probability 
value. By repeating the simulation many times, a distribution of outcomes is obtained. 
Monte Carlo simulations are particularly useful in predicting outcomes where a simple set 
of initial conditions results in a large number of possible outcomes, from which it is too 
difficult or cumbersome to derive any analytical solutions. By performing repeated trials 
and observing the distribution of outcomes th a t evolve through time, one can predict the 
behaviour of complex systems.
The name “Monte Carlo” arises from the random or “chance” character of the m ethod 
and the famous casino in Monaco [134].
• Ising M od els
Models in which the degrees of freedom reside on a  lattice and interact locally arise in 
several areas of condensed m atter physics and field theory. The simplest of these is the 
Ising model, which can be taken as a crude description of a magnetic m aterial [134].
For example, using the magnetic language, the Ising model consists of a set of spin degrees 
of freedom interacting with each other and with an external magnetic field. Consider a 
model where the spin variables are located on the sites of an N x x N y square lattice. 
The spins can therefore be labelled Sij,  where i , j  are the indices for the two spatial 
directions, or as Sa , where a: is a generic site label. Each of these spin variables can 
either be “up” (S a = +1) or “down” (S a = —1). The Hamiltonian (sum of kinetic and 
potential energies) for the system is conventionally written as
H  = - J  Y .  S aS p - B Y s «
«x,0> a
The notation < a, 0  > means that the sum is over nearest neighbour pairs of spins; these 
interact with a strength J.  There are four nearest neighbours of any site (NSEW) not 
on the boundary. When J  is positive, the energy is lower when a spin is in the same 
direction as its neighbours, while when J  is negative, a spin will tend to be anti-aligned 
with its neighbours. The term  involving B  represents the interaction of the spins with 
an external magnetic field.
Configurations of the system are specified by giving the values of all N x x N y = N s spin 
variables and the weighting (probability that it will be chosen) of any one of the 2Na spin
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configurations, S, is
e - n { S )
« (S ) =  —
where the partition function is
A site is chosen a t random, and a trial is performed to see if it is feasible to flip the spin 
of th a t site. If the change in Hamiltonian A H  is negative, then the trial is accepted, if 
it is positive, it is accepted with probability e~AH~B.
An Ising model is the two-dimensional version of a Potts Model.
M e tro p o lis  A lg o rith m
One very general way to produce random variables with a given probability distribution 
of arbitrary form is the Metropolis algorithm [152]. As it requires only the ability to 
calculate the weight function for a given value of the integration variables, the algorithm 
has been applied widely in statistical mechanics problems, where the weight function 
of the canonical ensemble can be a very complicated function of the coordinates of the 
system and so cannot be sampled conveniently by other methods. However, it is not 
without its drawbacks.
The algorithm can be implemented in one simple way. Suppose one wants to  generate 
a set of points in a (possibly multi-dimensional) space of variables X  distributed with 
a probability density iu(X). The Metropolis algorithm generates a sequence of points, 
X 0, X i , ..., as those visited successively by a random walker moving through X  space; 
as the walk becomes longer and longer, the points it connects approximate more closely 
the desired distribution.
The rules by which the random walk proceeds through configuration space are as follows. 
Suppose the walker is at point X n in the sequence. To generate X n+ i, it makes a trial 
step to a new point Xt- This new point can be chosen in any convenient manner, for 
example uniformly a t random within a multidimensional cube of small side <5 about X n. 
This trial step is then accepted or rejected according to the ratio
„ ® (X ,)r  =
«>(Xn)
If r is larger than one, then the step is accepted (i.e. X n+ i =  X t), while if r  is less than 
one, the step is accepted with probability r. This latter is conveniently accomplished by 
comparing r  with a random number rj uniformly distributed in the interval [0,1] and ac-
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cepting the step if 77 <  r. If the trial step is rejected we put X n+i =  X n. This generates 
X n+ i, and we may then proceed to  generate X n+2 by the same process, making another 
trial step. Any arbitrary point, Xo can be used as a starting point for the random walk.
Antonelli et al. [9] simulate cell-sorting in embryogenesis describable by Steinberg’s dif­
ferential adhesion mechanism, using the exchange model. The exchange principle allows the 
exchange of a  given, randomly chosen, cell in an aggregate with one of its nearest neighbours 
depending on whether this decreases the free energy. Their model involves differential adhesion 
between cells on a hexagonal lattice, which exchange places so as to minimise the free energy 
of the system.
They successfully simulate transitivity, pattern  reversal and engulfment by changing certain 
param eters of the model. Also, they tackle the problem of duality (where a  simulation with 3 
or more cell-types results in states whose interpretation is hampered by the presence of a form 
of figure-ground ambiguity).
Sulsky et al. [209] introduce Voronoi polygons (described in the following paragraph) as a 
suitable representation for a two-dimensional cell sheet. These polygons axe defined in terms 
of a finite number of points making numerical simulations tractable, but also allowing cells to 
change neighbours and their shape in response to deforming forces without leaving gaps in the 
tissue. Using this geometry and Steinberg’s adhesion hypothesis, they simulate rounding of 
uneven tissue and engulfment of two intact tissues, using the method described below.
To set up the initial configuration of cells, (Voronoi polygons), N markers are chosen at 
random within the two-dimensional domain. For biological applications it is convenient to refer 
to  these markers as nuclei. A cell is then a region of space which consists of points closer to 
a given nucleus than to  any other. Two cells are neighbours if they have an edge in common. 
Polygons constructed in this manner are also known as Meijering cells [89] or Dirichlet domains.
To each pair of cells, a characteristic surface tension, per unit length, is assigned, which 
means th a t the free energy of the aggregate can be written
V  =  ^  ] lij Cij
<i,j>
where < i , j  >  denotes a sum over pairs of cells and lij is the length of the edge between cell 
i and cell j .  eij is assumed to be time independent, to avoid complication. The choice of cell 
geometry leads to a discrete problem of finding a path through the configuration space C(xi), 
of steepest descent along the surface V (xi,eij) with a given dissipation $ . Also included are N
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area constraints which express conservation of mass for cells with constant density,
W ith the Voronoi polygons and these assumptions, they simulate the rounding up of tissue 
fragment, the engulfing of one tissue by another and the intermixing of two cell types.
Graner and Sawada [101] also use Dirichlet domains (Voronoi polygons) as a method to 
simulate biological cells. Free Dirichlet domains are similar to ordinary ones, with each cell 
denoted by a centre. The cell is the subset of the space which is nearer to  its centre than any 
other, but with the additional constraint th a t the distance from the centre must be less than 
a  specified quantity, R. If two centres are closer than 2R, their m ediatrix plane is the contact 
surface between their cells. But, if two neighbouring centres axe further apart than 2R, each 
cell has a  free membrane, a spherical cap with radius R.
Free Dirichlet domains experience no singularity, not only during neighbour exchange, but 
also when a centre loses neighbours by drifting towards the edge of the cellular pattern. Instead 
of stretching and unrealistically elongating, the domain detaches from its neighbours and a 
portion of its membrane becomes free. If cell density is low and cells are not very adhesive, 
intercellular gaps can exist. So, this representation is suitable for loose aggregates or sub­
confluent monolayers.
The energy of the configuration is the sum of the adhesion energy between neighbouring 
cells and the adhesion energy between free surfaces and the surrounding medium. (Adhesion 
energy is proportional to the length of the edge of contact). Each centre feels the local effect of 
the whole energy gradient, which acts on it as a force. This force moves the centre to  minimise 
the total energy of the pattern  along the steepest path of the energy landscape.
Using this representation of cells and the effect of a deterministic force based on the gra­
dient of the cell-cell adhesion energy, they show th a t differential adhesion can be a general 
morphogenic mechanism.
The large-Q Potts model (Q is the number of different ‘spins’ in the model) is a combination 
of discrete and continuum methods. The model can simulate diffusive grain growth driven 
by surface energy, and can correctly simulate experimentally observed topological changes in 
cellular patterns in metals and soap froths [95]. (Grain growth is the increase in mean grain 
size which occurs upon annealing a polycrystalline aggregate after prim ary recrystalization 
is complete [110]). The Potts model can also be applied to biological systems such as the 
development of the slime mold, Dictyostelium discoideum [123, 194], and tum our growth [55, 
56, 57].
Glazier et al. use this model for a starting point for their cell-sorting models. These will 
be discussed in Section (3.1).
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1.5.3 Other Sim ulations that use the M onte Carlo M ethod.
Michelson [153] presents a Monte Carlo simulation of the dynamics of individual cell popu­
lations which express differential sensitivities to generic cytotoxic agents. The mathematical 
model which underlies the simulation system describes the population dynamics of two kinds of 
cells (sensitive and resistant) as a stochastic birth-death migration process while describing the 
transition probabilities as deterministic or phenomenological functions of an agent’s (cytotoxic) 
concentration. The probability th a t a cell either dies or alters its phenotype in the presence of 
the agent, a t a given level of activity, represents the intrinsic capacity of the “average” cell to 
respond to  the biochemical/biophysical activities of the agent.
Drasdo et al. [55, 56, 57] describe the stochastic dynamics of tissues of cells with emphasis 
on epithelial cells and fibroblasts and fibrocytes of the connective tissue. They investigate 
pattern  formation and growth characteristics of such cell populations in culture numerically, 
using Monte Carlo simulations for quasi-two-dimensional systems of cells.
All of their models are based on a  simplified description of cell shapes. A course grained 
description is used, which takes into account the cell shapes only in a statistical sense. Attached 
to  each cell is a region in space where most of the cell volume is located with overwhelming 
probability. The boundaries of these regions define shells around some geometrical surface 
which marks the average cell shape. Only short range cell interactions are considered.
They roughly distinguish between two age classes, the inter-phase and mitosis. During 
the inter-phase, the cell is steadily growing until it has doubled its mass, its organelles and 
DNA content. Then it enters mitosis where it deforms until the next cell division is completed, 
whereupon the daughter cells enter the inter-phase. See Figure (1-2).
A cell may migrate and rotate during its life.
Cell interaction is modelled by a potential, V,  and a trial is accepted with probability 
oc exp(—AV) when A V  > 0 - this corresponds to the Metropolis algorithm [152]. Figure (1-3) 
shows a couple of examples of choices for this potential, a) is a square-well potential, where
oo for \ f i  — f j \  <  R i j { r )
V { i , j \ r )  = < - e  for R i j { r )  < jr, -  f j  \ < R i j { r )  -I- 6
0 otherwiseV
and b) is a harmonic well, where
oo for |f i  - T j \  < R i j ( r )
V T) — \  -e s in ([ |f i -  f j  \ -  R ^ tt/S) for Rij(r)  <  |r* -  f j \  < R ^ (t)  +  6
0 otherwise
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M
Figure 1-2: Developm ent of average cell shape during a proliferation cycle.
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The Monte Carlo method is used to simulate the stochastic dynamics, which are defined by the 
transition probabilities.
Their work is restricted to cell cultures as they can be regarded as quasi-two-dimensional 
structures and axe more accessible to quantitative experimental methods.
The state Si of a cell i is described by its position, its age class, and its shape. The cell 
position is given by the vector f l  of its centre of mass. For an I cell (cell in the inter-phase), 
the shape is characterised by its radius R{, whereas for an M cell (cell undergoing mitosis), it 
is the vector di, joining the centres of the corresponding dumbbell which fixes its shape.
During a single updating step, only one randomly chosen cell is considered as active and 
tries to perform one of the following actions a:
(i) a 1 G {migration, growth} for I cells,
(ii)aM G {migration, rotation, deformation) for M cells. See Figure (1-4) for the flow diagram 
of this algorithm.
A single migration trial consists of a shift f i  —> r^(l H- 5) of cell i in a random direction 
with a  step length which is chosen a t random from an interval [0,£rmax]. A rotation trial is 
defined similarly. During a  growth step, the radius of an I cell is increased by a  random amount 
<5RG[0,<5f?max], whereas during a deformation step, the length of d is increased and a t the same 
time the dumbbell radius is decreased such th a t the volume of the cell is constant.
W hether a cell i actually performs its chosen trial or not depends on its interactions with 
other cells. If the trial decreases the cell interaction potential, then it will be performed, but 
if it increases it, then the trial is performed with probability proportional to exp(- change in 
potential).
This model “performs” wound healing of a skin cut and the spread of a sarcoma (cancer of 
the connective tissue) across an epithelial boundary, and results are given for these simulations. 
Drasdo it et al. then go on to discuss variations of this model, e.g. changing the mobility of the 
I and M cells, and give examples of cells in vivo th a t behave in the manner predicted.
Drasdo and Kree expand on the basic model in other later reports [55, 56].
Moore and Berman [161] propose th a t over generations polyclonal populations tend toward 
monoclonality (all remaining cells in population originate from one parent cell) when there is 
variation in the growth properties of the original cells in the initial population. Many tumours 
have a clonal phenotype. When all cells in a tumour have the same genetic characteristics, it 
is deduced th a t all cells in the tum our are descended from a single cell [62, 224]. They employ 
the Monte Carlo method to simulate the growth of cell clones with different probabilities of cell 
death.
They assume th a t tumours start off as populations of genetically distinct and independently 
dividing cells, each with a potential for unbounded growth with a constant cell cycle time per
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Figure 1-3: Sim ple d iagram  of an epithelial cell and two exam ples of possible in teraction 
potentials.
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Figure 1-4: Schem atic flow chart of D rasdo’s basic sim ulation algorithm .
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generation, t, and an inherited death probability, P  which is constant.
Their results show th a t monoclonality can evolve either from minor differences in cell cycle 
time or in the probability of cell death in a polyclonal ‘founder’ population.
In a later paper [18], they show, again using Monte Carlo simulations, th a t small populations 
of cells with intrinsic cell loss rates, comparable to the cell loss rates observed clinically in 
human tumours, may regress spontaneously. Also th a t small variations in the intrinsic cell 
death probability near 0.5 result in large differences in the number of surviving cells calculated 
a t the 100th  generation. They assume that
(i) cancer therapy reduces the tum our burden but does not eliminate all tum our cells. They 
arbitrarily select 500 cells as the prototypic residual tumour burden;
(ii) residual tum our cells can all potentially give rise to clones of cells th a t divide until they 
reach a state  where they no longer divide (necrotic and post-mitotic cells);
(iii) the likelihood of a cell entering a non-dividing state can be modelled probabilistically, since 
tumours as a  whole seem to maintain characteristic population cell loss rates.
They compared their simulation results with a  corresponding deterministic model. The de­
terministic model obtains an analytic solution for the number of cells produced by continuously 
growing populations. This model allows the existence of fractional cells and therefore cannot 
predict the extinction of clones. Also, the model produces only one answer for the behaviour 
of a population and does not give a range of possible results. When the simulations resulted 
in clones with large populations, the population as a whole behaved in a deterministic fash­
ion (logarithmic growth) similar to those observed clinically. The findings provide a plausible 
explanation for the clinically observed failure of tumours to recur in instances where tum our 
burden remains following cancer therapy.
They also examine the hypothesis that early lesions operate under the identical growth 
kinetics of ‘la te’ lesions (neoplasms), but th a t kinetic features favouring continuous growth 
in established lesions tend to  favour extinction of lesions composed of small populations in 
[19]. They assume th a t each cell-cluster begins as a single cell th a t divides. At each new 
generation, each daughter cell may either divide or die. Death is determined by an inherited 
death probability, P , th a t is constant for the initial cell and all of its descendants. They use 
Monte Carlo methods again to simulate the growth of the cell populations.
The model demonstrates th a t small increments in the intrinsic cell loss probability in even 
the earliest progenitors of malignancy can strongly influence the subsequent development of 
neoplasia from initiated foci.
1.5. SIMULATIONS OF CELL MOVEMENTS AND PROCESSES.
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Chapter 2
A Two-Dim ensional Simulation  
of Cell Sorting, Proliferation and 
Effects of the Immune System .
2.1 In trod u ction .
We started  with a preliminary investigation into the general ideas behind simulating an avascu­
lar tum our on a lattice. The following models do not reflect reality closely, but pick out salient 
features th a t would be im portant in more realistic simulations later on.
Embryonic cells of two different types, when dissociated, randomly mixed, and reaggre­
gated, can spontaneously sort to reestablish coherent homogeneous tissues [116]. Individual 
cells in aggregates move randomly in the absence of chemical gradient or adhesion gradients. 
Steinberg’s Differential Adhesion Hypothesis (cf. Section 1.4.2) suggests th a t a mixture of two 
types of cells which adhere to  one another with different strengths will rearrange themselves 
until free energy is reduced to a minimum. This is known as cell sorting. A potential energy 
can be attribu ted  to a  cellular pattern because adhesion energy is proportional to the contact 
area between two cells.
Adhesion energy of system +  free energy =  constant.
So, increasing the adhesion energy by breaking weak bonds and establishing strong bonds 
results in a direct decrease in free energy.
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2.2 M o d el w ith  Sorting.
The first model th a t we studied was very basic and involved sorting of two different types of 
cells - normal and cancer, but no proliferation. This is considered later in section 2.3.
Each cell was assigned a lattice site ( i , j)  on a square, two dimensional lattice, and the 
initial configuration was a roughly circular “tum our” (black cells) in the middle, surrounded 
by normal (white) cells.
As in the Ising model (cf. Section 1.5.2), the Hamiltonian or potential energy of the system
,j')
where (i , j ) and (i ' , j ') are neighbouring pixels, r ( i , j )  is the type of cell a t site ( i , j )  and 6ij is 
the Kronicker delta, i.e.
So, the free energy between two cells is 0 if they are the same type and 1 if they are different. 
The rules of the model were very simple:
(i) pick a cell a t random;
(ii) pick one of its four neighbours a t random;
(iii) if the two are the same colour/type, move on to choose another cell. If not, then the two 
cells swap places with Monte Carlo probability.
Monte Carlo probability is given by:
where r ( i , j )  = 0 or 1 (cancer or normal cell, respectively). A; is a constant and T  is the 
tem perature of the system, suitably chosen to allow optimum energy fluctuations. Throughout
equivalent to merging the two constants, k and T, into one variable, so simplifying the choice 
of parameters.
For a fixed tem perature, the simulation showed the spreading of the cancer cells and mixing 
of the two types of cell very well. Figure (2-1) shows the results of the simulation as time 
increases. In these pictures, it can be seen that individual cells, and also clumps of cancer cells, 
break away from the tum our mass. This is the beginnings of tum our metastasis.
is given by:
e x p ( -A H / k T )  if A H  > 0
(2 .1)
1 if A H  <  0
the rest of this chapter, we fix k = 1 and only allow the variable T  to  change its value. This is
2.2. MODEL WITH SORTING.
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Figure 2-1: M odel w ith  sorting: C onfiguration of sorting cells after (from left to  right) 
0 updates, 4000, 10,000, 20,000, 50,000 and 100,000 updates. C ancer cells are depicted 
by black pixels, norm al cells by white. 1 / T  =  0.8.
2.2. MODEL WITH SORTING.
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Figure 2-2: Schem atic flow chart of basic algorithm  for m odel w ith cell sorting and 
proliferation.
2.2. MODEL WITH SORTING.
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2.3  M o d el w ith  P roliferation .
This model was then adapted to include proliferation. The flow chart for the algorithm is shown 
in Figure (2-2). If a cancer cell is chosen, then, it can either proliferate with a certain chosen 
probability, or it can swap places with one of its four neighbours, chosen a t random with Monte 
Carlo probability. If it is a normal cell, it can only sort. We ignored proliferation of the normal 
cells because some cancer cells have a much higher proliferation rate [167] and also, it is more 
than  likely th a t one of the two daughter cells will occupy a site th a t causes another normal cell 
to  be “pushed” off the edge of the lattice, which does not change the configuration, but does 
waste computing time.
Sorting occurs as before, the Hamiltonian again being
^  ^ y (1 _  ^ T ( i , j ) , T ( i '  , j ' ) )
(i j ) { i ' J ' )
If a cancer cell proliferates, then the randomly chosen neighbour and all consequent cells on 
th a t row/column are moved on one site, and the empty space left by the neighbour is filled 
with a  cancer cell. Changing the probability of proliferation decides whether the tum our shows 
aggressive growth or just continuous steady growth. Some results are shown in Figure (2-3). 
Again, the tum our displays metastatic-like behaviour in allowing some cells to separate from 
the main body of the tumour.
The next step was to find the time taken for the tumour to spread across the lattice for 
different tem peratures. Annuli concentric with the initial “circle” of cancer cells were set up 
and the times when a cancer cell first reached consecutive annuli were recorded. Four different 
seeds were used for generating the pseudorandom numbers required for the Monte Carlo method, 
and the average time was calculated from the data. The results are shown in Figure (2-4) for 
six different tem peratures, the lattice size being 64x64, and the initial tum our radius 10 cell 
diameters.
2.4  E ffects o f  th e  Im m une S ystem .
If the immune system of the host recognises the abnormality in the tumour, then the growth 
may be regulated by the immune response, which may be sufficient to eradicate the neoplasia 
completely.
The immune cells, B-lymphocytes (B-cell) and T-lymphocytes (T-cell) are the key players 
in the immune response of invertebrate animals [145]. Both B-cells and T-cells are created in 
bone marrow, but the T-cells develop further in the thymus gland. Both types of cells circulate 
in the blood stream and lymph system but are usually concentrated in the lymph nodes. These 
so-called lymphocytes can recognise certain free or cell surface antigens (molecules associated
2.3. MODEL WITH PROLIFERATION.
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Figure 2-3: M odel w ith  proliferation and  sorting: P (cancer cell proliferates) =  0.1, 
inverse tem p era tu re  =  0.8, tim es are (from  left to  right) 1000 updates, 10,000, 50,000,
100,000, 500,000 and  1,000,000 updates. Again black pixel=cancer, w hite= norm al.
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C om parison of the num ber of upd ates taken for different va lu es of 1/T
upper -  -  is 1/T=2.0  
u p p er  is 1/T=1.2
is 1/T=0.8
... is 1/T=0.5  
lower -  -  is 1/T=0.3  
lo w e r  is 1/T=0.1
2520
Annulus num ber
Figure 2-4: M odel w ith  sorting and  proliferation: G raph showing the  variation of tu ­
m our grow th ra te  w ith  system  tem peratu re . T  is the  “tem p era tu re” of the  system , t  is 
th e  num ber of up d ates required for a tum our cell to  reach annulus n , where the inner 
rad ius of annulus n has size, in cell d iam eters, n-f initial rad ius of tum our. Increas­
ing/decreasing  the  p aram eter k in (2 .1) would give the sam e effects as shown here for 
increasing/decreasing T.
2.4. EFFECTS OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM.
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with foreign material e.g. virus, bacteria) or are produced by defective cells.
The appearance of antigen in the host triggers the response of the immune system to  a 
neoplastic cell or a virus. The response of the B-cells is called the Clonal Selection Theory. A 
specific receptor on the B-cell membrane will bind to  the antigen in a manner analogous to  a 
key fitting a lock [145]. The B-cells then produce clones which secrete antibodies. This is known 
as a humoral  immune response, and the B-cells and their antibodies are collectively known as 
immunoglobulins. The antibodies bind to  the antigens and mark them  for destruction by other 
immune cells such as macrophages or natural killer cells.
The response of T-cells to antigen is to clonally reproduce and then differentiate into several 
kinds of T-cell. T-cells do not produce antibodies and are only involved in the cell-mediated 
immune responses described in Chapter 1.
Using some ideas of Qi et al. [185], discussed in Section (1.5.1) we developed the model 
further to incorporate some of the effects of the immune system on the tumour. Immune effector 
cells (T-cells and B-cells) attack tumour cells because they axe recognised as being abnormal. 
These cells cytotoxically bind to  the tum our cells to  form complexes, which eventually dissolve 
into chemical compounds which diffuse through the tissue [119, 128, 186, 188, 191, 216, 217]. A 
realistic way of describing the role of the immune system in combating tum our populations in 
a simulation is to  assume th a t in every lattice site, an effector cell is hiding, which can attack 
the tum our cell th a t it shares the site with, with a given probability. Then, when the complex 
has formed, it dies with another probability.
Necrotic debris disintegrates continually into simpler compounds th a t axe freely permeable 
through the culture. The mass or volume lost this way in necrosis is replaced by cells pushed 
inwaxd by the forces of cell adhesion and surface tension. So, when a cell dies and disintegrates, 
its volume is taken up by the cells surrounding it.
The algorithm for the simulation is:
(i) Pick a cell a t random;
(ii) Pick one of its neighbours at random;
(iii) Choose between sorting or another process;
(iv) If sorting is chosen, then if the neighbour is a different type, it will swap with the original 
cell with Monte Carlo probability;
(v) Else: If the site contains a cancer cell, the cell will proliferate with probability P or will 
be bound by an effector cell to form a complex with probability 1-P.
(vi) If the site contains a complex, then the cells dies with probability Q
(vii) If the cell is dead and all its neighbours are dead, then th a t cell will disintegrate instan­
taneously and nearby cells will move up to fill its place.
2.4. EFFECTS OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM.
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The initial configuration was a small, roughly circular aggregate of cancer cells, surrounded 
by normal cells. Results are shown in Figure (2-5) to Figure (2-10). In these pictures, white 
represents normal cells, cancer cells are black, complexes are dark grey and dead cells are light 
grey. In comparison to Figure (2-1) and Figure (2-3), these pictures suggest th a t the presence 
of the immune system keeps the tumour more compact and does not allow the “breakaway” 
cells to  move so far away from the central mass. From the figures, it can also be seen th a t the 
tum our grows more along the central axes than anywhere else. This is because of the symmetry 
of the lattice and also because we only allow the cells to  interact with four neighbours. If the 
cells were allowed to have 8 neighbours (i.e. diagonal ones, as well as the 4 adjacent ones), then 
the characteristic growth of this particular model could be avoided.
Since, in our model, we have Pi = 1 — P,  where Pi is the probability th a t a cancer cell will 
be attacked by an effector cell and P  is the probability that a cancer cell will proliferate, it 
follows th a t if the tum our is invasive (P high), then the immune system will be weak.
If P is large and Q (probability th a t a cell dies) is small, then we have the case displayed in 
Figure (2-5) and Figure (2-6), where the tumour is highly invasive and spreads over the lattice 
very quickly. If P is not so large (level of proliferation not so high and immune system more 
active) and Q is still small, the tum our is less aggressive in its growth, but still takes up a  lot 
of volume. If we then make Q larger, i.e. increase the death rate, then the tum our invades as 
aggressively, but the overall volume of the tumour is decreased, as in Figure (2-7) and Figure 
(2-8). If the proliferation rate is small and the immune system is active, then if the death rate 
is large, the tum our will regress very quickly (Figure (2-9) and Figure (2-10)), but if it is small, 
the tum our will still take a fair amount of volume up in the tissue space.
2.4. EFFECTS OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM.
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Figure 2-5: Im m une model: S im ulation results for a highly invasive tum o u r (P  =  
0.8, q =  0.3), tim es are (from left to right) 0 updates, 5000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000 
and  25,000 updates. 1 /T  =  0.8. Key: b lack= tum our, dark  grey=com plexes, light 
g rey = d ead  tum o u r cells, w hite= norm al.
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Figure 2-6: S im ulation results for a highly invasive tum our, continued, tim es are (from 
left to  right) 30,000, 35,000, 40,000, 50,000, 60,000 and 70,000 updates.
2.4. EFFECTS OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM.
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Figure 2-7: Im m une model: S im ulation results for an  active im m une system  (P  = 
0.4, Q =  0.3), tim es are (from left to  right) 3000 updates, 5000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000 
and  25,000 updates. 1 /T  =  0.8. Key: b lack= tum our, dark  grey=com plexes, light 
g rey= dead  tum o u r cells, w hite=norm al.
2 .4 . EFFECTS OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM.
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Figure 2-8: S im ulation results for an active im m une system , continued, tim es are
30,000, 35,000, 40,000, 50,000, 60,000 and 70,000 updates.
2.4. EFFECTS OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM.
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Figure 2-9: Im m une model: S im ulation results for a  highly active im m une system  
(P  =  0.2, Q =  0.4), tim es are 3000 updates, 5000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000 and  25,000 
u pdates. Key: b lack= tum our, dark  grey=com plexes, light g rey= dead  tu m our cells, 
w h ite= norm al.
2.4. EFFECTS OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM.
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Figure 2-10: S im ulation results for a highly active im m une system , continued, tim es 
are 30,000, 35,000, 40,000, 50,000, 60,000 and 70,000 updates.
2.4. EFFECTS OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM.
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2.5 Sum m ary.
The models presented in this chapter are schematic. Im portant factors in the systems regulating 
tissue growth and size (e.g. nutrient, chalones, cell density) have been ignored in an attem pt to 
represent, in a  simple simulation, factors th a t can lead to either cancerous growth of tumours, 
or regression. It is im portant to determine which features of the models will be preserved for 
more realistic simulations of growing tumours. As mentioned in Section 2.4, allowing the cells 
to have eight (or more) neighbours would prevent the excessive growth along the central axes as 
seen in Figure (2-5) to  Figure (2-10). Also, simulating on a 3D, rather than a 2D lattice, would 
enhance the geometry of the tum our and also increase the realism of cell-cell interactions.
In the simulations of this chapter, all cells are constrained to occupy just one, square pixel. 
This leads to an unrealistic cell shape and also forces cell division to occur instantaneously, 
without any previous cell growth. By allowing cells to consist of a collection of connected 
pixels, a more realistic cell boundary can be formed. Also, cells can grow gradually, by gaining 
one pixel a t a  time, until they are big enough to split in two. These ideas axe incorporated into 
the simulations of tum our growth, presented in the next chapter.
None of these simulations took into account the effects th a t nutrient concentration within 
the tum our has on growth. All cells had equal probability of proliferating and only died if 
attacked by the immune system. In fact, cells only proliferate if they have enough nutrient and 
can die if they have too little. Again, these ideas are dealt with in the next chapter.
Nutrient concentration is not the only factor governing cell proliferation. In many tumours, 
the cells are genetically unstable and mutations can occur when they proliferate. This can lead 
to daughter cells being more malignant, e.g. having a higher proliferation rate, or less adhesion 
to  other tum our cells, than the parent cell. The idea of variable proliferation rate and adhesion 
is included in the metastasis simulation presented in Chapter 8.
In subsequent simulations, the actions of the immune system on the tum our will be ignored, 
as the model we have used in this chapter of effector cells and complexes is not particularly 
realistic. Henceforth, we consider solid tumours which have not been detected as foreign by the 
immune system and whose growth is limited only by nutrient restrictions. It would, however, 




Sim ulations of Cell Sorting, 
Pattern  Formation and Avascular 
Tumour Growth using the P otts  
M odel.
3.1 P o tts  M od els.
A computer simulation can represent cells as one or more discrete units with rules to describe 
their interactions, emphasising supercellular processes. Continuum models are an alternative 
to  solving the many body problem represented by cellular autom aton patterns. Emphasising 
spatial and tem poral variation of fields, these methods describe cellular patterns in term s of 
density functions which satisfy second order nonlinear differential equations for diffusion and 
wave propagation. They stress the interaction of each cell with the global environment, but, 
unlike simulation, cannot easily identify individual cells.
The large-Q Potts model, cf Section (1.5.2), (Q is the number of different ‘spins’ in the 
model) is a  combination of discrete and continuum methods. This model can describe inter­
actions between mechanisms for cellular pattern  formation a t all relevant length scales. It can 
simulate diffusive grain growth driven by surface energy [8], and can correctly simulate experi­
mentally observed topological changes in cellular patterns in metals and soap froths [94, 227]. 
Grain growth is the increase in mean grain size which occurs upon annealing a polycrystalline 
aggregate after primary recrystalization is complete [110]. The Potts model can also be applied 
to  biological systems such as the development of the slime mold, Dictyostelium discoideum 
[194], and tum our growth [55, 56, 57].
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Graner and Glazier [100] use this model for a starting point for their cell sorting model. 
Cell-sorting occurs through the movement of cells rather than through cell growth. The Potts 
model simulates a  pure material with a single surface energy, while cell sorting requires the 
presence of a t least two different cell types. So, they simulate cell-sorting in two-dimensional 
aggregates using an extension of the two-dimensional Potts model which constrains cell size 
and allows for different surface energies between different cell (spin) types. For the Ising model, 
mismatched bonds between different cells (spins) have energy 1 and bonds between like spins 
have energy 0. The Hamiltonian is
^Ising ^  1 1 — ,j')  >
neighbours (*,»(*' -i')
where the neighbours may be of any desired range on either a square or hexagonal lattice. 5aai 
is the Kronicker <5. At each step, a site is selected a t random and its spin is changed from <r to 
a 1 with Monte Carlo probability, for a tem perature T  >  0,
and for T =0,
e x p (-A H / k T )  if A ft  > 0 
1 if A ft < 0
0 if A ft  > 0
0.5 if A ft  =  0
1 if A ft < 0
where A  f t  is the energy gain/loss produced by the change.
While the surface-energy driving mechanism is the same as for grain growth, biological cells 
have generally a fixed range of sizes. Thus the pattern  cannot lose energy by coarsening, since 
cells cannot disappear. Instead, differences in contact energies between cells of different types 
(differential adhesion) cause cell motion which reduces the energy. To include these ideas, an 
elastic-area constraint is added to  the Hamiltonian and a second “quantum ” number r ,  the cell 
type. The simulations, employ three cell types, “light” , “medium” and “dark” . The surface 
energy between two cells depends on the types of the cells. Each cell has a unique spin and 
consists of all lattice sites with th a t spin.
3.1.1 The Extended P otts  M odel
The Extended Potts Model [93, 95, 100] uses an array with as many as 2003 elements to 
represent cellular patterns. The array is partitioned into domains. Clustered array elements 
sharing a common value delineate regions belonging to different cells, each labelled uniquely. A
3.1. POTTS MODELS.
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second label, shared by all domains of the same type, distinguishes cells from different tissues. 
Cells have a  type dependent volume constraint which models membrane elasticity so th a t no 
single cell can grow or shrink without bound. The array can include a border of neighbouring 
sites assigned to a  domain of unlimited volume. This large domain represents a  medium in 
which the cells exist. A homogeneous slab of sites inserted a t the base of the array can be used 
to  represent a substrate. W ith domains chosen sufficiently large, cells and tissues are free to 
deform almost arbitrarily as the array evolves.
The patterns formed by cells and tissues are characterised in terms of an abstract stored 
energy. Contributions to  the energy include a sum over the coupling between neighbouring 
array elements together with a sum over contributions from the membrane elasticity of each 
cell:
M =  X  J [T(°(i,j,k)),T{<T(i'j',k'))]+ X  At(<o(v(ct) - V ) 2 ,
neighbour sites all domains
^  jfc') A r ( tT) ®
where W is the to tal energy (the Hamiltonian), while domain a  of type r  includes (Tijtk as a 
constituent array element. Coupling strengths are defined for every possible pair of domain 
types. The coupling m atrix elements J [ t , t '] give the energy stored in bonds between a  site 
and its neighbours which are denoted by primes. The sum over neighbouring sites excludes 
neighbours within the same domain so th a t stored energy is localised a t boundaries. For each 
cell, the volume under stress v(cr) may differ from the common volume V  for undeformed cells. 
The sum over domains excludes domains of unconstrained volume for which the elasticity Ar is 
set equal to zero. Cell elasticity imposes a global constraint on cell volume while cell couplings 
determine the work required to cause local membrane deformations.
The organisation of cells and tissues develops in a probabilistic manner under Monte Carlo 
dynamics. An array element is chosen a t random and provisionally reassigned to  a neighbouring 
domain. A change in energy results since a modified site couples differently with its neighbours 
and furthermore, volume is transferred between domains. The probability of accepting reas­
signments th a t change the total energy by A H  is given by a Boltzmann factor:
f e~AH/Tf if A H  >  0
P = {  “  *[ 1 if A H  < 0
where P  is the probability of accepting an array modification and Tf  is a param eter of the 
simulation which controls the amplitude of cell membrane fluctuations. A slight chance of 
accepting small energy gains allows cell patterns to escape from marginally stable states en route 
to a configuration of absolute minimum energy. Experiments and simulations [159, 160] have
3.1. POTTS MODELS.
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shown th a t cells exhibit approximately Brownian motion and a  roughly Maxwellian distribution 
of velocities consistent with statistical mechanical dynamics. Under repeated application of this 
algorithm, membrane curvature evolves realistically in response to gradual diffusion of domain 
boundaries within the array.
This model, with the area constraints and differential adhesivity, can simulate biological 
cell sorting, making detailed predictions about measurable properties of biological aggregates. 
Sorting shows a  crossover between a rapid boundary-driven stage and a slower boundary- 
independent stage as observed in experiments using pigmented and neural epithelial cells from 
the eyes of seven day chick embryos [96, 158]. The rapid stage leads to  a  uniform light-cell- 
medium surface layer and partial bulk cell sorting and the slow stage leads to complete cell 
sorting. Chequer-board cell patterns, clumping, engulfment, partial sorting, cell dispersal and 
vacancy nucleation are also simulated.
3.2  A  M o d el o f  A vascu lar T um our G row th .
3.2.1 Tumour growth.
The growth of solid tum ours in animals always involves some vascularization, but the earliest 
stages of development are regulated by the direct diffusion of nutrients and waste from and to 
surrounding tissue [143]. Experiments on the growth of nodular carcinomas in vitro [66, 118, 
210], or those requiring techniques for the isolation of tumours in vivo [74, 215], show th a t the 
growth of a solid malignancy by diffusion alone leads asymptotically to a dormant but viable 
steady state. In this dorm ant state, the volume increase due to cell proliferation, is balanced 
by the degradation and volume loss in the necrotic core. For the simple model which we will 
develop, we will assume th a t the availability of a single, slow diffusing nutrient is the primary 
limit on tum our growth, and th a t other nutrients and the diffusion of waste are sufficiently 
rapid th a t they do not limit the growth rate.
When the tum our is tiny, every cell receives sufficient nutrient by diffusion and the growth 
ra te  of the population is exponential [83]. The consumption of nutrient by the cells means th a t 
the concentration of th a t nutrient must decrease towards the centre of the aggregate, as it is 
only supplied to the periphery.
As the tum our grows, supplying the nutrient to  the central core by diffusion will become 
more and more difficult, so th a t the concentration there diminishes. Eventually, the concen­
tration will fall below some critical level, at which cells become quiescent; alive, but no longer 
proliferating. If the nutrient level near these cells increases above the critical level, they reenter 
the proliferation cycle [80]. Many studies show th a t microenvironmental factors, such as O2 and 
nutrient supply, as well as accumulation of metabolic wastes, greatly influence cell metabolism 
[107]. When quiescent cells appear, the growth of the tum our slows down to  become linear
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[38, 84], because part of the tum our volume is no longer involved in the production of new cells.
The tum our then grows until it reaches another critical size, where the nutrient concen­
tration  a t the centre is not high enough to sustain life. At this stage, a necrotic core forms. 
This core contains cells in varying stages of disintegration. Dead cells break down into chem­
ical compounds which are freely permeable through cell membranes. The mass or cell volume 
lost this way is replaced by cells pushed inward by the forces of adhesion and surface tension 
in the aggregate. Some cells, newly generated on the surface of the MCS gradually migrate 
toward the centre of the spheroid [151]. The growth rate decreases rapidly when the necrotic 
core forms because it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain nourishment and dispose of waste 
solely by diffusion. As the tum our continues to grow and develop, the outer shell of dividing 
cells becomes roughly constant in size - about 1-3 cells thick .
Eventually, the processes of necrotic disintegration, accumulation of m itotic wastes [222], 
m itotic inhibitory factors [79] and cell shedding [141] reduce the rate of growth so much that 
the overall volume of the sphere remains constant [71, 83, 118]. Although the tum our volume 
is in equilibrium, the cells in the outer shell still proliferate. But, the volume produced by this 
process is cancelled by the volume lost through necrotic disintegration and cell shedding.
The typical steady state configuration of an avascular tum our is a  sphere, a  few millimetres 
in diameter, which histological examination shows to  consist of three distinct concentric annular 
shells [83, 129, 130]. In the thin, outermost shell, the cells are observed to grow and divide as 
they do in the exponential phase. In the adjoining shell, typically three times as thick as the 
proliferating layer, cells are quiescent and exhibit little or no proliferation [32]. The innermost 
core consists of necrotic debris [151]. The tumour may remain in this dormant state for months 
or even years [180].
3.2.2 Cell sorting
In a number of cell sorting experiments [10, 46, 88,116,168, 202, 203, 204, 218, 230], cells display 
a remarkable ability to  migrate over distances much greater than one cell diameter in order to 
restore disrupted patterns or form new ones. The natural configuration of mesoderm, endoderm 
and ectoderm from amphibian embryos can be recovered from excised tissues combined in the 
right proportions [115]. When mixed together in suspension, neural and pigmented chicken 
embryo retina cells will precipitate to produce a disordered aggregate. The initially irregular 
aggregate rounds over time. Pigmented cells coalesce a t the centre to  form a sphere while 
neural cells organise to form an encompassing outer layer. Significantly, the outcome of sorting 
experiments is largely independent of the initial conditions [206]. An aggregate of neural cells 
rounds in isolation but spreads to engulf a pigmented cell aggregate if the two are placed 
in contact. Similarly, an intact fragment of chicken heart ventricle will envelope a chicken 
cartilage fragment. The coelenterate animal Hydra vulgaris [78, 193, 213] is basically a hollow
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cylinder with an extracellular matrix sandwiched between layers of endodermal and ectodermal 
cells. When dismantled a t the cellular level, hydra display an amazing ability to  recover their 
original state  and when turned in-side-out they are able to re-invert themselves. These, and 
other observations, suggest an underlying mechanism for cellular pattern  formation based on 
intrinsic cell properties rather than chemical gradients or the starting locations of cells in a 
tissue.
Steinberg proposed the Differential Adhesion Hypothesis [99, 202, 203, 204] to explain 
cell sorting as a  minimisation of contact energy a t cell interfaces. Experiments [76, 115, 163] 
show th a t the strength of attachm ent between two cells which come into contact depends 
on the type of cells involved. The difference in adhesion energy results from the number and 
particular type of surface adhesion molecules present on the cell membrane. Classes of adhesion 
molecules include cadherins, N-CAM and many other varieties, some non-specifically adhesive, 
others, like N-CAM, extremely variable in sequence (and hence relative adhesivity) between cell 
types. Movement of a  cell requires work against the adhesive forces of its neighbours under the 
constraint on cell volume imposed by membrane elasticity. Thus, affinity between neighbouring 
cells determines the energy of a  cell aggregate. Energy is stored a t interfaces between cells 
which have the potential to form stronger attachments with more amenable coupling partners. 
Cytoskeletal membrane fluctuations allow the cells in an aggregate to explore an abstract 
energy landscape randomly yet exhaustively. The local energy gradient drives cells. Dissipation 
inexorably leads to a  configuration with absolute minimum energy. As jostling causes adhesion 
molecules to unbind and re-bind, strong bonds tend to replace weak bonds, making best use of 
the available binding energy and thereby maximising the work required to remove a cell from 
an aggregate. Differential adhesion is thought to play an im portant role in processes such as 
cell recognition [29], gastrulation [148, 187], cell shaping [171], control of pattern  formation 
[166] as well as cancer metastasis [211].
As well as producing an inward pressure to maintain a compact solid mass, the surface 
tension caused by differential adhesion, causes individual cells and the tum our to  round, as a 
sphere has the surface of minimum energy.
3.2.3 The M odel.
We use an extension of the Potts model used by Glazier et al. [93, 95, 96, 100, 158] to simulate 
avascular tum our growth.
Tumour simulations based on the Extended Potts model include cells which grow and 
divide, cells which decay and cells which maintain relatively constant volume. Aside from 
mitosis, this is accomplished by considering necrotic, quiescent and proliferating cancer cells as 
distinct cell types, in addition to healthy cells, with growth rates and volume constraints for 
each type adjusted independently. While target volumes for healthy and quiescent cells remain
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constant in time, target volumes are incremented for proliferating cells, to  simulate growth and 
decremented for necrotic cell to  simulate decay. By adjusting cell elasticities, which determine 
how easily cells shrink or grow, volume constraints for proliferating, quiescent and necrotic 
cells are made successively weaker. Accordingly, proliferating cells can grow at the expense of 
quiescent cells which, in turn, recoup their losses from decaying necrotic cells. The transfer 
of volume between domains is not meant to  simulate the consumption of one cell by another. 
Quiescent cells, from the middle layer of the tumour, advance to fill a vacuum left behind when 
dissolved necrotic cell remnants diffuse away while proliferating cells, a t the outer edge of the 
tum our, expand into space created when quiescent cells fall into the necrotic core.
We choose normal cells to  have the strongest adhesive bonds with normal cells and cancer- 
normal bonds are the weakest, with cancer-cancer bonds in between, keeping the tum our com­
pact from the resulting surface tension. This hierarchy of bonding strengths is consistent with 
biological evidence as tum our cells do adhere to themselves less strongly than their counter­
part normal cells [167, 232]. Note th a t although growth and decay distinguish proliferating 
and necrotic cells from quiescent cells, all cancerous cells are taken to  have the same bind­
ing properties. Tumour cells express fewer adhesion molecules than normal cells, especially 
N-CAMs and E-cadherins [155, 167, 207]. In fully transformed cancer cells the expression of 
cell adhesion molecules is often completely suppressed [132]. The progressive failure of adhe­
sion during transform ation results in progressive rounding of individual cells and loosening of 
cell-cell bonds in tumours. The intermediate value for normal-tumour cell binding is consistent 
with the assumption th a t normal and tumour cells were originally of the same type and hence 
express the same adhesion molecules only in different quantity. In this case the heterotypic 
adhesion is expected to  be the geometric mean between the homotypic adhesivities.
Proliferating cancer cells grow in response to the demands of an increasing target volume 
with mitosis occurring whenever the ratio of surface area to volume for a cell drops below a 
threshold. This criterion for cell division reflects the fact th a t cell volume determines the de­
mand for nutrients while cell surface area limits how much food can be absorbed. Since tumour 
cells grow and divide continuously without observing regulatory signals, the simplest assump­
tion is th a t their growth rate is directly proportional to the supply of nutrients up to some 
saturating rate. Mombach et al. [156, 157] investigated mitosis in plants and showed th a t this 
assumption gave good quantitative agreement with experimentally observed cell distributions 
in plant epithelia. The cell is split a t a plane through the centre of mass corresponding to  a 
minimal cross section with all the array elements on one side of the cell assigned a  previously 
unused index. After a  split, each daughter cell starts with half the target volume of the parent 
cell so as not to  be unduly stressed by a large deviation from the mandated size of the progen­
itor. Since, experimentally, mean tumour cell size is comparable to mean normal cell size, we 
apply mitosis a t twice the typical cell size, which corresponds to a area/volume ratio of 0.6.
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We do not include the growth of normal cells as increasing the volume of one normal cell 
would more than  likely result in a decrease in volume of another normal cell and hence not 
affect the overall volume of normal tissue. Including the growth of normal cells would not affect 
the overall dynamics of the tum our’s growth, as we assume th a t the tum our is more aggressive 
a t keeping i t ’s volume than the normal tissue is and so a normal cell would very seldom be 
allowed to take volume off a tum our cell.
Cells change type in response to a  nutrient gradient within the tumour. We assume th a t 
the normal tissue is a homogeneous source of nutrient. The concentration of nutrient within 
the tum our is measured as a function of the distance of the centre of mass of a particular cell 
from the periphery of the tum our and the total volume of live (and hence nutrient consuming) 
cancer cells within the tumour. It has been shown th a t the volume of proliferating cells in the 
tum our remains roughly constant throughout the growth period [151] and so we require th a t
4
volume of proliferating cells =  - i r (R 3 — R 3) = A  (constant)
o
where R  is the average tum our radius and R q is the average outer radius of the quiescent shell. 
(A  can be calculated from data of spherical tumours grown in vitro [71]). Now, the distance 
of the first quiescent cell from the edge of the tum our is R  — R q and so we choose the critical 
distance to  be D q, where
D q =  R  — R q = integer part of (± A )
The distance of the first dead cell from the periphery Dd = 4D q. This approximation is close 
to  the true diffusion determined concentration but is much simpler and computationally faster 
to implement.
The growth ra te of proliferating cells is also linked to nutrient concentration [33]. The 
formula for the growth rate of the cells is given by:
growth rate =  <
0 if 0 < N  < N q
| ( ^ - 1 ) 2 if N q < N  < 3Nq
2 otherwise.
where N q is proportional to R  — R q, while N  is proportional to R  — d, where d is the depth 
of a  cell within the tumour. The depth of a cell is found by calculating the distance from the 
centre of mass of the cell to the outer edge of the tum our along each of the three orientations 
of the array (i.e. in the x, y and z  directions) and then taking the minimum of these three. 
The increase in volume of the cancer cells is taken to be the integer part of growth rate.
The simulated decay of necrotic cells by reduction of target volume also depends upon
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depth within the tumour. We assume th a t cells nearer the centre of the tum our will have been 
dead longer than  those near quiescent cells and therefore will be more likely to  have broken 
down into diffusible compounds and hence will lose volume more readily than those th a t have 
just died. So, we take the rate of reduction of volume to be proportional to the individual cell’s 
distance from the edge of the necrotic core, up to  some saturating rate. Necrotic cells in the 
outer layer of the core m aintain constant volume while cells in the fourth layer from the edge 
and beyond lose two units of volume at each time step with a  linear increase in the decay rate 
for intervening layers.
Modifications to  the Extended Potts model for the purpose of modelling cancer can be sum­
marised by considering changes to the functional dependence of target volumes, cell elasticities 
and cell types. Cell types and elasticities become a  function of nutrient concentration, which 
varies spatially within the tumour:
r  — V t {N) ,
At — > At (JV) ,
where r  is cell type and N  is nutrient concentration. Through dependence on cell type, elastic­
ities have an implicit dependence on nutrient concentration, in addition to an explicit depen­
dence. Also, elasticities have an implicit dependence on position through the spatial variation 
in nutrient concentration within the aggregate. The target volumes become functions of time:
-*■ Vr{a,t) ,
> 0  if proliferating,
=  0 if normal, quiescent,
< 0  if necrotic,
where VT and AT are target volume and elasticity respectively. Note th a t both target volume 
and cell elasticity depend on cell type as before. However, target volume may now vary for 
each cell a  since proliferating cells may be at different stages of the mitotic cycle. Despite these 
modifications, cell configurations are still characterised in terms of stored energy with the usual 
Monte Carlo dynamics driving rearrangement.
Evolution takes place on a 3D lattice. We show a flow diagram of the computer algorithm 
in Figure (3-1).
3.3  S im u lation  o f  an A vascu lar Solid  Tum our.
We start off with a small homogeneous aggregate of tumour cells, embedded in normal tissue. 
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Set up exponential 
table
Read in neighbour 
offsets
Read in coupling 
strength hie
Define all variables
Write out data files
Split large cancer cells
Nutrient calculations
Increase TV’s of cancer cells
Decrease TV’s of dead cells.
If trial accepted, update lattice
Update volumes and SA’s of 
the two cells
Pick a site at random.
Pick one of its neighbours at 
random
Calculate centres of mass of 
cells and tumour. Calculate 
tumour volume.
Swap colour of site to that of
its neighbour. Measure AE
and accept trial depending on 
certain conditions
F igu re  3-1: S im ple flow d iagram  of com pu ter a lgorithm  for P o tts  m odel w ith  cell so rting  
an d  pro liferation.
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model quickly allows them  to round to  a more natural shape.
The homogeneous source of nutrient models a multi-cell, spheroidal, avascular tumour. To 
keep the pictures simple, a cross section is taken in the X-Y plane, which slices the tum our in 
two. In the top picture of Figure (3-2), only cancer cells are shown individually and the normal 
cells are represented by a block of colour. In the bottom  picture, only individual normal cells 
are shown, and this time, the tum our is a solid block of colour in the centre of the picture.
Figure (3-3) shows the tum our at a later time, when the surface tension has rounded both 
the cells and tumour.
As the tum our grows, the distance of the cells at the centre of the tum our from the periphery 
becomes large enough, th a t sufficient nutrient can no longer diffuse to  them. Inadequately 
supplied cells become quiescent. Figure (3-4) shows the tumour with a quiescent core. Again, 
the picture shows cross sections through the tumour. If any of these quiescent cells manage 
to  move nearer to  the edge of the tumour, where the nutrient concentration is high enough to 
support mitosis, then these cells will start to proliferate again.
Later, the tum our becomes so big that the distance from the edge of the aggregate to 
the cells a t the centre is too large for enough nutrient to diffuse to  them and they die. A 
necrotic core then forms within the quiescent shell. The top picture of Figure (3-5) shows the 
proliferating cells and the position of the cells th a t have died. The bottom  picture shows the 
normal and quiescent cells, with a solid block of colour in the centre to  represent the necrotic 
core, and a ring of colour for the proliferating cells.
We measure the volume and the average radius of the tumour as it grows. Figure (3-6) shows 
the graph of volume versus simulation time. Initially, the growth is exponential, then a t around 
time=700 MCTS, when quiescent cells first appear, the growth slows to  linear. (M CTS=M onte 
Carlo Time Steps). At time=8600 MCTS, when the necrotic core forms, the growth slows down 
again and eventually levels off as the tum our reaches its diffusion limited steady state. This 
growth is consistent with the experimental evidence. Figure (3-7) is the graph of the average 
tum our radius versus simulation time. As can be seen, the width of the shell of quiescent cells 
is roughly three times as big as the width of the shell of proliferating cells, which is in good 
agreement with known histological data  [151]. The top picture in Figure (3-8) shows the growth 
of the outer radius of the tum our and the bottom  shows the graph obtained by Folkman and 
Hochberg in their experiments on the growth of MCS [71].
3 .4  S im u lation  o f an A vascu lar C arcinom a.
We use the same algorithm as above to simulate the growth of an avascular carcinoma. Carci­
nomas are solid tumours of epithelium, th a t is cells covering internal or external surfaces of the 
body, which have a supportive strom a of blood vessels and connective tissue. Carcinomas are
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Figure 3-2: Cross sections of the in itial configuration. Top: shows individual cancer 
cells only and  norm al cells as ju s t solid w hite. Each colour represents a separate  cell 
w ith in  the  tum our. B ottom : shows only individual norm al cells, w ith  the  tum o u r 
represented by the  w hite m ass in th e  centre. These two pictures axe of th e  sam e 
configuration, b u t to  show individual cells and  for clarity of types, they are presented 
separately.
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Figure 3-3: Cross section of rounded configuration, showing proliferating cancer cells 
only. Because th is is a  cross section, some cells may look slightly disjointed or very 
small, b u t the  rest of the cell is in adjoining layers of the lattice and  so it is m ore th an  
likely th a t they are connected and  not so small.
the most common type of human neoplasm, constituting about 96% of all malignant cancers 
[190]. Lung cancer, prostate cancer, breast cancer and colorectal cancer account for over 50% 
of all reported cancer in England and Wales [173]. Carcinomas are extremely aggressive in 
their growth. In the majority of patients who suffer from carcinomas, the disease has already 
metastasised before detection, resulting in multiple secondary tumours which may occur in 
sites far removed from the primary cancer. Hence the disease cannot be cured by treating the 
primary tumour alone. Wide-spread metastases can be difficult to treat, can cause a number 
of unpleasant symptoms and often prove to be fatal. (The estimated annual death rate is 1 in 
341 for men and 1 in 387 for women [174]).
The initial configuration (Figure (3-9)) is a hemispherical tumour sat on an inert substrate 
(the skin). The tumour is surrounded by normal cells, which again, we take to be a homogeneous 
source of nutrient. The skin is also assumed to provide the carcinoma with a homogeneous 
source of nutrient. The concentration of nutrient at a point within the tumour is a function of 
the distance of that point, either from the skin or from the normal tissue surrounding it.
The tumour grows and spreads across the skin and, like the MCS, a quiescent shell forms 
(Figure (3-10)) and then, within this, a necrotic core (Figure (3-11)). Figure (3-12) shows the 
graph of tumour volume versus simulation time. As before, the volume increases as expected 
from experimental observations.
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Figure 3-4: Cross sections of tum our. Top: only proliferating cancer cells shown indi­
vidually. W h ite= n o rm al cells, solid b lue=core of quiescent cells. B ottom : only norm al 
cells and  quiescent cancer cells shown individually. Solid blue =  ring of cancer cells. 
Again, these two p ictures are of the  sam e configuration, b u t are displayed separately  
so as to  show all cells individually, while keeping their type clear.
Time: 4000 MCTS, X-Y tumour cells.
%
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X-Y cross-sec tion . Time: 25000 MCTS 
1501 « ■-----------
X-Y cross-sec tion . Time: 25000 MCTS.
Figure 3-5: Cross sections of tum our. Top: only proliferating cancer and  necrotic cells 
shown individually. Solid w hite surrounding  tum our is norm al tissue, while th e  solid 
w hite annulus is quiescent cancer cells. B ottom : norm al and  quiescent cells only. W hite 
central m ass is the  necrotic core, while th e  green ring is th e  proliferating cancer cells.
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Figure 3-6: G raph  showing the  volume of the growing tum our vs. num ber of M CTS.
Outer, Quiescent and Necrotic Radii of the Growing Tumour
3.52.50.5
time, MCTS x 104
Figure 3-7: G raph  of the  grow th of the th ree radii of the tum our vs. num ber of M CTS. 
Top curve: ou ter radius; m iddle curve:outer quiescent radius; b o tto m  curve: necrotic 
radius.
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Figure 3-8: C om parison of th e  grow th of sim ulated outer tum o u r rad ius w ith  Folkm an 
and  H ochberg’s m easurem ents for V-79 MCS.
3.5 D iscussion .
The Potts Model has proven to be a very useful tool in simulating cell movements. It includes 
features often neglected in the simplest models of tumour growth, such as cell-cell adhesion. 
However, we have made many simplifications. Our model of the adhesive properties of cells 
was as simple as possible. We concentrated on the essential features of the growth of a solid 
avascular tumour in vivo. But, we neglected the fact that normal tissue surrounding a tumour 
is not homogeneous, and nutrient would diffuse from nearby blood vessels and not be supplied 
to the periphery by a homogeneous source. We neglected orientation dependent mechanical 
and adhesive properties of cells.
Despite these assumptions, our model simulates avascular tumour growth well, reproducing 
experimental results for the increase of tumour volume.
Also, all of our cancer cells are equally aggressive in their growth and all have the same 
adhesivity. In a real tumour, some cells will be further down the malignant development 
pathway than others, so they will vary in their growth rate and adhesivity throughout the 
tumour. When a tumour cell divides, its daughters do not always have the same properties as 
the parent [167, 232]. For example, daughter cells may be more aggressive in their growth and 
also adhere less to other cancer cells, thus being more likely to break away from the tumour
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Figure 3-9: Cross section of tum our showing a) su b s tra te  and  tum our cells only and  b) 
norm al cells and  su b stra te  only.
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Figure 3-10: Cross section of tum our showing a) su b stra te  and  tum our cells only and 
b) norm al and  quiescent cells only.
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Figure 3-11: Cross section of tum our showing a) substra te , tum o u r cells and  dead cells 
only and b) substra te , norm al and  quiescent cells only.
X-Y: normal and quiescent cells
Time: 1660 MCTS. X -Y  tumour cells
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Figure 3-12: G raph  of tum our volume vs. tim e.
mass into the normal tissue. Our model is developed to include metastasis by allowing the 
daughter cells to have randomly fluctuating growth rates and adhesivities with respect to the 
values of their parent cell, according to a probability matrix. The simulation of the evolution 
of a true metastatic, though avascular cancer is presented in Chapter 8.
Normal tissue is also not homogeneous - it contains extracellular matrix, fibrin, collagen, 
blood vessels etc..., so normal tissue is not a homogeneous source of nutrient. We have developed 
the model to include nutrient diffusing into the tumour from surrounding normal tissue in 
Chapter 7.
When a tumour reaches its diffusive equilibrium, it can no longer increase in size, unless 
it gets its own blood supply. It does this by releasing a chemical called Tumour Angiogenesis 
Factor into the surrounding tissue [232], which causes nearby blood vessels to form sprouts, 
which grow into new capillaries. These eventually penetrate the tumour mass and subsequent 
growth is exponential [14, 66, 71, 74, 180]. Our model has been extended to include these 




A Two Variable Continuum  
M odel o f avascular tum our 
growth
In this chapter, we present a simplistic continuum model of nutrient-dependent solid tumour 
growth, using as few variables as possible to describe the system.
4.1  D escr ip tio n  o f  M od el.
The model is a system of two coupled reaction diffusion equations which determine the spatial 
distribution and temporal evolution of the two fields: N ( x , t ), the density of cancer cells and 
G(x,  t), the concentration of an essential nutrient. The units of N  are cells/cm3 and those 
of G are expressed as a molarity (M). x  and t are the position in space (in cm) and time (s) 
respectively.
The equations describing the system are:
f  - " * K W K £ H £
g  -  , < i C , - C ) ( l (4.1)
We assume th a t the cancer cells grow logistically, with rate r  and carrying capacity K .  This 
is equivalent to the assumption that cells will try  to fill all available space. We allow cancer 
cells to  diffuse with a nutrient-dependent diffusion coefficient. We also assume th a t when, a t a 
certain point, the nutrient concentration, G, falls below some critical level Gc, the cancer cells 
there are dead and therefore will not diffuse a t all. If G > Gc then the cells will diffuse with a
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coefficient th a t increases with G  up to  a saturation level, i.e. we take
0 if 0 < G < Gc
D (G) = (G /G c -  l ) 2 if Gc < G < 2Gc
1 if 2GC < G.
This particular function is chosen because it is the simplest continuously differentiable 
function th a t satisfies the requirements. It would be slightly unrealistic from a biological point 
of view to choose a non smooth function.
Experiments performed by Dorie et al. [52, 53] on Multicell Spheroids (MCS), demonstrate
the centre of the spheroid. The expected cell motion would involve active migration up the 
nutrient gradient rather than the observed migration down the nutrient gradient towards the 
spheroid centre where the nutrient concentration is low and the concentration of cell toxins and 
breakdown products is high.
McElwain and P ette t [151] propose th a t this inward motion of cells is a passive motion, 
driven by pressure gradients inside the MCS. These pressure gradients are thought to be gen­
erated by the high ra te of proliferation near the periphery of the spheroid.
The last term , C ^ r ,  in the top formula of (4.1) causes the cells to  move towards a  higher 
density of cells and thus takes this “inward flow” into account.
The tum our is assumed to  be avascular, so nutrient is only provided by the network of blood 
vessels in the healthy tissue surrounding the tumour. To keep the model simple, an equation 
describing the dynamics of the healthy tissue is not included. Instead, we assume th a t it will 
occupy all space not taken up by tum our cells, up to the carrying capacity limit, K .  Thus, 
the nutrient is produced a t a rate proportional to 1 — N / K .  However, it would be biologically 
unrealistic for nutrient concentration to  be able to  increase indefinitely (i.e. be unbounded 
above) and so we also make the rate of production proportional to 1 — G / k G c, where A: > 1 is 
a constant. It is also assumed th a t the essential nutrient (e.g. glucose, oxygen) is consumed at 
a ra te  proportional to  the density of cancer cells and diffuses chemically.
The value of the param eters of this model can be found in Table 4.1.
The following transform ation of variables renders (4.1) dimensionless:
Using the transformations, the dimensionless form of the system becomes, on dropping the
th a t, on the whole, live labelled cells and inert microspheres undergo a slow migration towards
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P aram eter E stim ate R eferences
r 1 x 10"6/s [219]
K 5 x 107 cm3 [86]
2 x 10-10cm2/s [45]
C O(10-9 ) — O(10-1°)cm/s
s 3.6 x 10~4/s [22]
d 7.2 x 10“ 12 cm3/s [22]
d 2 3.9 x 10_7cm2/s [31, 198]
G c 7.9 x 107 M [22]











Al D 2 ’ *  y/rDi.
C s r d K  ,, p =  8 = -----  and D(G) = <
r  r
0 0 <  G < 1
(G2 -  1) 1 < G <  2
1 2 < G
The fixed points of this system are the solutions of
N ( l - N )  = 0 and p(k -  G )(l -  N )  -  SGN = 0
i.e. (0,k) and (1,0).
The eigenvalues of the linearisation of the model a t (1,0) are A =  - 1 , - 6 ,  and at (0 ,k) 
they are A =  1 ,— p. So, (1,0) is stable to small perturbations in JV or G and the point (0, k) 
is unstable. Small perturbations from (0,k),  in N  or G would grow until the system evolved 
toward (1,0).
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Let yi = —N , y2 = G, y  = (y i,y2)r . Then
dyidyi r  ,  \  A  &
~dt -  / l (y )  +  A l a i D(yi) dx
dyi
+ X ~dx Wh6re ^ y ^ = y i ^1 + y i ^
+  where /a(y) = p ( f c - y 2)( l +  2/0 +  <5yiy2.
Q £ ^  y
Then —— =  0, —— =  p(k — 2/2) +  dy2- In order for this system to be a 
dy2 oy1
quasi-monotone non-decreasing system, we need 0 <  7/2 <  which is what we axe trying to 
prove, but the comparison theorems (Theorem 5.3, p.242 [223]) allow for this and so we can 
still apply them  here. See Chapter 6, section 6.2.1 for details.
Since =  (—1,0) and =  (0, k) are solutions of the problem, y j may be considered as 
a sub-solution and y£ a  super-solution.
So if y I < y (x ,0 ) < y£ then y£ < y (x ,t)  < y%, Vt > 0. i.e. — 1 < 2/1 < 0 and 0 < y2 <  G\ 
=> 0 <  iV <  1, 0 < G  < k. Thus we have a bounded system.
The steady states of the system axe solutions of ^  =  0 and ^  =  0 i.e.




and 0 =  p(k — G*)(l — N*) — 6G*N* + dx2
Now, A i =  5.1 x 10-4 1. So the top equation can be approximated by
dN* 1
- 7— =  - - N * ( l  -  N*) 
dx x
This can be solved analytically to give
N*(x) = -------— 7-  where a is an arbitraxy constant. We choose a = 1
1 +  aex' x
without loss of generality, by fixing the origin appropriately and so th a t N* £ [0,1]. Note th a t
d N * 
d x
N* -> 0 as x  -> 00 and N* —► 1 as x  —> —00 and also, QL— y 0 as x  —> ± 00.
Substituting this into the bottom  equation gives:
d2G* kp _ G , (  p
dx2 1 +  e~x/x \ l  + e_a:/x 1 +  e*/x
This is a linear equation with analytic coefficients and hence there exists a solution which has 
a power series representation [Theorem 5.11, [37]]. We used the M atlab routine ODE23 to 
solve this equation numerically, taking the value of k  to be 2. Figure (4-1) shows the results.
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Figure 4-1: N um erical solution of nu trien t steady s ta te  (solid line) and  plot of tum our 
steady  s ta te  (dashed line), x  =  1-6 x 10- 3 .
Increasing (decreasing) x  decreases (increases) the steepness of the line joining N* = 1 to 
N* =  0.
4.2 R esu lts.
We used the NAG routine D03PCF to solve the full system of equations numerically, with suit­
able boundary conditions. The dimensionless system size was taken to be 20, i.e. —10 < x < 10 
and the value of k to be 2. The results are shown in Figure (4-2).
By assuming that the distance of the tumour periphery from the left hand boundary (a: -I-10 
in our numerical simulation) describes the length of the radius of a spherically symmetric 
tumour, we can calculate the volume of such a tumour and hence compare our numerical 
results to those of the simulation in Chapter 3. The two graphs are shown in Figure (4-3). 
The two graphs are quite comparable in shape, apart from the initial exponential growth in 
the simulation. Both have stages of linear growth which eventually saturates to some value of 
volume.
We can calculate the speed of growth of the tumour radii in the linear phase of growth 
from the graphs. We calculate the speed of growth of the radius in the linear phase of growth 
in the continuum model to be 17.76 «  0.09 mm/day, which is comparable to the experimental 
growth rates obtained by Folkman and Hochberg [71].
If, instead of one spatial dimension, we had considered spherically symmetric tumour in 
three dimensions, the results would be very similar, but the speed of growth in the linear phase
4.2. RESULTS.





Figure 4-2: Num erical sim ulations of the model, 
would have been slower.
4.3 D iscussion .
This 2-variable continuum model is a very simple representation of nutrient dependent tumour 
growth. It assumes that the tumour is homogeneous, and that the only difference between dead 
and live tumour cells is that the dead cells don’t diffuse through space. There is no distinction 
made between proliferating and quiescent tumour cells and it is assumed that all three “types” 
of tumour cell absorb nutrient at the same rate. The model also ignores the effect of the 
presence of healthy normal cells which usually surround the tumour in vivo and compete for 
available space. Despite these many simplifications, this system of equations reproduces the 
growth curve of an in vitro multicellular spheroid well, with similar results to the simulation 
in Chapter 3, for the increase of tumour volume. It would be unlikely to be able to reproduce 
the initial exponential growth of a multicellular spheroid with a continuum model where the 
dynamics depend on cell densities. This is because the dynamics are localised and therefore 
growth does not depend on the total number of cancer cells , only those that are present at a 
given spatial point.
The model in this chapter uses 2 PDE’s to describe the development of cancer cell density 
and nutrient concentration with time. Quiescent and dead cells are not considered. If quiescence 
and death were to be added to the model, the shells would overlap slightly and not be distinct. 
Also, the growth and formation of the shells would be a continuous process. In the following
4.3. DISCUSSION.
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Figure 4-3: C om parison between num erical results and results of sim ulation in
C h ap te r 3.
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chapter (Chapter 5), we extend Greenspan’s model of MCS growth. In these models, the 
tum our is divided into distinct compartments of proliferating, quiescent, and necrotic cells, 
and growth takes place in three distinct phases. It is assumed th a t all growth is spherically 
symmetric and th a t nutrient is in diffusive equilibrium, and thus the growth of the outer radius 




Extension of Greenspan’s M odel 
of Solid Tumour Growth.
5.1 A ssu m p tio n s.
The simplest experimental model of solid tumours are multicellular spheroids (MCS). These are 
three-dimensional, multicellular aggregates, which are grown in tissue culture (for a review see 
Durand [58]). MCS models are used to study the growth kinetics of small populations of cells 
and the re-growth kinetics of the population in response to cytotoxic treatm ents. MCS models 
have similar growth kinetics to tumour nodules and they develop micro-regions of quiescent 
cells in much the same way as solid tumours do. Furthermore, they have simple geometry and 
are easy to manipulate. However, it is difficult to compare MCS models directly with in  vivo 
tumours, since they do not incorporate the influence of the host on the tum our growth.
Thomlinson and Gray [215], Burton [28] and Greenspan [102, 103, 104] have discussed 
simple mathem atical models of multicell spheroids provided with nutrients by diffusion alone. 
The basic assumptions of these studies are:
(i) The solid tum our is assumed to be a multicell spheroid, i.e. complete spherical symmetry 
prevails throughout growth. The only independent variables are time, t, and radial 
distance, r.
(ii) Cancer cells die when the concentration of a crucial nutrient, denoted by a (r, £), falls 
below a  critical level, on .
(iii) The vital nutrient is consumed by living cells only: The consumption rate may depend 
on nutrient concentration and cell proliferation as well as other factors.
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Greenspan [102] also assumes th a t
(iv) There is an adhesion or surface tension among living cells [210], which in a spherical 
geometry produces an inward pressure th a t maintains a compact solid mass.
(v) Necrotic cellular debris continually disintegrates into simpler chemical compounds th a t 
are freely permeable through cell membranes. The mass or cell volume lost this way is 
replaced by cells pushed downward by the forces of adhesion and surface tension.
These assumptions ensure th a t cell proliferation can continue when the tum our is in its 
steady state, where its volume remains constant. In this equilibrium, cells produced in the 
proliferating layer flow inward exactly compensating for the loss of cell volume in the necrotic 
core.
Experiments show th a t the MCS contains an inner layer of living, viable cells with a low 
m itotic index ([7, 16, 151]). Greenspan takes this facet of tum our growth into account by 
introducing a m itotic inhibitor into the model. However, the existence of this type of chemical 
has not been proved and so here, we assume th a t quiescence only occurs when cells do not have 
enough nutrient to  divide i.e. we assume th a t
(vi) Cancer cells become quiescent (i.e. no longer proliferate), when the concentration of the 
crucial nutrient, £r(r,t), falls below a critical level, aq.
The time scale for diffusion of nutrient is small compared to a  typical time scale for tissue 
growth. So, we also assume
(vii) The tum our is in a state of diffusive equilibrium at all times.
5.2 C onservation  o f  m ass.
We think of the tum our as a “fluid” th a t consists of incompressible cells held together by 
adhesive forces. Proliferation behaves like a source of incompressible fluid, while necrosis acts 
like a sink and the fluid domain or tum our size varies in extent to accommodate any imbalance 
in net production.
Following Greenspan [102] again, we incorporate the following approximations into the 
mathem atical model:
a) All living tum our cells are identical and each is to be considered an incompressible struc­
ture of constant volume.
b) Cell division occurs “instantaneously” relative to  the growth time of the tumour, and 
each daughter cell occupies the same volume as any other cell of the population.
5.2. CONSERVATION OF MASS.
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c) The proliferation rate of cell volume by mitosis is described by a source distribution S(cr) 
which is a function only of the local nutrient concentration. This function describes the 
ra te a t which cell volume is produced by mitosis per unit volume of living cells.
d) The necrotic core “loses” cell volume at a  rate th a t a t any time is proportional to the core 
volume. Moreover, this loss occurs at a uniform rate throughout the region of necrosis. 
The proportionality constant is denoted by 3A. (The 3 is just for convenience later on).
The conservation of mass with distributed sources and sinks is equivalent to the conservation 
of volume. So, the conservation law is as follows:
A = B  + C - D - E  (5.1)
with
A  = to tal volume of living cells a t any time £;
B  = initial volume of living cells at time t  =  0;
C  =  to tal volume of cells produced in time t > 0;
D =  to tal volume of necrotic debris in the MCS at time t;
E  = to tal volume lost from the necrotic core in time t >  0;
Let R 0{t) be the outer radius of the nodule at any time t. R 0(0) is then the initial radius 
of the tumour.
Let R q(t) be the radius a t which cell proliferation ceases because the concentration of 
nutrient in the domain of living cells falls below the critical level aq. Since quiescence occurs 
when the nutrient level a  falls below the critical value <jq, R q(t) is defined by the relationship
a (R q(t),t)  =  <j q.
If a > aq everywhere, then R q(t) = 0.
Let R n (t) be the radius of the necrotic core. By definition
a (R n (t),t) = <rn .
If a  >  <r„ everywhere, then R n{t) = 0.
Because dead cells obviously can’t  proliferate, we must have crn < aq, in other words, 
R n (t) <  R q(t) a t all times.
5.2. CONSERVATION OF MASS.
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The m athem atical forms of the various terms in (5.1) are then as follows:
A = f ( R 3M - R U t ) ) ;
B = % R l (  0) ;
C = 4tt fo &  S r ’( ‘) S (o )r2dr ; 
D  =  f  R l ( t ) ; 
E = i f f ^ 3X R l( t)d t .
Putting  these into (5.1) gives the conservation of volume equation which governs the growth of 
the tumour:
R 30( t ) = R 30(0) +  3 / dt S(cr)r2dr — I 3AR 3n{t)dt.
r t  f Ro{ t )  rlI / -  / V O . I
Jo j  Rq( t )  Jo
Taking the derivative with respect to t gives a more useful form of this equation:
(5.2)
5.3  M o d el 1: G row th  o f  a solid  tu m ou r w ith  con stan t ce ll 
p roliferation  rate.
to be constant. Again, following Greenspan [102], we use the following simple approximations:
(i) The diffusivity, k , of the nutrient, cr, is uniformly constant throughout the tum our and 
the adjacent medium.
(ii) The nutrient is consumed at a constant rate per unit volume, a, by the living cells. So, 
we are assuming th a t quiescent and proliferating cells consume nutrient a t the same rate.
(iii) The rate of cell proliferation per unit volume in the growth region is a constant, s. In 
terms of the step function,
the source distribution for new cells (or new volume) due to mitosis is approximated by
(iv) The composition of the ambient medium is held fixed throughout any experiment. The 
concentration of nutrient at the outer surface of the tum our is ctqo •
In the first model, the rate of cell proliferation per unit volume in the growth region is assumed
S(cr) =  sH (a  — aq). (5.3)
5.3. MODEL 1: GROWTH OF A SOLID TUMOUR WITH CONSTANT CELL
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W ith the source term given as in (5.3), the mass conservation law (5.2) can be written as
(5.4)
The assumption of diffusive equilibrium implies th a t the equation for the concentration of
a is
h i  (r2f (r)) = l H{r ~  *»(*)>*(*•<*> - r ) . (5.5)
The boundary conditions require a  and ^  to be continuous across every interface and in 
particular a — o00 a t r  =  R 0(t); all functions are bounded a t the origin. By definition, R q(t) 
and R n{t) satisfy
o (R q) = (Tq 
o{Rn) = On
if solutions exist, otherwise, R q =  0, R n = 0 .
Since time derivatives have been neglected in the diffusion equation, the only initial con­
dition required is the value of R o(0). The initial size of the tum our is always assumed to be 
small so th a t R q(0) =  0 , R n(0) =  0.
The general solution to  (5.5) is:
cr(r) =  «
r - b hC
r  A(2 2 ^
if r  < R n
r z  he  if R n < r < R 0,
6k r
where 6, c, d and e are arbitrary constants. Using the facts th a t a  is bounded at r  =  0, 
a (R n (t)) = on , o (R 0(t)) = (Too and ^  is continuous at r = R n , this gives
cr(r) =  4
an if r < R n
(5.6)
Continuity of o  a t r  =  R n gives the relation
<7“  -  <T" =  3k -  •R” ) “ { k  ~  k ) )  ' (5.7)
The value of the outer radius at which central necrosis first occurs is (putting R n — 0 and 
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Growth retardation of live cells occurs when R q > 0; the precise condition obtained from 
(5.6) is
_  _  Q /p2 _  p2\ _  ____
“  ’ 6k '  ° 3k R o )  '
(5.9)
The value of the outer radius a t which quiescence first occurs is (putting R q =  0 and R n =  0 





Following Burton [28] and Greenspan [102], we make the problem dimensionless and the 
new variables are introduced
7} =
R o ( t )
R r  ’
Vq = Rq(t) 
R r  ’
Tin =
R n ( t )
R r
In this notation, the initial radius of the colony is r](0) =  R o ( 0 ) / R c , the development of the 
necrotic core begins when 77 =  1 and continues for all 77 > 1.
The dimensionalization is completed by replacing time t  by
d d 
T = St' d t = S T r ■
The dimensionless versions of (5.4), (5.7) and (5.9) are then:
= I r  3 3 i _ *  3 .
V dr  3 s ^
to:
6fc(<7oo (Tn) 2 2 o 2 /-i Vn \ ^  1 ^ 2  = T - V n ~  2rjn (l -  — ), 7} > 1  only;
6fc(-  = T ) 2 -  Tjq ~  2v l(^ ~  *1 >  Vq > 1 only.aR j 7]q 7]
Substituting for R c from (5.8) and putting 7  =  —, M 2 =  — — , these equations simplify
S  ( T o o  ( T n
1 1
1 =  V -  T)n -  2rii [ —  -  -  ) , T]> 1 only;
'In <1
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M 4 = V2 ~  Vq ~  2??n ( — ~  -  ) > V > R i /R c  only.
M  and 7  are both dimensionless parameters.
The variables
Vn Vgx  = — , y = —
77 7]
facilitate the m athem atical operations and allow the various stages of tum our development to 
be described concisely.
Phase /: A period of exponential growth of the tum our until the onset of quiescence. 
•  Range of variables:
*7(0) < t?(t) < R i / R c = M.
•  Constraints:
Vq = 0, T)n = 0.
•  Growth equation:
•  Method: Explicit integration.
•  Solution:
T]{T) =  T}( 0)eT/3, T)q =T)n = 0.
• Time period:
0 < r  < t i  =  31n ( - 7^7 J •
_  _  W o ) J
•  Discussion: The tum our grows exponentially until the first cell at the centre of the sphere 
becomes quiescent.
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Phase II: Period of retarded growth, during which the tumour consists of an outer mantle of 
dividing cells and an inner viable quiescent core.
•  Range of variables:
R i / R c = M  < r] <  1, 0 < y  < (1  —M 2)1/ 2.
•  Constraints:
x  = 0, M <  1, M 2 =  r/2 — r}2.
Growth equation:
3 3l
1 dr  3
•  Method: Change of variable to y  and exact integration to obtain y as an implicit function 
of time.
•  Formulation: As M 2 =  n2 — rj2 this implies th a t —q dr rjq dr
So,
i.e.
d l  = A . ( H l \  = L ( i  _ ?y2\*L
dr d T \ r ) )  77/  y  } d r
with y =  0 a t r  =  n ,  and 77 =  M (1 — y2) 1/ 2. 
• Solution:
• Time period: This phase ends at time 72, when y = (1 — M 2)1/2. For small M ,  
T 2 - t
• Discussion: For M  < 1, the effect of the nutrient deficiency is to change the initial 
exponential growth rate to one th a t is approximately linear in time. This phase begins
5.3. MODEL 1: GROWTH OF A SOLID TUMOUR WITH CONSTANT CELL
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Figure 5-1: M odel 1: G raphs showing the second stage of developm ent of a) th e  ra tio  
of quiescent rad ius to  ou ter radius; b) the dimensionless ou ter radius, w ith  M  =  1/4.
at r  =  ri and tj = M  and ends when rj = 1, r  =  T2, with the death of the first cell from 
even greater nutrient deficiency. Typical growth curves are shown in Figure (5-1).
The thickness of the layer of proliferating cells, measured by 1 — y, decreases very rapidly 
and can be described as “thin” after only one or two time steps. The duration of phase 
II approaches zero as M approaches 1, i.e., as the critical level of nutrient required for 
quiescence approaches the critical level required for death. If M  > 1, there is no quies­
cence, as the critical level of nutrient required for death is higher than that required for 
quiescence. In this situation, the exponential phase ends with the onset of necrosis which 
marks the next and final stage of development.
Phase III: A period of retarded growth due to inhibition of mitosis and the death of cells 
which begins when a =  crn at the centre of the tumour and lasts until the steady state is 
achieved (i.e. indefinitely).
• Range of variables:
I < V  <Voo, (1 -  M 2)1/2 < y < y o o ,  0 < x < X o o .
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•  Constraints:
> *?n >  0 ,
\ V q  *1J
•  Growth equation:
• Method: Change variables to x ,y  and numerically integrate to  obtain all variables as 
functions of time.
•  Formulation: The second constraint gives
with x  = 0 and y =  (1 — M 2)1/ 2 a t r  =  T2.
•  Solution: The numerical integration proceeds forwards in time until the solution curves 
asym ptote to their steady state values £00, 2/00, which are solutions of (5.10),(5.11) with 
d x /d r  = 0 . Figure (5-2) shows the graphs.
P utting  d x /d r  =  0 in (5.10), gives,




= 1 — y3 — 3 j x 3. (5.10)
(2x +  1)(1 — x) dr
The third constraint gives
M 2(x -  1)2(2x +  1) =  1 -  y2 -  2xs ( l / y  -  1) (5.11)
y = ( l - 3 7£3)1/3.
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Figure 5-2: M odel 1: G raphs showing the final stage of developm ent of a) the ra tio  of 
necrotic rad ius to  ou ter radius; b) the  dimensionless ou ter radius, w ith M  =  1/4.
Substituting this into (5.11), expanding the terms using the Binomial Theorem and 
discarding terms of 72 and higher (assuming that 7 is moderately small), this gives a 
good approximation to the steady state
M 2
 (1 + 2Xoo)(l -  Xoo) =  2x^(1 -I- Xoo + X^).
7
Graphs of Xqo and 77 against p — are shown in Figure (5-3).
Figure (5-4) shows the corresponding values of Xqq, 7 7 0 0 , the thickness of the viable layer, 
Voo ~  (*7o)oo and the radius of the necrotic core (770)00-
• Time period: An infinite time interval is required to reach the steady state, but the final 
stage of development is mostly completed when r  = 0 (1/ 7 ).
• Discussion: The development of the tumour in phase III is specified by 7  =  A/s, where 
A is the rate of loss of cell volume due to necrosis and s is the rate of cell proliferation 
per unit volume in the growth region. If M  > 1, then this phase starts immediately after 
phase I, as the nutrient concentration required for quiescence will be lower than that for 
death.
Complete histories of model tumour growth are shown in Figure (5-5) and Figure (5-6)
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Figure 5-4: M odel 1: S teady s ta te  values of the  dim ensionless outer radius of the 
tum our, Tjooi the  dim ensionless inner necrotic radius, (r}0)oo, and  the thickness of the 
viable layer rjoo -  (r}n )oo versus x ^ .
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F igure 5-5: M odel 1: G raphs to  show the change in x  and  y  w ith  tim e. Again M  =  1/ 4 .
with experimental settings for 7 and the choice of M  =  1/4. The three growth phases 
are separated by large dots. Figure (5-7) shows the growth of the 3 radii for one setting 
of 7 . Phase I is not very long, as we chose our initial tumour to be quite large, to fit in 
with the simulations. In phase III, the necrotic core rapidly increases in size. But, the 
layer of dividing cells is thin very soon after the start of phase II and remains that way 
throughout the rest of the development.
5.4 Model 2: Growth of a solid tumour with nutrient
dependent proliferation rate.
In the second model, the rate of cell proliferation per unit volume in the growth region is 
assumed to be linearly proportional to nutrient concentration.
The source term in equation (5.3) means that cell volume is produced homogeneously 
throughout the layer of proliferating cells. It is known that the rate of mitosis is dependent on 
nutrient concentration - cells with a high concentration of nutrient will divide faster than those 
which have a low concentration [22, 30, 34, 81, 84, 107]. Others [114, 124, 212] have shown that 
the rate of proliferation in tumours decreases with distance from a nutrient source. We want a 
source function which is zero outside the proliferating layer and increases monotonically with
5.4. MODEL 2: GROWTH OF A SOLID TUMOUR WITH NUTRIENT
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Figure 5-6: M odel 1: G raph  to  show the grow th and developm ent of the  dim ensionless 
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Figure 5-7: G raph  to  show the  grow th and  developm ent of the dim ensionless rad ii of 
the  tum our. M  =  1/4, 7 = 0 .1.
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nutrient concentration within it. For simplicity, let us consider linear dependence on nutrient 
concentration.
The assumptions are the same as in the last section, except for number (iii), which becomes:
on the nutrient concentration. High nutrient concentration will lead to  high proliferation 
rates and low concentration will lead to low rates.
Let us take S(a) — H (a  — crq)F(cr), where H  is the Heaviside function and F  is a (contin­
uous) linear function of a, with F (aq) = 0 and F (a<») =  s. 
i.e.
(iii) The ra te of cell proliferation per unit volume in the growth region is linearly dependent
S(a) = sH (a  — crq) a -  Oq (5.12)
From equation (5.6), a  satisfies






Putting this into the conservation of mass equation, (5.2), gives
fl* R l R l  t R
15 3 5
(5.15)
Define the dimensionless variables,
a  =  R o / R c ,  a q =  R q/ R c , otn =  R n / R c and r  = st,
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where R c is the value of the outer radius at which central necrosis first occurs, given by equation (5.8). 
W ith the new variables, (5.11) becomes
-  7 q£, (5.16)
where the dimensionless parameters M 2 =  and 7 =  A/s.
The constraint equations, (5.13) and (5.14) become
M 2 = a 2 — a2 — 2cc^  ( —----- — ) , a > M  only;
\ a q a )
o dot 1 / 3  3 \ 1o r —  =  —lot — ct ) --------







1 =  a 2 -  a£ -  2a3n ^  V  o  >  1\ a n ot)
only;
as before.
Phase I: A period of rapid growth of the tumour until the onset of quiescence or the death 
of a  central cell.
Range of variables:
•  Constraints:
a(0) < a(r)  <  M.
otq = 0, otn — 0 .
• Growth equation:
dot _  ot f  2
dr  3 V 5M 2
2 2A
a )
• Method: Explicit integration.
• Solution:
( a 2(0) +  5M 2 ^ T/3
- 1/2
Time period:
0 <  r  < Ti =  -In  -  “  2
5 M 2 2
3a2 (0) 3.
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Figure 5-8: M odel 2: G raphs showing the  first stage of developm ent of a) the  d im en­
sionless o u ter radius; b) the  ou ter radius, w ith M  = 1/4.
• Discussion: The rate of development of the tumour is shown in Figure (5-8), until growth
retardation occurs at the centre of the nodule. If M  < 1, then this retardation is due to
cells becoming quiescent, but if M  > 1, it occurs with the onset of central necrosis. T\ 
(  5M 2 2 \is positive only if ( —- — -  ) > 1, so this phase only occurs if M 2 >  2a2(0)/5. This
\3 c r ( 0 )  3 )
constraint ensures that we choose a suitably small initial spheroid, with ample nutrient 
diffusing to all of its cells.
Phase II: A period of retarded growth, during which the tumour consists of an outer mantle 
of dividing cells and an inner viable quiescent core.
• Range of variables:
M  < a ( r )  < 1 , 0 < y < (1 -  M 2)1/2.
• Constraints:
a n = 0, M  < 1, M 2 =  a 2 -  a 2.
5.4. MODEL 2: GROWTH OF A SOLID TUMOUR WITH NUTRIENT
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•  Growth equation:
• Method: Change of variable to  y = a q/ a  and numerically integrate to  obtain all variables 
as functions of time.
•  Formulation:
(a 2 -  M 2)1/ 2
y = -------------   ,a
so,
dy 1 o. da
i = a q{ l ~ V ) T r
i.e.
t  = l {1 / y~ y2)(1 ~ y2) ~ h ( l ~  h y l + 3 y i )  ■
•  Solution: The numerical integration proceeds forwards in time until r  =  72, when 
y = (1 -  M 2)1/2.
•  Time period: This phase ends a t time 72, when y = (1 — M 2)1/ 2.
•  Discussion: Tumour growth in the second phase as described in (5.17), is shown in Figure 
(5-9). The effect of inhibition of mitosis is to change the initial rapid growth to one th a t 
is roughly linear in time. This phase begins at r  =  T\ and a  = M  and ends when 
r  = T2, a  = 1, with the death of the first cell. Again, the thickness of the mitotic shell 
(proportional to 1 — y), decreases very quickly and is relatively “th in” after a short time. 
72 — 7"i —» 0 as M  —► 1. There is no quiescent shell if M  >  1, as this means th a t the 
level of nutrient required for inhibition of mitosis is lower than th a t required for death. 
If M  > 1, phase I is immediately followed by phase III and the steady state tum our will 
consist of a necrotic core surrounded by a dividing mantle.
Phase III: A period of growth retardation, due to death of cells and inhibition of mitosis 
(if M  < 1) caused by nutrient deficiency. This phase starts when a = an a t the centre of the 
tum our and ends when the steady state is achieved. During this time, the tum our consists of 
a central necrotic core, consisting of disintegrating debris, surrounded by a shell of quiescent 
cells, assuming M  < 1, which is in tu rn  surrounded by a shell of dividing cells.
2 da 1 . 0  o. 1
a ~dt= 3 ^  ~ aq ) ~ K P
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Figure 5-9: M odel 2 : G raphs showing the second stage of developm ent of a) th e  ra tio  
of quiescent rad ius to  outer radius; b) the  dimensionless outer radius, w ith M  =  1/4.
• Range of variables:
1 <  a  <  CKoo, (1 -  M 2)1/2 < y <  yoo, 0 < x < x ^ .
• Constraints:
a  > ctq > a n > 0, M  < 1,
Growth equation
1 ’ 2 c * 5
1
M 2 1 5 3  +  5  “ " 1 ^  3  " 3 1 - 7 < * n -
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•  Method: Change variables to x  = a n/ a  and y = a q/ a  and numerically integrate to 
obtain all variables as functions of time.
• Formulation: From the third constraint,
so
with
_ . i /o dx  1 dato (2l + i r i / .
dx  |( 1  — x ) 2 ( 2x  4- 1 ) (1  — y3 — 3 j x 3)
t a ( l  x ) d T -  (5-18)
M7 [l5 3 5 X  \ 3  y  +  3 ) \  '
M 2(l  -  x f { 2 x  +  1) =  1 - y 2 + 2x3(1 -  1/y). (5.19)
• Solution: The numerical integration proceeds forwards in time until the solution curves 
asym ptote to their steady state values Xoo, y<x>> which are solutions of (5.18) and (5.19) 
with d x /d r  =  0. The growth curves are shown in Figure (5-10).
•  Time period: It takes an infinite time for the solution to reach the steady state but phase 
III is mostly completed when r  =  0 (1/ 7 ).
•  Discussion: Tumour growth in the final phase, as described in (5.18), is illustrated in 
Figure (5-10) for a couple of values of 7  =  A/s. Again, as in the first model, the 
value of 7  specifies the development of the tumour. If M  > 1, this phase begins when 
phase I ends. The necrotic radius, i?„, expands quickly towards its asymptote, while 
the growth ra te of the outer and quiescent radii decrease. These effects are shown in 
Figure (5-11) and Figure (5-12) which are complete histories of model tum our growth at 
realistic param eter settings. Figure (5-13) shows the complete histories of the growth of 
the three dimensionless radii. The rate of volume loss per unit volume in the necrotic core 
(A) controls the rapidity at which the radii approach their asymptotes, i.e. the ra te at 
which the at which the tum our reaches its steady state. Most of the growth is completed 
in a (dimensional) time of order 1/A.
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Figure 5-10: M odel 2:G raphs showing the  last stage of developm ent of a) the ra tio  of 
necrotic rad ius to ou ter radius; b) the dimensionless ou ter radius, w ith  M  =  1/4.
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Figure 5-11: M odel 2: G raphs showing the developm ent of x and  y w ith  tim e, M  =  1/4.
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Figure 5-12: M odel 2: G raph  showing the  developm ent of a ,  the  dim ensionless o u ter 
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Figure 5-13: M odel 2: G raph  showing the grow th of the dimensionless radii w ith  tim e, 
M  =  1/4, 7  =  0.1.
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5.5 M o d el 3: G row th  o f a solid  tu m ou r w ith  n u trien t  
d ep en d en t proliferation  rate and n on -con stan t d egra­
d ation .
In our third model, the rate of cell proliferation per unit volume in the growth region is again 
taken to be linearly proportional to nutrient concentration, as in section 5.4, but we now 
assume th a t degradation of cells (i.e. volume loss) in the necrotic core is dependent on the 
radial distance.
Because of the surface tension in the tumour, there is a pressure which causes cells to  flow 
from the dividing rim into the quiescent shell and eventually into the necrotic core. So, once 
a cell has died and entered the necrotic core, it will be pushed even closer to  the centre by 
other cells th a t are dying and flowing in from the quiescent shell. Hence, it can be reasonably 
assumed th a t cells nearer the periphery of the necrotic core have died more recently than  those 
near the centre. So, the material at the centre will be made up of compounds which break 
down into chemicals th a t permeate out of the core, whereas, near the edge, the cells haven’t 
been dead long enough to start disintegrating. In the shell between these two regions, cells will 
be degrading gradually into the compounds which break down near the centre.
Moore [162] showed th a t the rate of cell death increases with distance from the nutrient 
source. Thus we propose that the volume loss in the necrotic core should be a decreasing 
function of radial distance.
So, Greenspan’s assumption d) in section 5.2 should be replaced by:




E  = Total volume lost from necrotic core in time t > 0 =  / dt D(r)r dr.
Jo Jo
If we choose
x ( R n -  r)D(r) =
0r + R n ) ’
which has the value x  at the centre (r =  0) and 0 at the edge of the core (r =  R n), then the 
term  E in equation (5.1), is given by
4-7T 4 n
E  = y L  3x (2 i a 2 - - ) R l ( t )d t .
In other words, the volume loss due to disintegration is again proportional to the size of
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the necrotic core. So, instead, let us consider
x{Rn -  r )D(r) =
Rn(r  +  1) ?
which again has the value x  the origin and zero a t the periphery of the core.
Substituting this in the conservation of mass law (5.1) and differentiating with respect to 
t ,  this gives
H R  f R ° f Rn
R 2- ^ -  = I S{a)r2dr — I D{r)r2dr, 
dt J r  Jo
where
A R I A  1
<7 =  o-°o _  _ ( f l 2  _ r 2 )  +  _ n ( _  _  _ )  and s (a )  =  sH (a  — aq)
3 k r R 0
(T  —  <Tq
O  oo @ q
Hence,
p 2 dRo _  £ / p3 _  p3\  _  s
d t  ~  q ( R o R q )  oT> 23Rj
2Rbn 0 , 3 R 5a „ /  9 9 2R 3'
- f - R l R 3,  + - f ~ K  I R l
- x — I'*7r + i )
Let u = R 0, v = R q and w = R n , for convenience of notation. Then we have
9 du s f  o o. su  ---  =  - ( u  -  v-) -------- rr
dt 3 K j 3 R \
2u5 o 9 3u5 o
  u u H—  ------ u r
-x iu wT " 2 " 1 +
5 -  (“2- 3”2+ ? ) !
(* +  ln(® + !)
with the constraints, from the nutrient equation,
R 2 = u 2 - v 2 - 2 w 3 ( i - i )  \ v  u J
and R? — u2 — 3w2 +
u
Phase I: A period of rapid growth of the tumour until the onset of quiescence or the death 
of a central cell.
•  Range of variables:
u(0) < u(t) < Ri.
• Constraints:
v = 0, w =  0.
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F igure  5-14: M odel 3: G raphs showing th e  first stage of developm ent of th e  o u te r 
rad ius, w ith  s  =  1 ,2 ,4 ,5  an d  u(0) =  5, as in sim ulations.
•  Growth equation:
• Method: Explicit integration.
•  Solution:
u(t) = ( m + G^aj “ llf)e"2*‘/3) '  ' v{t) s 0; “(t) s°‘
• Time period:
3 ,  /  2 \
• Discussion: This first phase is characterised by the rapid growth of the tum our, as shown 
in Figure (5-14) for several values of the param eter s, which specifies the growth. As long 
as the level of nutrient a t which a cell dies is lower than th a t at which mitosis ceases, 
this phase ends when the first cell a t the centre of the nodule becomes quiescent.
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Phase II: Period of retarded growth, during which the tum our consists of an outer mantle 
of dividing cells and an inner viable quiescent core.
• Range of variables:
R i  < u(t) < R c, 0 < v(t) < (R2 — R f ) 1/ 2.
• Constraints:




s 2 u3 3 3v5
3R? p T - t ;  + 5v?_ '
•  Method: Numerically integrate to obtain all variables as functions of time.
• Solution: The numerical integration proceeds forwards in time until r  =  T2, when u = R c.
• Discussion: The development of the tum our in the second phase is shown in Figure (5-15). 
Again growth is specified by the parameter s. Because of the inhibition of mitosis, due 
to nutrient deficiency, the growth of the tum our slows down to be roughly linear. This 
phase begins when u = R \  and ends when u = R c with the death of the first cell. As 
in the two previous models, the thickness of the dividing shell - u(t) — v(t), decreases 
rapidly and is thin relative to u(t) within a few time steps, t — ti —» 0 as ern —» aq. If 
the nutrient level a t which cells die is greater than that at which they cease proliferation, 
then no quiescent shell forms and phase I is immediately followed by phase III.
P h a s e l l l  : A period of retarded growth due to  inhibition of mitosis and the death of cells 
which begins when a  =  an at the centre of the the tum our and lasts until the steady state  is 
achieved.
• Range of variables:
Rc < u(t); (R 2c -  R \ ) 1/2 < v(t); 0 < w(t).
• Constraints:
O.j/,3
and R 2 = u2 — 3w2 H . (5.20)
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Figure 5-15: M odel 3: G raphs showing the  second stage of developm ent of th e  o u ter 
rad ius and  quiescent radius, w ith  s =  1 (dash-dotted  line), s =  2 (do tted  line) and  
s =  4 (solid line).
• Growth equation:
o du s . o o, s 
=  3 {u
2u5 o 3v5 o  u2v3 + —  +  w3o o
-x w wT "  2 " 1 + 1 +  — ) ln(u) +  1)w )
u z -  3v2 +  ~ ~ )
(5.21)
Method: Numerically integrate to obtain all variables as functions of time.
Solution:The numerical integration proceeds forwards in time until the solution curves 
asymptote to their steady state values u0Q, Vqq, Wqo, which are solutions of (5.20) and 
(5.21) with du/dt =  0.
Discussion: The growth rate of the tumour in phase III is specified by the value of \  and 
the corresponding growth curves are shown in Figure (5-16) for two values of x- When x  
is increased, the rate at which volume is lost in the necrotic core due to disintegration is 
also increased. This leads to a smaller necrotic core, and hence a smaller overall size of 
the steady state tumour. The decrease in the rate of growth is also faster and the rapidity 
of the approach to the asymptote curves is greater. In dimensional units, t = 0 ( l / x )  
characterises the main period of activity in the last phase of growth. Figure (5-17) and 
Figure (5-18) are complete histories of model tumour growth for different values of the 
parameters s and x-
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Time from start of p h a se  III
Figure 5-16: M odel 3: G raphs showing the final stage of developm ent of the  ou ter, 
quiescent and  necrotic radii, w ith  s =  4 and  for two values of x-
Figure (5-19) and Figure (5-20) show the development of the three radii for the three models 
looked at so far, with Figure (5-20) just showing the first two phases of growth and only part 
of the third phase. The parameters chosen were M  =  1/4 for all three models, 7  =  0.1 for the 
first and 7  =  0.2 for the second. For model three, x  = 2.18. This value of \  was calculated so 
that the average value of D(r) on [0, Rn] =  3A. The growth of the tumour in Phases I and II is 
the same for both models 2 and 3, as changing the rate of degradation of cells in the necrotic 
core will not affect anything until a necrotic core forms.
The parameter M  is the ratio of size the outer radius at which quiescence first occurs to 
the size of the outer radius when necrosis first occurs. As can be seen from Figure (5-20), 
adding nutrient dependent proliferation to the growth assumptions, results in a less steep rate 
of growth of the initial tumour for a fixed value of M . Hence tumour grows more slowly, which 
leads to the time period of Phase I in models 2 and 3 being slightly longer than that of model 
1. Growth in Phase II of models 2 and 3 is also slower than that in model 1. This again leads 
to the time period of Phase II being a lot longer for these models than model 1.
5.6 Model 4: Growth of a solid tumour with non-constant 
nutrient consumption.
Now, let us consider the growth of an MCS with non-constant nutrient consumption by living 
cells.
5.6. M O DEL 4: G R O W TH  O F A SOLID TU M O U R W ITH  N ON -CO NSTANT 
N U T R IE N T  CO N SU M PTIO N .
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Figure 5-17: M odel 3: G raph  showing th e  to ta l grow th history of the th ree radii of the 
tu m o u r w ith  s =  4 and  x  =  4.
In the three previous models, we assumed that the nutrient was consumed at a constant 
rate, a, by all living cells. It has been shown that oxygen and glucose consumption, per unit 
volume of spheroid, decreases as the MCS grows [31, 34, 82]. Freyer et al. [84] have shown that 
the consumption of oxygen per unit volume of an MCS is four times less at the equilibrium size 
than the consumption of a tiny initial spheroid. Thus it is reasonable to assume from this that 
quiescent cells consume less nutrients than proliferating cells. Assumption (ii) of Section (5.3) 
now becomes:
(ii) The nutrient is consumed at a constant rate, Q, by quiescent cells and a constant rate, 
P  >  Q, by proliferating cells.
The assumption of diffusive equilibrium of nutrient implies that the equation for the con­
centration, a  is:
~  ( ^ M )  = j H ( r - R , ( t ) ) H ( R <l( t ) ~ r )  + ^ H { r - R
[fc =  diffusivity of the nutrient (same for all living cells)]. The requirements for this equation 
are that a and ^  are continuous across every interface, a =  at r  =  R 0{t) and that a is 
bounded at the origin.
The general solution to this equation is:
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Figure 5-18: M odel 3: G raph  showing the to ta l grow th history of th e  th ree  radii of th e  
tu m o u r w ith  5 =  1 and  x  — 2 .
<r(r) =
— -  +  6 if r  < R n
J  c
— r2  h d if R n < r  < R q6k r
£ r 2 -  i  + f  if R q < r < R 0,
where o, b, c, d, e and /  are arbitrary constants.
Using the facts that ^  is continuous across r = R n (t) and r  =  R q(t), a is bounded at 









Ro j1 \ 3
Q K
3k
if r < R n 
if R n < r < R q
if R q < r < R 0
( 5 . 2 2 )
Continuity of a at r  =  R n gives the relationship:
Q R l
Rc
( 5 . 2 3 )
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Figure 5-19: G raph  showing the  developm ent of the th ree dim ensionless radii for m odels 
1 to  3. M odel 1 is shown by a  solid line, M odel 2 by a  dashed line and  m odel 3 by a 
d o tted  line. T he param eters chosen were M  =  1/4, 7  =  0.1 for m odel 1, 7  =  0.2 for 








Figure 5-20: G raph  showing the first two stages of developm ent of the  three d im en­
sionless radii for models 1 to  3. Param eters are the sam e as in Figure (5-19).
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Continuity of a  at r  =  R q gives the relationship:
&oo Gq — , ( R 0 R q )
[R3q ( P - Q )  + QR3n} (  1 1
6k K 0 q' 3k
The value of the outer radius at which quiescence first occurs is
f - - - )\R q  RoJ
R q c  — p  \Goo Gq)
1/2
and the value of the quiescent radius a t which necrosis first occurs is
R n q  —
6 k
q  \Gq Gn )
1/2
This means th a t the value of the outer radius at which necrosis first occurs is
R l 1/3 
Rc = + R2,3 P
(5.24)
where
R l =  —27P2(P — Q)R3 +
9 P P S 3P Q \ Q  ~  3P)H°, + SP(12PQ -  9P -  4Q2)R l ,  + PS'(2Q  -  3P ) R i ,  + 3
and
R2  =
( 3 P - 2 Q ) R 2nq + S  a e t f
-------- ^ 11/3  , S  = 6«(cr00 — (Tq).
1/2
From (5.4)
p2 dRo _  5 rp3 p3i \p3  
K ° ~ d f  ~  3}  ° ~  ~  AKn’
Define the dimensionless variables:
(j) — R 0f  R c, (f)q — Rq j Rcj (fin — Rn / Rc and T — St.
W ith these new variables (5.6) becomes:
2d</> l r  3 3, A 3
^  Tt  = 3 10 - ^ - 7 ^ '
Now, Q = qP  for some real number q < 1. In experiments on the growth and related 
oxygen consumption of V-79 MCS, Freyer et al. [84] discovered th a t equilibrium or plateau 
phase cells had a fivefold lower rate of oxygen consumption than exponential phase cells. Thus it
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is reasonable to assume th a t proliferating cells consume five times as much nutrient as quiescent 
cells. So, from now on, let us take q =  1/5. Then the dimensionless versions of (5.23) and (5.24) 
are :
R™q _  ,2 o ,2 , 202- ^ = 6 ^ - 3  d>i + ^  
Rc n <Pq
and
, 2 _  13 ,2 ^  2 3 /  J. 1 \
R 2 *  50 5 ^ n U g  0 / '
Let the dimensionless parameters M  =  R qc/ R c, N  = R nq/ R c and 7  =  A/s. Then
N 2 =  _  3(?i2 +  .
and
5M 2 =  502 -  1302 +  -  20^ ( —(s-a-
Phase I: A period of exponential growth of the tumour until the onset of quiescence or 
death.
•  Range of variables:
0(0) < 0 ( t)  < M.
• Constraints:
(j)q — 0  — 0 n *
•  Growth equation:
d(f> 1 
*  =  J * '
•  Method: Explicit integration.
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•  Solution:
0 ( t)  =  <f>( 0)er/3
• Time period j:
m
• Discussion: The tum our grows exponentially, until growth retardation occurs a t the 
centre of the MCS. If M  < 1, then this retardation is due to the onset of quiescence, but 
if M  >  1, it is due to cells dying.
Phase II: A period of retarded growth in which the tum our consists of an inner core of 
quiescent cells surrounded by a shell of dividing cells.
• Range of variables:
M  < (j){r) < 1.
•  Constraints:
3^3
4>n =  0, M  < 1, 5M 2 =  5<t>2 -  13<f>l +  - J 1 .
H <P
Growth equation:
6 ^  = - U 3 - 6 l ) .  
v  dr 3 W
• Method: Change of variable to y = (f)q/(f> and numerically integrate to obtain all variables 
as functions of time.
•  Formulation:
M 2 , 13 o 8 o
= 1 “  +  5y •
So,
i.e.
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Figure 5-21: M odel 4: G raphs showing the second stage of developm ent of a) th e  ra tio  
of th e  quiescent rad ius to  the outer radius; and b) the dim ensionless ou ter radius, w ith 
M  =  1/4.
• Solution: The numerical integration proceeds forwards in time until r  =  T2, when 0 = 1  
(y is the solution of M 2 =  1 — ^ y 2 -I- | y 3).
• Discussion: Figure (5-21) shows the development of the tumour in Phase II. Inhibition of 
proliferation has the effect of changing the initial rapid growth to roughly linear growth. 
If M  < 1, this phase begins at r  =  t i ,  0 =  M  and ends when 0 =  1 and t = t?.
Phase III: A second period of retarded growth due to the death of cells and, if M  < 1, 
the inhibition of mitosis. The phase begins when a =  an at the centre of the MCS and lasts 
indefinitely.
• Range of variables:
1 ^ 0 ^  0 o o >  0  ^  X  ^  X q o '
Constraints:
N 2 2 o  2 2x —  = y 2 - 3 x 2 + ----- ,
0 y
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5 M 2
<t>2
=  5 -  13y2 +  8y3 -  2x3 -
a - o
Growth equation:
• Method: Change of variables to x = </>n/0  and y = (j)q/<l> and numerically integrate to 
obtain all variables as functions of time.
Formulation:
N 2 d(f> (  x  \  dx f  x 3 \




N 2y 13y — 12y2 — 12x +  11 xy  H— - ( x  — 1)
dy
dr
i ( l  -  y3 -  37X3) ( y 2 -  3x2 +  [5M2(y -  x) -  N 2x{ 1 -  y)]. (5.25)
and
N 2 ^5 -  13y2 4- 8y3 -  2x3 Q  -  1 ^  =  5M 2 ( y 2 -  3x2 + (5.26)
• Solution The numerical integration proceeds forwards in time until the solution curves 
asym ptote to their steady states, which are solutions of (5.25)(5.26) with d y /d r  =  0.
• Discussion The param eter 7  specifies the growth in the last phase of tum our development. 
If 7  =  A/s is small then this means that either the rate of volume loss from the necrotic 
core, A is small, or s, the rate of cell proliferation per unit volume in the growth region is 
large. In the first instance, the necrotic core will develop quickly and asymptote towards 
a relatively large equilibrium size, while P, Q and s( or 7 ) will decide the size of the 
proliferating and quiescent shells. In the second, the proliferating rim will be relatively 
large a t equilibrium, while P, Q and A will decide the size of the necrotic core and 
quiescent shell. Both of these cases lead to the tumour having a relatively large overall 
size a t its equilibrium. Alternatively, if 7 is large, this means th a t either there is a  lot 
of necrotic disintegration in the core or not much proliferation in the growing rim. This 
will lead to  a smaller tum our at equilibrium.
The development of x  and y during phase III is shown in Figure (5-22).
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Figure 5-22: M odel 4: G raphs showing the last stage of developm ent of a) the  ra tio  of 
th e  quiescent rad ius to  the ou ter radius; and  b) the ra tio  of the necrotic rad ius to  the 







Figure 5-23: M odel 4: G raph  showing the last stage of developm ent of the radii, M = l/4 ,  
7  =  0 . 1.
5.6. MODEL 4: GROWTH OF A SOLID TUMOUR WITH NON-CONSTANT
NUTRIENT CONSUMPTION.
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Figure 5-24: M odel 4: G raph  showing the  developm ent of the necrotic, quiescent and 
o u ter radii, M = l /4 ,  7  =  0.1.
5.7 C onclusion
In this chapter, we have reviewed Greenspan’s simple model of solid tumour growth and ex­
tended it gradually, by replacing the original terms by ones which are more biologically real­
istic. The aim of this was to find out if these changes, which made the model mathematically 
intractable, did enhance the resulting growth curves or if they were features which could justifi­
ably be ignored. In Greenspan’s model, cells became quiescent if the concentration of a mitotic 
inhibitor was high enough. There is no experimental evidence to prove the existence of mitotic 
inhibitors, and so in all of our models presented in this chapter, we ignore this feature and 
replace it with nutrient deficiency being the cause of quiescence.
Figure (5.7) and Figure (5-26) show the comparison between the growth curves of the 
tum our’s outer radius from:
a) Greenspan’s original model;
b) The simulation in Chapter 3;
c) Folkman and Hochberg’s experimental results for V-79 MCS.
d) Model 1, in which cell proliferation was constant throughout the outer rim;
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e) Model 2, in which cell proliferation was linearly dependent on nutrient concentration 
within the tumour;
f) Model 3, for which we added non-constant necrotic core degradation to model 2 and
g) Model 4 for which we added non-constant nutrient consumption to model 3.
As can be seen, the simulation growth curve is the best fit to  the experimental curve, with 
Model 4 being the next best. Making note of the different lengths of time th a t the m odel’s 
graphs are plotted for, it appears th a t each time the model is made more complex or realistic, 
the growth curve becomes a better fit to  the experimental one.
Thus, we conclude, adding more realistic terms does lead to  the resulting growth curves 
being better fits to the experimental growth curves of V-79 MCS. A very simple model th a t can 
be mathematically analysed can be very useful in estimating parameters and highlighting the 
salient features for similar models, but often, as in this case, the results gained do not match 
experimental d a ta  very well a t all.
5.7. CONCLUSION
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Figure 5-25: G raphs showing the developm ent of the ou ter radii of G reenspan’s m odel 
(param eters Q 2 =  0.4, 7  =  0.2), C hap ter 3’s sim ulation and  Folkm an and  H ochberg’s 
experim ental results for V-79 spheroids.
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F igure  5-26: G raphs showing th e  developm ent of th e  o u te r rad ii for all four m odels 




Acid M ediation H ypothesis of 
Tumour Invasion
6.1 In trod u ction .
Clinical tests have shown th a t tumours in situ use approximately ten times as much glucose as 
normal cells [112, 120, 233]. Even in the presence of high O2 concentration, tum our cells tend to 
break glucose down into lactic acid via the path  of aerobic glycolysis, instead of into CO 2 and 
H 2 O [225]. This is very inefficient and produces 19 times less energy. Studies [112, 120, 233] 
have shown th a t malignant tumours take up more glucose than  benign tumours and th a t 
among malignant tumours, increased uptake of glucose strongly correlates with poorer patient 
prognosis.
The production of lactic acid and the poor organisation of vasculature in tum our tissues, 
which results in the acid being inadequately removed, leads to the reduction of extracellular 
p H  within the tumour. Tumour interstitial p H  is typically 0.5 units lower than in normal 
tissue [12, 90, 105, 113, 126, 165]. Even in the absence of glycolysis, tum our interstitial p H  
may be lower than  normal pH,  presumably due to CO 2 production [146]. Normal cells have 
an optimal extracellular p H  (pHe) of 7.4 with a sharp decline in viability below pH e of 7.1, 
whereas tum our cells typically proliferate optimally a t a pH e of 6.8 [33, 48, 87, 189, 200, 208]. 
Despite the difference in extracellular pH,  intracellular pH  in tumours is roughly the same as 
normal intracellular p H  [165].
M artin and Jain [146] have shown th a t there is a p H  gradient extending from a tum our 
edge into surrounding normal tissue with the p H  at the interface being significantly less than  
7.1. Chronic exposure to low pH  destroys the gap junctions between normal cells, and hence 
limits the ability of individual cells to  cooperatively maintain viability. The death of normal 
cells a t the tum our’s edge leaves an interstitial gap for the tum our to grow into.
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Gatenby and Gawlinski [86] hypothesise th a t transformation-induced reversion of tumour 
tissue to primitive glycolytic metabolic pathways, with resultant increased acid production and 
the diffusion of th a t acid into surrounding healthy tissue, creates a peritumoural microenviron­
ment in which tum our cells survive and proliferate, whereas normal cells axe unable to  remain 
viable. They propose th a t the following temporal sequence would ensue:
a) high H + ion concentrations in tumours will extend, by chemical diffusion, as a gradient 
into adjacent normal tissue, exposing these normal cells to tumour-like interstitial p H ;
b) normal cells immediately adjacent to the tum our edge are unable to  survive in this 
chronically acid environment; and
c) the progressive loss of layers of normal cells at the tumour-host interface facilitates tum our 
invasion.
They then present a mathematical model of the tumour-host interface based on this acid 
mediation hypothesis of tumour invasion.
The behaviour of the normal tissue is determined by a) the logistic growth of the cells and
b) the interaction of the cells with excess H + ions leading to  a death ra te proportional to excess 
acid concentration. The cancerous tissue growth is determined by a) the logistic growth of the 
cells and b) cellular diffusion with a coefficient dependent on normal cell density. It is assumed 
th a t excess acid is produced a t a rate proportional to cancer cell density and diffuses chemically. 
They include an uptake term  to take account of the mechanisms for increasing local pH.
The non-dimensional equations governing their system are:
r)n
(1 - m )  -SiArjx
dr/2 . . d
= P2772(l -  772) +  A2 —
dA s , , ,  d2A
— ^3(772 — A) +  (6.1)
where 771 is non-dimensional normal cell density, 772 is non-dimensional cancer cell density, A is 
non-dimensional acid concentration, r  time and f  space.
The fixed points of this system are:
FP  1 : 7/1* =  0 , 7?2 = A* = 0 ;
FP  2 : 7?1 =  1, 772* =  0, A* =  0;
FP  3 : 77J =  1 - 772* =  1, A* =  1;
FP 4 : 7fl = 0, 7?2 =  1, A* =  1.
6.1. INTRODUCTION.
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A linear stability analysis shows th a t FP1 and FP2 are unconditionally unstable. FP4 is 
stable and FP3 is unstable when <5i >  1 and vice versa when 6i < 1.
They claim th a t this crossover a t Si =  1 can be identified with the transform ation of 
non-invasive tumours («5i < 1) into invasive malignant tumours (<5i >  1). However, this is 
incorrect, as if FP2 is replaced by FP3 via a travelling wave, then this is still invasion, ju st not 
so aggressive as th a t when <$i >  1. It would not make sense to have a model, which is primarily 
set up as one of tum our invasion, exhibiting non-invasiveness.
For highly invasive tumours, the mathematical model predicts a  previously unrecognised 
hypocellular interstitial gap in some malignancies, which is supported by clinical observations 
and in vitro experiments [39]. A strong correlation between the interfacial structure and the 
tum our growth velocity is also predicted. This growth velocity can be correlated to the speed 
of a travelling wave, if it exists, from FP2 to  FP4 (<Si >  1) or th a t of one from FP2 to  FP3 
(5i <  1). Gatenby and Gawlinski show th a t these waves exist numerically, but do not address 
the problem of analytical existence.
6.2 T ravelling w ave analysis.
The purpose of this section is to prove analytically the existence of travelling waves in a  slight 
simplification of Gatenby and Gawlinski’s model.
The non-dimensional equations of their model axe:
drji
d r ViO- ~  Vi) ~  <5iA771;
dri2 , A d—  = p2r)2{l - r } 2) +  A2 —
dA a 2A
d r  -  <J3 f e - A )  +
As mentioned above, this system has four spatially uniform steady states in (771, 772, A) 
space: (0 , 0 , 0), (1, 0 , 0), (1 — <$1, 1, 1) and (0 , 1, 1). (0 , 0 , 0) and (1, 0 , 0) are unconditionally 
unstable and (1 — <5i,l,l) is stable and (0 , 1, 1) unstable when Si <  1 and vice-versa when 
<5i > 1.
Our aim in this section is to prove the existence of travelling waves of this system from a) 
(1, 0 , 0) to  (1 — <5i, 1, 1) if £1 <  1; and b) (1, 0 , 0) to (0 , 1, 1) if £1 >  1.
Firstly, we will show th a t any solution of this system must be bounded using the comparison 
theorem [23, 64, 223]. Then we prove th a t when the term involving diffusion of cancer cells 
is discarded, waves exist for all wave speeds, c > 0. These results are then applied to the full 
system to show th a t waves also exist for all c.
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6.2.1 Boundedness of solutions.
We claim th a t
1) If e  [o, 1] V{, then r/2( f ,r )  e  [0 , 1] V t > 0, £.
2) If A (f,0) 6 [0,1] V£, then A ({ ,r) 6 [0,1] Vr >  0, ( .
3) If > 1  and 0 <  77i(£ ,0) <  1 Vf then 0 <  771 (£ ,r) < 1 Vr >  0 , f. If <  1 and
1 — <  771 (^, 0) < 1  then 1 — <5i < 771 (£ ,r) < 1 Vr > 0, £.
The following theorem is a simplification of Theorem 5.1, page 125 [64], so as to be easily-
applied to  system (6.1) (See also Theorem 5.5, p.244 [223] and Theorem 5.10, p .75 [23]): 
T h e o re m  6.1: Comparison Theorem for a System of Equations.
a) Let E i , i = 1 , . . .  , n, be uniformly elliptic linear second order partial differential operators 
in m spatial dimensions,
_  * ^  , . d29 ^ ^  dd
< E  +  E W * . t ) a c  >
j , k= 1 J j = 1 J
with uniformly bounded coefficients, defined in a closed space-time domain Q , where 
Q = Vt x (0, T)  for some T  >  0, and for some unbounded domain fi G M.m .
b) Let F(x,t,<f>), defined for (x ,t)  G Q, 0 G Rn , be Lipschitz continuous in 0, uniformly for
_  Qp.
(x , t ) G Q. Let F  be quasi-monotone non-decreasing, i.e. -r-p > 0, i ±  j .
0 ( p j
c) Let <f> and <£ be continuous functions from Q into Rn , C 2 in Q, bounded, and satisfying 
(for each i = 1, . . .  ,n )
d6i dd>i
—  -  Ei(f>i> Fi(x,t,(p), -g= -  E i ^ i <  F i(x ,t,0 ) ,
(j> > <j> for t = 0, (f), (j) bounded a s x - >  ± 00.
Then (f> > </> in Q.
C o ro lla ry  6.2 (p.244 [223]): If F (x ,t ,uo )  =  0 and u(x, 0) > uq 
(u (x ,0) < u q ) then u ( x , t ) > uo (u(x,t)  < uo).
An invariant set E C Km is a set such th a t if u  is a solution of
u t =  f(u) -I- J9 V 2u  in VI x (0,T] with u  bounded as x  —> ±00
and u(x, 0) G E for each point (x , 0) G x {0} (6.2)
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then u(rr,£) € E for each point (x ,t)  G x [0,T].
T h e o re m  6.3 (Theorem 5.17 [23]): Let f  be Lipschitz continuous and let —oo <  a  <  b  <  oo 
be two constant vectors in Rm such th a t
/*(v) > 0  for V i= a i ,  a  < v < b,
/*(v) < 0  for Vi = bi, a  <  v  < b.
Then £  =  {v  | a <  v  < b } C  Rm is an invariant set for the problem (6 .2).
P u t Z\ — T]i, z -2 = —7/2, z3 = —A; then we have








— P2^2( l  +  Z2 ) +  ^ 2^7
OK
(1 ~  *1)
dz2
"^TJ
=  f 2 ( z i , z 2, z 3) +  A 2-^t
OK
fi \ dz2
( l ) s f
=  ^3(22 - * s )  +  =  h { z i , 22, 23) + (6.3)
3/ i  3 /1  .  3 /2  d h  3 /3  3 /3=  °, # ■  =  .5,21, 3 ^  =  0, 3 ^  =  0 , 3 ^  =  0 , ^  = S3 > 0 .
0 Z 2  OZ3 O Z 1 02 (3  C7^1 0 Z 2
In order to  be able to  use Theorem 6.1, we need this to be a quasi-monotone non-decreasing
system, i.e. we require th a t z\ > 0. But this is what we are trying to prove and so we need to 
use Theorem 6.3 first.
Let a  =  (0, —1, —1) and b  =  (1,0,0). Then
f i ( z 1, z 2, z 3) = 2:1(1 -  zi +<5iz3) f \ { a i , z 2, z 3) = 0
f 2{ z i ,z2, z 3) =  2:2(1 -  z2) 
f 3( z i , z 2, z 3) = S3(z2 -  z3)
f i (61, 2:2, 2:3) =  <512:3 > 0
for a  < z <  b  
f 2{a2 , z 2, z 3) =  0 f 2 Q>2 ,Z2 ,Z3) = 0
f3(dl,Z2,Z3) = 63(Z2 +  1) f3{bl,Z2,Z3) = S3Z2 <  0
for a  < z <  b
So, by Theorem 6.3, E =  {v | a  < v  <  b} is an invariant set for our problem and hence if 
z i ( x ,0 ) > 0 then z i (x , t )  > 0 for all t. Thus (6.3) is a quasi-monotone non-decreasing system 
and we can apply Theorem 6.1 to it.
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Since, for <b. <  1, z* =  (1 — <$i,— 1 ,— 1) and z \  — (1,0,0) are solutions of the problem, 
z \  may be considered as a  sub-solution and z£ a super-solution. So if z \  < z(£,0) < z \  then 
z i <  z (£>r ) < z2 Vr >  0. In other words 1 — <5i < z\ =  771 <  1, 0 < —z^ =  772 <  1 and 
0 <  - z 3 = A <  1.
Similarly for Si > 1, z 5 =  (0 , —1, - 1) is a sub-solution and z£ is a super-solution and hence 
0 <  m  < 1, 0 < t]2 < 1 and 0 < A <  1.
6.2.2 Ignoring diffusion o f cancer cells.
Prom Gatenby-Gawlinski, A2 =  4 x 10-5  -c  P2 =  1 and so system (6.1) can be approximated
Travelling waves are the solutions of this system, having the special form u(s) = 771 (£, r ) ,  
v(s) = 772(^, t ) ,  w ( s ) = A(^, r ) ,  where s = £ + c t ,  i.e. each field has some wavefront, propagating
For waves to  exist, with the properties claimed, we require solutions of this system which 
satisfy
a) u (—00) =  1, u(oo) =  i  — <5i, v (—00) — 0 , v(oo) =  1,
w (—oo) = 0 , w(00) =  1, for < 1 and
b) u (—00) =  1, u(oo) =  0, v (—oo) = 0 , v(oo) — 1,
w (—00) =  0 , w (00) =  1, for <5i > 1.
Equation (6.6) can be solved analytically to give the solution:
by:
(6.4)
with velocity c > 0. Substituting these forms into the above system gives a new system of 
ordinary differential equations:
cu' =  u ( l  — u — Siw)]
cv' — p2v ( l  -  v);




where k is an arbitrary  constant. We choose k = 1, without lpss of generality by fixing the
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origin appropriately and so th a t v G [0 , 1 ], v ^  1. It can be seen th a t this solution has the right 
limits as s —> ±oo and does not oscillate. As 0 < v <  1 for —oo <  s < oo, jL >  o for all s, and 
so v is a monotonically increasing function.
This solution for v can be substituted into (6 .7) and then this equation solved, using the 
variation of parameters technique [37] to find w.
We define
w (s) = +  
where a  = | ( c  +  \ /c2 +  453 ) >  0 , 0  = j ( —c +  y/c* + 4<53 ) > 0 ,
(6 .8)
/ OO g C C S g - a t  ps e~psePtl + e-r* dt’ h  = / l  + e -y ‘ dt' 7 = w/c > °’
which satisfies the differential equation (6 .7). 
As (1 +  e - ^ ) " 1 G [0 , 1],
w(s) < a /3 
a  + (3
poo ps
/  e~ateas dt + epte~Ps dt
J  8  J  — OO
aj3 




Also the integrands of Ji and I2 are both positive, so we must have w(s) G [0 , 1] Vs.
Ii  is well defined as s -»• 00, as the integrand is exponentially decaying. Similarly, I2 
is well defined for s -» —00. We want that to —> 0 as s —► —00, so we need to show th a t 
h { s ) ,  h ( s )  —► 0 as s —► —00 for any a , (3, 7. Let s < 0 without loss of generality. Then
s/2 e a s e ~ a t
+  e - ^  
ease~at dt
poo asp—<xt p z
l ^ s) = /  e_  dt =  /  £
U J ,  l  + e -» ‘ J .  1
ps/2 atSp-at p
< /  , dt +
~  Js l  + e ~ ^ s Js,
eas 1 eas 1
=     ;------------(e-*as -  e~as) +  —  e ~ 2 c
a ( l  +  e~%is ) a
=  ----------------- (e*as -  1) +  - e i as
a(l  + e ~ ^ 8)
—► 0 as s —y —00
/ ® 0—ps0f3t ps
 ---- —  dt < I  e - 'Jse(fl+T)t dt
1 +  e - i ‘ ~  J
f°° ease~at
dt + /      dt
Js/ 2 1 +  e+  e-Trt
-> 0 as s -» —00
0  +  7
Thus /1, I2 —> 0 and hence w  ->• 0 as s -» —00.
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Now, we are required to show th a t w —> 1 as s 
rS 1 1 r>
oo
I/'| j  —  OO
e p t e - p s  ^  x
1 +  e-T* 0
I /•» p 0 t  - P s  f s r s  p P t p —y t
I  --------- - dt — I ePle~Ps dt = e~^s I  - dt
U - 00 I +  e 7-00 7-00 1 +  e " 7t
/*• e ^e - f38 J
=> I  ---------7 dt
7-oo 1 +  e~7t
Also
e~ateas J 1 
, at
1 +  e a
/ * , a ( p - y ) s  p -----ITSe(0-y)t fa — e~Ps ------ — ---------- y 0 as
-00 0 - 7 0 - 7
00
i  a s s OO.
|^ ° °  
< eas
I f 00 p—oitpas rC
/    d t -  e~ateas dt
\ J S l  +  e - y *  J s
/ OO e -(a+7)t e“ 7® dt = -------
I f ° °  p - ^ + y ) 1 
\eas I -----------
I Js 1 +  e~T* dt
e - « t e as




a  +  7
00
— as s —> 00. 
a
Thus
a 0  f°°  e~ateas J f s e(3te~f3s J 1 iu(s) = ------   /    r d t+      dt
'  tt +  0  J s  l + C - 7t 7-oo 1 + e .
a(3 
a + 0 a  0 1 as s -> 00.
u;(s) =
d2iu _  
ds2
a 0  
a + 0 
a/3 
a  +  0
[/,(* )+ /> (« )]
du; _  0:0 
ds a  +  0 [ a / i - 0 / 2]
“ _4 7  +  “ 2- f l + ^1 +  C- 7 -
Q0
a  + 0 1 +  e“ 7S—  +  a 2/ 1 + ^ 2/ ;! > 0
dw(by definition of a  and 0 ) =£• —  is increasing,
ds
dw
i.e. —  >
ds
=  lim a 0 „ [ a / i ( s ) - 0 / 2(s)] =  0 as lim / i , / 2 = 0s —►—00 Ot p  s—>—00
dw 
ds
dw . . „ .—  > 0  =£■ w is monotomcally increasing. 
ds
Hence we have a monotonically increasing solution of (6.7) th a t satisfies 
w(s) G [0,1] Vs, w —y 0 as s —Y —00 and w -> 1 as s ->• 00.
From (6.5), the equation for u is u' = ^(1 -  u — Siw).  Using the Bernoulli substitution, 
U = 1/u , we can reduce this equation to a linear first order ODE:
^  =  I [ l - t f ( l  -* « ,(* )) ] .
as c
r ps
Define P(s) =  ---- -W (s), where W (s)  =  / w(i) dt. Note that
c  C  J — 0 0
is exponentially small as s —> —00, then so is W (s).
since w
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Now
^ [ U ( S)ep « ]  = (c " 7w(s)) U(s) ,P(*) -e v '  = -e  c
so
/ « 1
- ep ^  dt satisfies the differential equation.
-oo ^
U(s) > 0 => u(s) = 1/U(s) >  0.
U(s) -  1 =  e - p(s) [  - e p W dt -  e~s/c f S - e ^ c dt
J —oo ^  J —oo ^
=  I e- i > ( . ) | y  { e P ( 0 _ e -J .'V(.)/cet / c j  J
. * / — OO
asP (s )  =  £ _ ™ '  
c c
Now, —r— =  u>(s) >  0 so W  is an increasing function of s. 
ds
Therefore W{t)  <  W (s), as t  < s. => es^ w ^ ~ w a^^ c <  1 => U(s) — 1 > 0. i.e. u(s) < 1. 
Thus u(s) E [0,1].
We need to  show th a t U = 1/u  has the correct behaviour a t s =  ±oo.
Firstly, consider w.
w ( s ) =
a (3 
a  +  (3 / OO P Sease~atv(t) dt + I e~f3sef3tv(t) dt
J — OO
where v(t) =
1 +  e - ^
Now,
v(t) =
1 4- e-7 * 1 +  e7t
n = 0 
oo Binomial Theorem
^ ( - l ) ne(n+1)7t for t <  0
V 7 1 = 0
So, for s > 0 :
w(s) =
a /3 
a  + (3
j f  ease~at ^ ^ ( - l ) ne_n7t^  dt + j f  e~Psept ^ ^ ( - l ) ne“ n7t^  dt
+ J  e~/3se/3t ^ f ] ( - l ) ne<n+1)7t j  dij
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and for s < 0 :
w(s) = a/3 j f  ea9e - at ^ ( - l ) ne - n^  dt +  J °  ease~at ^ ( - i ) nc(1+ " ) ^  dta  +  (3
+ J  e~Psept f ] T ( — j dt
in=0
All series are absolutely convergent and we know from before th a t the integrals are well 
behaved. Therefore we can swap the order of summation and integration.
Thus, for s > 0:
w(s) = <
a/3 
a  + (3
a(3 




£  (a„e—  -  M - * )  +  ( - 1) -  ( .  +  - L .  +  _ L _ )
= 0  In^Ni
if -  =  iVi 6 Z+ 
7
(6.9)
w h erca„ =  J z l i m  and bn = W f r  + l h
and for s <  0 :
w(s) = <
aP  
a  + P
aP  
a  + P
(a  4- ny)(P -  n j )
£ (Cne(M-»b. -  dne" )
_n=0
(P +  (n +  1)7 )(/? -  ny) ’
if -  0  Z+
7
5 2  (cne<1+n* s -  dneas) +  ( - 1)n 2
i = 0_n^N2
1 1
H —-  — s | e~
2 a  — 7  a + P
if -  =  i  +  n 2 e z +
7
(6 .10)
(Note 2a — 7  =  2(^2 +  1)7 — 7 =  (2N2 +  1)7 >  0 )
( - 1  )n(a + p )  J  Jwhere cn =    rr—— , v; - - -- -— —  and dn =
(—l ) n (2n +  1)7
(a  — (1 +  n) j ) (P  + (1 +  72)7 ) ~ “n (a  +  n7 )(o: -  (n +  1)7 )
Note th a t these expressions for w tend to the correct limits as s ->• ± 00.
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We require the function w to be continuous and so we require th a t lim w(s) — lim w(s).
s—>0+ v s —tO—
Now for £  Z +,
7 7
lim w(s) = a ^  ~ 
s—>o+ a  +  (3
and lim w(s) =
s—>-o_ w  a  +  p
^   ^(®n bn ) 
n—0
o o
(Cn -  d n )
_n=0
So, a  +  P 
aP
lim w(s) — lim w(s)
s->o+ v ' s —>0- — ^  ] (On Cn +  d n b n ) .
n = 0
On (6n dn) — ( 1)
- ( - i ) n 
=  ( - 1)”
a  4-/3 a  4- /3
(a  4- nj ) (P  — ny) (a -  (n 4- 1)7)0# +  (n +  1)7 ) 
(2n 4- 1)7 (2n 4- 1)7
0# +  (71 4- 1)7 ) ( p  -  717) (a  -  (n 4- 1)7 ) (a  4- 0 7 ) 
(a  4- p ) { 2n  + 1)7 (0: -  p  -  7 )
- ( - l ) n 
=  0
(a  4- 717)0# -  717) (a  -  (n + 1)7 )0# +  (n +  1)7 ) 
(a  +  p ) ( 2n  4- l ) 7 (a  -  P -  7 )
(a  4- 717)0# — 0 7 )(a  -  (n 4- 1)7)0# +  (n  +  1)7).
So
For — = Ni  e  Z + , — £  Z+, lim w(s) =
7  7  s-K)_ O t +  P 5 > n,n=0
and
lim iu(s) =  ■ a ^  ■ 
s-»-o+ a  4- /3
n = 0.n^Ni
a  +  /# 
a/3
lim w(s) — lim w(s)
s-» 0+ s-+0_ ^  ] (®n cn +  d n bn ) CNi  4- d ^
71=0n^Ni
+ { - i ) Nl (  ——  +  — ^ ^^  '  Va +  /3 2/3 +  7 ;
(—l )^1 (« +  /?)
a  +  /3 (a  -  (1 4- iVi)7 )0# +  (1 4- N i ) j )
+ ( - 1)N1
1
+ (2iVi 4- 1)72(3 4- 7  (a  +  N\'y){a — (Mi 4- 1)7 )
Now N i l  = P- So, rearranging, we have 
a  4- /#
a/3 lim w(s) — lim w(s)s->0+ s—>-0_ =  ( - 1)
Ni
a  — P — 7  a  — p — 7
=  0
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3 ct 3 ocSimilarly, the limits are equal, for — £  Z + , — =  1 +  iV2 G Z + and —, — G Z +.
7 7 7 7
lim iu(s) — lim w(s) =  0 for any a, {3, 7  =£■ ru is continuous a t s =  0.
s—>-0+ s—»-0_
By definition
W ( s ) =  j  w(t)
J  — OO
dt
By substituting for w with the expressions given in (6.9) and (6.10), and noting again th a t 
the series are absolutely convergent, and hence the order of integration and summation can be 
swapped, we obtain the following series representation of W:
For s > 0:
W (a)
s +  fci -
a/3 
a  +  fi
a(3 
a  + /3
a/3 
a  + /3
a
a  +  (3( - 1)
( - 1)
uu I
E a n -n-ys ,




C ~ 0 S  _  a n , - n y s
n l71—1
N1
OO ,  OO
E On _/3s   Qn/3e ™717
jn^Ny n^Ni
1 1 r
a: +  (3 2/3 + 7 +  S +  (3_
,-Ps
a(3 
a  + 0
N1
00 , OO
E O™ c ~ (3 s  _  y ' ^ _ e ~ n y s13 ^  n y
n = 0  ^  n = l  'jn^N 1 n^Ni
1 1 1_
a  +  /3~t~2/l +  7 +  S ~,~/?
Z - 0 S
i f “ , % z +  
7 7
if t  =  jv-! G Z+, -  £  Z+
7 7
if -  £  Z +, 
7
if -  =  G Z+, 
7
a
-  =  1 +  JV2 G Z + 
7
and for s < 0 :
W'(s) =  <
a(3
<* + ( 3 ^ 0 \ ( n  + l ) yE Cn c(l+n)7<
/ c e (l+«)7* d  \   ^ / Lnc c





a a  +  j3
+
if -  £  Z + 
7
1 1—------------s H—
2 a  —y  a
if -  =  1 +  N 2 G Z+ 
7
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a  +  p
aft  
a  + P
oo ,
Ef; dn bnm  R  I  f  J  f i ' y- ' \ ( n  +  l)7  a  P ,
_n=0 N '  '  n= l
00 /  , \  00 OO r
E l  c n________» n \  | On _  Y '  On
\  (1 +  n )7 a  J  “  n7 ^  P
n = 0  ' '  '  '  n = l ' n=0 ^
/  l | 1 I V




y -  /  cn dn \  y  1 ( ~ 1) 1 (
“ \ ( l  +  ^)7 « /  “  nj'  P P V \ 2/3 +  7 a  + P P
n^Ni n^iNi
aP  
a  + P
a p
v '  (  Cn -  (  1 +  1 _
2-*/ \  (1+72)7 a )  a  \ a  +  /3 2a — 7  a )
_n^N2
+ a  + p  T  + T  + {a + /} + 2f} + y + fi)
.n^Ni
Thus W (s) -> 0 as s —»■ —00 and W (s) —► s +  ko( a s  s —> 00, where
2. ( a  P\  ) ko{~,  - )  =  S 
7  7
*1 i f f ,  f ^ Z +
k2 if f  =  1 +  iv2 e  Z+, 2 =  ATj 6 z+
fc3 i f f « f z + , f ^ z + ’
fe, if f  =  1 + JV2 € Z+ fi =  JVt 6 Z+
Now P (s) =  ^ (s—^ iW (s)) and so P(s)  —> s / c a s s  —> — 00 and P (s) —> ^[(1 — <5i)s  — <5ifco] as s —> 00.
Let
U0(s) = e I
J -oo c
e« dt = e( - 7+ ^w (s))e f
e i i V P ( « ) / c  1 a s  s  _ >  _ o o .
Moreover
E70( s ) - E / ( s )  =  e " p(s) [  -e< (1 -  e ~ ^ w w )
J - o o  c
< e- p (s) [  - e * — W ( t ) d t - >  0
J —00 c c
dt
as s —► —00
because W is exponentially small. 
Therefore {/(s) -> 1 as s -> — 00.
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Now we want to show that U(s) —> oo if 5i > 1 and U(s) ->■ if <$i < 1.
Fix >  1.
P(s) = i[s -  6 ,W(s)]  =» P'{s) = i[l -  6 ,w(s)]. 
c c
We know th a t w is an increasing function of s, u; —► 0 as s —>■ — oo and w -» 1 as s -* oo. 
Therefore, by the Intermediate Value Theorem, there exists si € 1R such th a t w(si ) = 1 / 6 ,. 
For s < s i, P  is a strictly increasing function and strictly decreasing if s > s ,.  Therefore, there 
exists an S2, —oo < S2 <  s i, and a 6  >  0 such th a t ep ^  > 6  > 0 for S2 <  s < s,.
For s > s ,  [  - ep ^  dt > [  - ep ^  dt + [  - ep ^  dt +  - ( s i  — S2 ) > ~(s ,  — S2)-
J - 00 C y_oo c JSl C C C
Hence for s > s ,,
U(s) = e~p ^  [  - e p ^  dt > e~p ^ - ( s i  — S2 )
J —00 ^ c
—► - ( s i  — s2)eK<Sl-1)s-<JlA:o] -> 00 as s -»• 00. 
c
Now fix 61 <  1.
Define
U,(s) = e- &lko/ce - p s^) [  - e^ ~ Sl^ c dt,
J-oo c
where k„ is the constant such th a t W(s)  -¥ s + k„ as s —> 00.
In order to  show th a t for <5i <  1, U(s) —> as s -> 00, we will firstly show that
U,(s) —> as s —► 00, and then U(s) — U,(s) -> 0 as s —> 00.




—>• 0 as s —> 00. 
1
g-P (s)e[(l-i5i)s—S i k 0]/c _   ^
e S1( W { s ) - s - k 0) / c  _  1
1 - 6, as s —> 00.
P(s) —> ^[(1 — 6 , )s  — 5i/co] as s —► 00. Therefore, given e > 0, there exists an S  such th a t 
whenever s > S,  (1 — <5i — e)s — 6 ,ko < cP(s) < (1 — <$1 +  e)s — 6 ,ko.
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So
\U1 ( s ) - U ( s ) \  <
where A  —
Ie-pw J  p(i-*.)*-<.*oi/c_enoj dt 
+ i e- p<"> y " [ e[U-<>)t-«.M /c_ep<‘>] dt 
< Ae~p(s) 4- ie_p(s)e-tflfc°/c J  — e[(1-'5Ot~'*i‘(]/cJ
I / S [e[<i-*i>‘-«>‘ol/c_ep<‘>] dt
dt
e -[P(s)+<Sifc0/c]
| C / i ( s ) - y ( s ) |  <  (A +  B ) e - p <*>+ , r . .
1 — dl I
■c (l-tf i)S /c  e [(l-<S1)5 -«S1eS]/c
constant
where B  =  e Slk°/C
1 - S i
So \Ui(s) — U(s)\ < (A + B )e~ p W +
- constant
1 — — S\E
e (l-<5i) s /c  _  e [(l-<5i)s-^ i£«]/c
=  {A +  £ ) e - p^  +
g — 8\f.s/c
Now P{s)  
Thus \ U { s ) - U 1 {s)\
1 - S i
oo as s —> oo so e~p ^  —> 0 . 
0 as s —y oo
1 _  e~sies/ c
Hence for <5i <  1, U(s) -y  as s —► oo.
Now, U(s) = l /u (s ) ,  so u(s) -y 1 as s -y —oo, u(s) —>• 0 if <5i > 1 and u(s) —y 1 — Si if 
<5i <  1 as s —> oo.
We have shown th a t the three equations, (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7), have solutions which satisfy 
u , v , w  G [0,1] and tend to  the required limits as s -y  ±oo for all positive values of c. This 
implies th a t system (6.4) has travelling wave solutions for all positive values of c.
We propose that, as A 2 <£. P2 , (6-4) is a close approximation to (6.1), and hence it can be 
reasonably assumed th a t there also exist travelling wave solutions to the latter system, for all 
c >  0 .
6 .3  M arginal S tab ility .
6.3.1 Introduction.
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The situation of interest here is the one in which a front is moving to the right, replacing
the unstable state 0 = 0 by the stable state 0 =  1. The velocity 7  of a front growing out
of a  sufficiently localised region where 0  7^  0 initially cannot be determined by steady state
considerations. It can be shown [220] th a t the equation =  —7 -7^ — <f> + 02 for uniformlydxz ax
translating fronts 0(s) =  <f)(x — 7 1) admits solutions for any velocity 7 . Nevertheless, there 
is a naturally selected velocity, 7 *. Aronson and Weinberger [11] rigorously proved th a t the 
speed of the physically most relevant fronts th a t are initially sufficiently localised [such th a t 
(p(x, t =  0) drops off faster than e-x ], approaches the value 7 * =  2 for long times.
Dee and colleagues [17, 49, 50] showed th a t the velocity 7 * =  2 of the Fisher-Kolmogorov 
equation is just the one at which the front appears to be “marginally stable” , in th a t front 
solutions th a t move slower than 7 * are unstable to perturbations (in the co-moving frame) 
while those th a t move faster axe stable i.e. the wave profile is stable to perturbations in the 
co-moving frame only if the speed is greater than 7 *.
7 * is referred to  as the marginal stability point.
Marginal Stability Hypothesis:
The natural speed for propagation of initially localised fronts into an unstable state is in 
general the one corresponding to the marginal stability point [220].
This hypothesis was tested numerically by Dee et al. [17, 49, 50] for several equations in 
which fronts give rise to dynamical pattern  selection.
6.3.2 D eterm ining the marginal stability  point.
In the following section, we outline the method in [220] for finding the marginal stability point, 
and then use this on the system (6 .1).
Consider propagation into an unstable state 0 =  0 described by an equation 0t =  F ( 0 , 0 X, . . . ) .  
It is convenient [197] to transform to the variable p  by writing 0 =  e~p. In the leading edge 
where p  -» 00 for x  —>■ 00, the dynamical equation for p  then becomes of the form
Pt = - f ( q , q x , - - - )  where q = p x . (6.11)
(This is true since F (0 , (f>x , <f>xx, . . . )  < 00 when 0 =  0, and can be proved by using Taylor’s 
Theorem ).
Note th a t when q =  k, independent of x , we have f (q  =  k, 0 , 0 , . . . )  =  u(k),  where cj (k )  is 
given by the dispersion relation [106] for perturbations of the form 0  ~  e-kx+u>(k)t
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In a  frame moving with a constant velocity, i.e. p (x , t) — p(x — ct, t), we have
(6 .12)
Firstly consider steady state front solutions, i.e. a solution q = k, constant, whose profile 
propagates with a speed c. For such a solution, pt = 0 in the moving frame, and thus we obtain
To study the stability of these steady state front solutions, consider a bounded perturbation 
6  ~  e~MX in 0, with p  > 0 and p  1. Substituting u =  u +  px  into (6.12), we obtain
Wj — U f ,  — C U X  f  ( u x) Mu j ■ ■ • ) =  c ( u  p) f  (ux p , U x x  j • ■ • )
= c ( q -  p)  -  f ( q -  p , q x , qxx, - - - )
= c ( q - p )  -  f (q ,q x , . . . )  + p f q(q,qx , . . . ) + o ( p 2) using Taylor’s Theorem
=  c q -  f (q ,q x , . . . )  -  p(c -  f q{q,qx , . . . ) ) +  o(p2)
Now,we are considering front solutions, i.e. q = k, and thus
u t = c k -  w(k) -  p(c -  f q{k,0 , 0 , . . . )  4- o(p2) = - p ( c  -  f q(k , 0 , 0 , . . . )  + o(p2)
from (6.13).
p  1 and so we can ignore terms of o{p2) and above. Thus, perturbations with small p  
are stable if
the wave ceases to be unstable/becomes stable to small perturbations and is thus given by:
uj(k)
ck — f ( k ,  0, . . . )  =  0 i.e. c = — , by definition of u>.
k (6.13)
p{c — f q(k, 0 , 0 , . . . ) ) >  0 => c > f q(k , 0 , . . . )  since p > 0 . (6.14)
Now, f ( q  = k , 0 , . . . )  =  u)(k), and so (6.14) is equivalent to
The marginal stability point, k = k*, c — d* is defined to be the one a t which the profile of
with c* given by (6.13).
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From (6 .1), the equation for 772 is
d md r  = p 2m ( i  - m )  +  a 2—
Let (f> = 772, t  = t and x  = f . Then
<j>t =  F((f),<t>x j (f)xx) = p20 (l -  0 ) +  A 2
a  \ dr]2
( 1  P l ) 0 i X  4 * 3
We transform  to the variable p  by writing 0  =  e p. Then
Pt =  P2 (1 -  e p) -  A 2 (1 -  P l) ( (P x )2 -  Pxx) +  ~q ^ P *
In the leading edge where p  00 for x  -> 00, the dynamical equation for p then becomes of 
the form
Pt =  - f ( q , q x) =  -P2 -  A 2 (1 - m ) ( q 2 - q x) +  ^ qdmdx where q = px• (6 .15)
In a frame moving with constant velocity c (i.e. s = x  — ct = 0), (6.15) becomes
Pt = c q -  f (q ,q x) = cq -  p2 -  A 2[(l -  u(s  =  0;c))(g2 -  g*) +  u '(s  =  0; c)qr]
duwhere u(s) =  u(x  — ct) = 771(2:, £) and u' = — .
ds




c* =  A 2it(s =  0 ; c) +  2 \/p2A 2(l -  u(s =  0 ;c)). (6 .16)
6.3.3 Solving for the m arginally stable point.
We use the analytical solution of system (6 .4) to approximate u(s ,c ) in equation (6 .16) i.e.
ep (s) s Si f s
u(s) =  -7rs— i—^7- — where P(s) = ---------- / w(t)dt  and w(t) is given in (6.8)
I „  ^e^ W dt  c c J _ 00
Let
g(c) = A 2 7 7 i ( 0 ;  c )  +  2\ / p2A2(l -  771(6; c)) - c
The secant method (Section 18.2 [135]) is a two-point method of iteration to find the roots of
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g(c) =  0 . The general iteration formula is:
9i.Cn) (Cn Cn—l) - / \
Cn + l  = C n    r   r  Tl >  1 , Cl =  Co +  ^(Co)
5(Cn) -^ (C n - l)
Using this method, we obtained a value of 0.01 for c*. This value of the speed of invasion of 
the tum our can be equated to the ra te of growth of the radius of a radially symmetric tum our. 
Thus, in dimensional terms, the rate of growth of the tumour radius is 0.019 mm/day. The 
ra te  of growth of an MCS in the linear phase is approximately 0.006-0.016 m m /day [71], which 
is slightly lower, so our value of c* is a  good estimate of the speed of invasion of a malignant 
tumour.
Gatenby and Gawlinski display equation (6.16), without showing the derivation of it. They 
then use an incorrect solution for u, which doesn’t even solve the simplified equation, to solve the 
transcendental equation (6.16) and obtain a value of c* =  0.0126 =  0.03mm/day for 61 =  12.5. 
This is almost twice the speed recorded for a fast growing MCS in vitro [71] and seems rather 
high to be biologically realistic.
6 .4  S im u lation  o f A cid  M ed ia ted  Invasion.
This simulation, based on the Extended Potts model, discussed in Chapter 3, includes cells 
which grow and divide and cells which maintain relatively constant volume. We consider 
healthy and dead normal cells as different cell types, in addition to cancer cells, with different 
volume constraints for each type. Target volumes for healthy and dead normal cells remain 
constant in time. Target volumes increase for cancer cells, to simulate growth. The volume 
constraints for cancer, healthy and dead cells are successively weaker. Accordingly, cancer cells 
can grow at the expense of dead normal cells.
The effects of nutrient on cancer cell growth are ignored, as in Gatenby and Gawlinski’s 
continuum model. So, there are no necrotic or quiescent cells to consider, unlike the simulation 
presented in Chapter 3.
Despite having different volume constraints, healthy and dead normal cells have the same 
binding properties. Healthy cells have the strongest adhesive bonds with healthy cells and 
tum our-tum our bonds are the weakest, with tumour-healthy bonds in between. The resulting 
surface tension keeps the tum our compact. This hierarchy of binding strengths is consistent 
with biological evidence [167, 232].
Tumour cells grow in response to the demands of an increasing target volume with mitosis 
occurring whenever the ratio of surface area to volume for a cell drops below a threshold (see 
Chapter 3 for details of th is). The cell splits in a plane through the centre of mass corresponding 
to  a minimal cross section with all the array elements on one side of the cell assigned a previously
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unused index. After a split, each daughter cell starts with half the target volume of the parent 
cell so as not to  be unduly stressed by a large deviation from the mandated size of the progenitor.
Since, experimentally, mean tum our cell size is comparable to mean normal cell size, we apply
lattice is then super-imposed on the cell lattice for calculations.
As we are assuming that all the cancer cells in the aggregate are supplied with a homoge­
neous source of nutrient and therefore proliferating a t the same rate, we assume th a t they are 
also producing the same amount of acid each. This acid is then allowed to  diffuse across the 
chemical lattice. Healthy cells die in response to the acid gradient extending from the edge of 
the tumour. We also assume th a t the healthy cells “absorb” some of this acid. This is to  take 
into account the mechanisms for increasing local p H  e.g. buffering and large scale vascular 
evacuation.
At every time step, the acid lattice is updated. We model the diffusion of the acid by using 
the following simple discretisation of the diffusion equation:
For a lattice site (x , y , z ):
where (x1 , y ' , z ' )  is one of the six nearest neighbours of (x , y , z ).
Then the acid concentration th a t a cell i is subjected to is just the sum of acid concentration 
over all array sites, (x , y , z ), making up cell i.
of the system. This corresponds to the parameter in Gatenby and Gawlinski’s continuum 
model.
If A p < A r (<$i <  1), then there is no hypocellular interstitial gap of dead cells and the 
tum our is confined in its growth. To simulate co-existence of tum our tissue and cancer tissue, 
we would have to change the order of binding strengths to:
strength of healthy-healthy bonds > cancer-cancer bonds > healthy-cancer bonds,
which is not so consistent with biological evidence [167, 232]. Also this is a model of tum our 
invasion via acid production and so this case, where the acid removal by normal cells is greater 
than the production by tumour cells, is not really of any interest.
mitosis a t twice the typical cell volume, which corresponds to an area/volume ratio of 0 .6 . 
Again, we do not include the growth of normal cells.
As well as having a  lattice which stores the spin number of a cell a t its lattice sites, there is 
a second lattice which stores the value of acid concentration at each lattice site. This chemical
updated acid(x ,y , z )
n 'b o u rs ,  ( x ' , y ' , z ')
If we fix the rate of removal of acid, A r by healthy cells and also the concentration of acid 
required to kill a healthy cell, then the rate of acid production, A p determines the dynamics
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If A p > A r (<5i >  1), then a gap does form and the tumour is able to invade the surrounding 
healthy tissue. This scenario is shown in Figure (6-1).
We recorded the to tal volume of the tumour as it developed and from this, we calculated 
the average radius, using the formula:
3 \
— volume of tumour I 
47r )
Figure (6-2) [a] shows the development of the average radius of the tum our with time. The speed 
of invasion of the tum our edge can be calculated, by fitting a straight line to the curve and 
finding its gradient. This was found to be 0.0244 pixels/MCTS. This speed can be increased 
(decreased) by increasing (decreasing) A p and the increase in cancer cells’ target volume per 
time step.
The continuum model is in only one spatial dimension, but we can compare it to  the 
simulation by assuming th a t the continuum tum our is radially symmetric and th a t the distance 
of the wavefront from the left hand boundary in the numerical simulation (rr+ l) then represents 
the radius of the tumour. The graph of this is shown in Figure (6-2) [b].
The two graphs shown in Figure (6-2) are quite comparable in shape, as both are linear 
and so it would be reasonable to  say th a t 0.024pixels/M CTS« 0.02 mm /day.
average radius =
6.5  C onclu sion s.
In this chapter, we have proved analytically the existence of travelling waves, for all speeds
c > 0, in a slightly simplified version of Gatenby and Gawlinski’s [86] model of acid-mediated
invasion. To obtain the simplified model, a term  of O(10-4 ) from an equation of 0 (1 ), was
ignored, and it was thus assumed th a t this was similar enough to the original system to be able
to say th a t Gatenby and Gawlinski’s full model also exhibits travelling waves, from (1,0,0) to
(0 , 1, 1) if >  1 and from (1, 0 , 0) to  (1 — <$i, 1, 1) if <5i <  1.
It was then proved, using marginal stability theory [49, 220], that the minimum speed at
which these waves are stable if <b. =  12.5, is c* =  0.01. In physical terms, this speed of the
wavefront corresponds to the rate of growth of the radius of a spherically symmetric tum our
or MCS. For this model, c* = 0.019 m m /day in dimensional terms, which is consistent with
experimental evidence [71].
A simulation of acid-mediated invasion, based on the Extended Potts Model, was then
presented and compared with Gatenby and Gawlinski’s continuum model. It was found that
A
the ratio of acid production to acid removal, —- ,  correlated with the param eter Si, in th a t ifA r
A  A- 2- < 1, the tum our was non-invasive and slow growing, while if - p  > 1, an interstitial gap 
A r Ar
formed between the tum our and healthy tissue, into which the tum our invaded.
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X-Y cross-section. Time: 400 MCTS.
X-Y cross-section. Time: 800 MCTS.
Figure 6-1: A cid-m ediated invasion. T um our and  live cells are shown individually, 
while the  dead norm al cells are shown as a solid w hite ring.
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Figure 6-2: Com parison between sim ulation [a] and  G atenby’s m odel [b].
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The growth graph of the average radius of the simulated tum our was roughly linear and 
by measuring the gradient of this graph, the rate of growth of the radius was calculated to be 
0.024 pixels/M CTS. As can be seen from Figure 6-2, the growth graph from the simulation and 
th a t from Gatenby’s model are comparable and so we can equate the growth rates. Thus 0.024 
pixels/day «  0.019 mm/day.
In the next chapter, we extend Gatenby’s simple model of tum our invasion, to include the 




Extension of Gatenby and 
G awlinski’s m odel w ith  
Comparison to Simulation
Tumours have been shown to produce lactic acid via the pathway of aerobic glycolysis [225]. 
This leads to  the reduction of extracellular pH within the tumour. Normal cells can only 
function a t a pH of 0.3 more alkaline than the typical pH within tumours [33]. Hence, when the 
tumour-produced acid diffuses into the surrounding healthy tissue, the nearest cells die, forming 
a gap into which the tum our can grow. This forms the basis for Gatenby and Gawlinski’s acid 
mediation hypothesis [86], discussed in Chapter 6 .
In this chapter, we present a  mathematical model and also a  simulation, which are based 
on the acid-mediation model developed by Gatenby and Gawlinski [86], as discussed in Chapter 
6 . We extend their model to include the effects of an essential nutrient, e.g. glucose, oxygen, 
on cancer cell growth and also include the death of cancer cells due to lack of th a t nutrient.
7.1 D escr ip tio n  o f th e  m odel.
The model is a system of five coupled reaction diffusion equations which determine the spatial 
distribution and temporal evolution of five fields: iVi(r, 0 ,0 , £), the density of normal tissue; 
iV2(r, 0 ,0 , £), the density of living tumour tissue; iV3(r, 0 ,0 , f), the density of dead tum our 
tissue; L(r, 0 ,0 , t), the excess concentration of H+ ions; and G(r, 0 ,0 , £), the concentration of 
essential nutrient. The units of JVi, iV2 and iV3 are cells/cm3 and excess H+ ions and nutrient 
concentration are expressed as a molarity (M). r, 0, 0 and t are the position in space (in cm 
and radians) and time (s) respectively.
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We assume th a t all growth is spherical and th a t spherical symmetry prevails a t all times. 
Thus time t  and radial distance r  are the only independent variables.
The behaviour of normal tissue is determined by
a) the logistic growth of N i , with growth rate pi  and carrying capacity K ;
b) the interaction of Ni  with excess H+ ions leading to a death ra te proportional to  L  and
c) the interaction of JVi with the toxic waste produced by the dead cancer cell’s disintegra­
tion, leading to  a death rate proportional to  N 3 .
When cells die, their membranes rupture and their contents spill out uncontrollably. Some of 
the cell’s chemicals have damaging effects on the surroundign tissue [54]. We assume th a t these 
chemicals cause nearby live cells to  die at a rate proportional to N$.
We assume th a t healthy tissue is well regulated and participating normally in an organ and 
will, therefore, not be diffusing in space. The equation governing N\  development is therefore:
=  P1N 1 f l  — \  — d iLN i  — D 1N 3 N 1 (7.1)
d iL  is the excess acid concentration dependent death rate in accordance with Gatenby and 
Gawlinski. The logistic growth term  means th a t the healthy tissue occupies all available space, 
unless there is sufficient acid or toxic waste present to cause degradation.
The behaviour of the tum our tissue is determined by
a) proliferation of cells at a rate proportional to a function of nutrient concentration, g(G);
b) death of cells a t a  rate proportional to another function of nutrient concentration, d (G) 
and
c) cellular diffusion with an N i -dependent diffusion coefficient, D n 2 [Ni].
As dead cells will only be present when there is little nutrient, the death of tum our cells due 
to toxic waste products and nutrient deficiency have been combined to one term  which only 
features nutrient deficiency.
Following Gatenby, we choose D n 2[Ni] = D 2( 1 — N \ / K ) .  D 2 is the diffusion coefficient 
for cancerous tissue in the absence of healthy tissue and when healthy tissue is a t its carrying 
capacity, the diffusion coefficient for tumour tissue is zero and the tum our is confined. This 
means th a t the tum our is unable to spread without the healthy tissue being first diminished 
from its carrying capacity. Therefore, the equation governing tumour development is:
-  < M ( G ) *  + %[(«-  ( ^ )  -  ■
It is known th a t the proliferation of a cell is dependent on nutrient concentration - cells 
with a high concentration of nutrient will divide faster, up to some saturation level, than  those
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which have a low concentration [22, 30, 34, 81, 84, 107]. So, we require the function g to  be 0 
when G is 0, 1 when G is greater than or equal to  some critical value Go, and monotonically 
increasing between these values. The simplest function th a t satisfies these criteria is
{ 1 if G > Go r
%  i f G < G o -
But, this is a  slightly unrealistic function from a biological point of view because it is not 
continuously differentiable a t Go, th a t is l i n iQ ^ -  / '(G )  ^  limG_^G+ / '(G ).
Thus we choose the simplest continuously differentiable function th a t satisfies the criteria
1 if G >  G0
6(G) =  { ,
Note th a t here we are allowing G to  take negative values. However, it is physically unreal­
istic for a concentration of a chemical to take negative values. From equation (7.1), it can be 
seen th a t if N i  is initially non-negative, then it will remain non-negative. Thus, from equation 
(7.2), if G is initially non-negative then it remains so for all time.
Similarly, cells die with a rate proportional to some function of “lack” of nutrient if concen­
tration  is less than  a critical value. So, we take d to be the continuously differentiable function 
given by:
{ 0 if G > G0
( l - & )  if G <  Go-
Dead cancer tissue is produced when cancer cells die, so the equation governing the devel­
opment of the necrotic core is:
^  =  <f2d(G)JV2.
We assume th a t the acid is produced a t a rate proportional to  the cancer cell density and 
diffuses chemically. An uptake term  is also included c.f. [86]. Thus, the equation governing 
acid concentration is:
d L  D±
—  — P4N 2 ~  (I4 L  H— 2" ot  r z ('■£)
The amount of nutrient produced is proportional to the density of blood vessels in an area. 
Since we axe assuming th a t the tum our is avascular, this means th a t nutrient can only be 
produced in regions of normal tissue. Thus blood vessel density is proportional to normal cell 
density. Hence we take the production rate of nutrient to  be proportional to normal tissue
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density. For simplicity, we assume th a t the same amount of nutrient is consumed by all living 
cells a t all times and so it is just degraded at a rate proportional to G. Nutrient also diffuses 
chemically. The equation governing nutrient concentration is:
dG  D 5_ = b J V i _ * g + - ± ( r 2 3 G \
\  d r ) '
(7.2)
The following transformation of variables renders the above equations dimensionless:
j\jl   a t /    -^2 »r/   -^3 J  /   L  ,   G ,   ,   j  Pi
7 ^ 2  jy  5 3 jy  7 ^  — T 5 — ^  5 t  ^  — \ f  Ti ^K K L 0 Go D a
where L q = p^K/d^.  Using these transformations, and dropping the primes for convenience, 











— N i( l  — N\ — SiL — p iN3)]
=  p29iGr)N2 — 6 2d(G)N2 +  A 2 
=  6 2d(G)N2;
dr \  dr J
d N i  d N 2
dr dr
= *(W ,-£)  + g i
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0 if G > 1
(1 - G ) 2 if G < 1
g(G) = l - d { G ) .
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Param eter E stim ate R eferences N on-d im ’l
Param eter
E stim ate
P i i P2 1 x 10-6 /s [219] Si 10 x di
K 5 x 107/cm 3 [219] P i 5 x 1013D i
di 0 -¥  10/M.s [86] P2 1
D i 0 —> 2 x 10 14 s/cm 3 $2 0.6
d>2 6 x 10_5/s [198] ^2 4 x 10"5
d 2 2 x 10-10cm2/s [45] *4 110
P4 2.2 x 10-17 Mcm3/s [86] P5 3.6 x 102
C?4 1.1 x 10_4/s [86] S5 3.6 x 102
d a 5 x 10-6 cm2/s [86] A 5 0.078
P5 5.7 x 10-4 Mcm3/s [22]
d>5 3.6 x 10_4/s [22]
D b 3.9 x 10-7cm2/s [31, 198]
Go 7.9 x 107 M [22]
Table 7.1: P a ra m e te r values of d im ensional an d  non-dim ensional system s.
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7.1.1 Fixed Points.
The fixed points (spatial homogeneity and temporal invariance) of the system axe found by 
setting the spatial and temporal derivatives in (7.3) to  zero and solving for the fields. The 
following two fixed points are thus obtained:
FP  1: TVX* = 0  iV* =  0 TVg =  d* L* = 0 G* = 0
FP 2: N i  = 1  TV* =  0 TV* =  0 V  =  0 G* =
<>5
These correspond to  three physical states: FP 1, the trivial absence of all living tissue, acid 
and nutrient, with necrotic tissue a t a constant level d*, determined by the initial conditions; 
and FP 2, the healthy tissue existing at its carrying capacity, in the absence of tum our tissue 
and acid.
The eigenvalues of the linearisation of (7.3) at (0 ,0 ,d*,0,0) are:
// =  1, —8 2 , 0 , —£4, —65; 
and a t (1, 0 , 0 , 0 , | | ) ,  the eigenvalues are:
l i  =  0, —1, p2, —8 4 , —8 5 -
So the linear stability analysis shows th a t (0 ,0 ,d*,0,0) and (1 ,0 ,0 ,0 , ) are both unstable
fixed points.
7.2 S o lu tion s o f  th e  M od el.
We have performed computer simulations of the full system (7.3), using the DYLAN differen­
tial algebraic equation solver, owned by QuantiSci Ltd.[51], and suitable boundary and initial 
conditions. Biological param eter values are shown in Table 7.1. We take the value of <5i to be 
1 in these simulations. The dimensionless system size was taken to be 2 , i.e. 0 < r < 2. The 
results are shown in Figure (7.2).
The peak of tum our cells produce acid, which diffuses into the nearby normal tissue, killing 
the nearest cells and providing a  gap into which the tum our can grow. As the normal tissue to 
the right of the peak retreats, the cancer peak moves from left to  right, leaving a core of dead 
cancer cells behind it, formed by cells dying due to lack of nutrient.
For the chosen values of parameters, we recorded the size of the tum our radius i.e. the 
largest value of r  for which TV2 was non-zero. The results are shown in Figure (7-2). From 
this, we obtained an approximate speed of invasion, c =  0.00967 «  0.00934 mm/day, for the 
tumour. This speed is very comparable to those obtained from in vitro experiments on MCS
7.2. SOLUTIONS OF THE MODEL.
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Figure 7-1: G raphs showing the developm ent of the norm al cell density, cancer cells 
density, dead cell density, acid concentration and nutrien t concentration.
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(0 .006-0.016 m m /day [71]), but it could be decreased (or increased) by decreasing (increasing) 
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Figure 7-2: G raph  of tum our radius vs. tim e.
7.3 D iscussion .
This model includes the effects of nutrient on three-dimensional tumour growth and also in­
cludes acid-mediated invasion [86]. Unlike the model presented in Chapter 4 , these are models 
of tumour invasion and hence the tumour does not stop growing. It is reasonable to assume 
that the model has travelling waves associated with it, although proving this would be beyond 
the scope of this thesis.
The model presented in this chapter is more biologically realistic than that of Gatenby and 
Gawlinski [86], as it incorporates variables which not only describe the interaction between a 
growing tumour and surrounding normal tissue, but also models large-scale tumour morpholog­
ical structures such as central necrosis. Also, growth takes place in three dimensions, instead 
of just one.
We have replaced the unrealistic logistic growth term for cancer cells, which forces the 
tumour to occupy all available space, no m atter what, with nutrient-dependent growth and 
death terms. This ensures that there is no co-existence between tumour and healthy tissue,
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which seems more realistic for such a model of invasion.
As can be seen from Figure (7.2), the “travelling wave” of live cancer cells is a homotypic 
one, i.e. the density of live cancer cells drops back to  zero behind the wave front. The dead 
cells readily fill the space th a t is left behind the rim of live cancer cells as it advances. As the 
variable r is describing the radius of a spherically symmetric tumour, our model gives rise to  a 
tum our which has a rim of live, potentially proliferating cells, and a central necrotic core. The 
width of the live rim quickly tends to a constant, while its cells grow into the interstitial gap 
created by the acid production. The radius of the growing necrotic core shadows the growth of 
the tum our’s outer radius.
In biological terms, to have a system which has travelling waves associated with it, is ra ther 
unrealistic, as all tumours are confined in their growth by the size of the host in which they 
reside, and its ability to remain alive while carrying a tum our burden. As we are considering 
an avascular tum our, the model should incorporate variables which restrain the growth of the 
tum our so th a t it saturates, as in experiments [71]. In order to  obtain saturating growth in 
these models, quiescent cells, disintegration of dead cells (i.e. volume loss from the necrotic 
core) and the effects of metabolic wastes or a mitotic inhibitor would have to be included:
• If a percentage of the live tum our cells were no longer participating in mitosis and there­
fore in volume production, then this would lead to an overall decrease in the ra te  of 
increase in tum our volume. When cells die, they eventually disintegrate into chemical 
compounds which axe freely permeable through cell membranes. The cell volume lost this 
way is replaced by cells pushed inwards by the forces of adhesion and surface tension. 
Thus, this would also cause a reduction in the increase of tum our volume.
• Metabolic wastes are produced by all living cells and are usually removed by nearby 
blood or lymph vessels. However, in an avascular tumour, where the only means of 
removal is diffusion, there will be a critical size (as with nutrient) where the wastes 
would not be sufficiently removed and nearby cells would be poisoned. These dead cells 
would then disintegrate, reducing the rate of increase in tum our volume. Some of the 
chemicals th a t spill out of the dead cells, when they die, may have damaging effects on 
the surrounding tissue [54] and perhaps cause the death of other cells, thus also leading 
to volume reduction.
• There is evidence th a t control of mitosis in some mammalian tissue is partially determined 
via negative feedback from the tissue itself [24,175, 228]. The agents of negative feedback, 
chalones, are tissue specific, mitotic inhibitors produced by the tissues. It has been 
suggested th a t a breakdown in the normal functioning of the chalone mechanism may 
be responsible for limitless tissue growth in some types of cancer growth [24], bu t the 
addition of a mitotic inhibitor to our model would aid to decrease the total tum our
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volume.
If the volume gained by the tum our, by growing into space formed by the disintegration of 
healthy cells killed by excess acid, can be balanced by the volume lost by all the above mentioned 
processes, then growth rate would eventually saturate. But, this would be a complicated system, 
and although it would perhaps be able to simulate initial exponential growth, the results would 
be very similar to  the simple model presented in Chapter 4.
7.4  S im u lation .
This simulation, based on the Extended Potts Model, discussed in Chapter 3, includes cells 
which grow and divide, cells which shrink and decay and cells which maintain relatively constant 
volume. We consider necrotic, quiescent and proliferating tum our cells as distinct types, in 
addition to  live healthy cells and dead healthy cells, which are also considered as distinct types. 
Each type of cell has a different growth rate and volume constraint. Target volumes for live 
healthy, dead healthy and quiescent tum our cells remain constant in time. Target volumes 
increase for proliferating cells, to simulate growth and decrease for necrotic cells to  simulate 
decay.
The volume constraints for proliferating, quiescent and necrotic cells are successively weaker. 
Accordingly, proliferating cells can grow at the expense of quiescent cells, which in turn, recoup 
their losses from decaying necrotic cells. As well as this hierarchy of volume constraints for the 
tum our cells, the volume constraints of proliferating tum our cells, live healthy cells and dead 
healthy cells are successively weaker. Proliferating tumour cells and healthy cells can grow at 
the expense of dead healthy cells, but tumour cells are more aggressive than healthy cells about 
keeping the volume th a t they have gained.
Again, as in all the other simulations, normal cells have the strongest adhesive bonds with 
normal cells and tum our-tum our bonds are the weakest, with tumour-normal bonds in between. 
Although growth and decay rates differ for proliferating, necrotic and quiescent cells, all tum our 
cells have the same binding properties. Similarly, live and dead healthy cells have the same 
binding properties.
Proliferating tum our cells grow in response to the demands of an increasing target volume 
with mitosis occurring whenever the ratio of surface area to volume for a cell drops below a 
threshold. This criterion for cell division reflects the fact th a t cell volume determines the de­
m and for nutrients while cell surface area limits the rate of nutrient absorption. Since tum our 
cells grow and divide continuously without observing regulatory signals, the simplest assump­
tion is th a t their growth rate is directly proportional to the supply of nutrients up to some 
saturating rate. The cell splits in a plane through the centre of mass corresponding to  a  mini­
mal cross section with all the array elements on one side of the cell assigned a previously unused
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index. After a split, each daughter cell starts with half the target volume of the parent cell 
so as not to be unduly stressed by a large deviation from the mandated size of the progenitor. 
Since, experimentally, mean tum our cell size is comparable to mean normal cell size, we apply
affect the tum our’s growth.
In addition to  the lattice th a t stores the spin numbers of the cells, there are two further 
lattices which store the concentration of nutrient and the concentration of acid. These chemical 
lattices are then super-imposed on the cell lattice for calculations.
We assume th a t the healthy tissue (live and dead cells) is a homogeneous source of nutrient, 
and this nutrient is then allowed to diffuse into the tumour. The amount of nutrient consumed 
by tum our cells is taken to be proportional to their metabolic rates. Proliferating tum our cells 
consume the most amount of nutrient, whilst quiescent cells consume a quarter of this value 
[84] and dead cells consume none.
Tumour cells change type in response to the ensuing nutrient gradient within the tum our. 
In addition to  type changes caused by shifting boundaries between regions within the tum our, 
individual cells can change type by relocating, as long as they are alive. Since cells are free to 
move by gradually shifting their boundaries at random, they occasionally migrate to an adjacent 
region of the tum our. When this migration happens, proliferating and quiescent cells change 
type according to nutrient availability. Though necrotic cells may undergo passive relocation, 
they are no longer viable and never revert to quiescence or proliferation.
Tumour cells’ acid production is also proportional to their metabolic rate. Thus prolifer­
ating cells produce 4 times as much acid as quiescent cells (as they are absorbing 4 times as 
much glucose, which they then covert into lactic acid), whilst necrotic cells produce none. This 
acid diffuses from the tum our edge into the healthy tissue and healthy cells die when the acid 
concentration a t a point becomes higher than a critical level. It is also assumed th a t the healthy 
cells “absorb” some of the acid. This is to take into account the mechanisms for increasing 
local p H  e.g. buffering and large scale vascular evacuation.
The acid and nutrient concentrations are updated a t every time step. We model the diffusion 
of the chemicals by using the following simple discretisation of the diffusion equation:
For a lattice site (x , y , z ):
mitosis a t twice the typical cell size, which corresponds to a axea/volume ratio of 0 .6 .
We do not include the growth of normal cells, since cell division in normal tissue does not 
affect the tissue volume. Inhibition of cell division in normal tissue keeps the rate of cell division 
in homeostasis with the rate of cell death. The much slower mitosis of normal cells should not
updated chemical (a;, y ,z )
n 'b o u rs ,  ( x 1 , y ' , z ')
where (x ' , y ' , z ') is one of the six nearest neighbours of (x , y , z ).
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Then the acid concentration (or nutrient concentration) th a t a  cell, i, is subjected to  is just 
the sum of acid (nutrient) concentration over all array sites (x , y , z ) making up cell i.
The simulation of decay of necrotic cells by reduction of target volume depends upon depth 
within the tum our. It is assumed th a t cells nearer the centre of the tum our will have been 
dead longer than  those near the necrotic/quiescent boundary and therefore will be more likely 
to  have broken down into diffusible compounds and hence will lose volume more readily than 
those th a t have just died. So we take the rate of reduction of volume to be proportional to 
the individual cell’s distance from the edge of the necrotic core, up to some saturating rate. 
Necrotic cells in the outer layer of the core maintain constant volume while cells in the fourth 
layer from the edge and beyond lose two units of volume at each time step with a linear increase 
in the decay ra te  for intervening layers.
The depth of a cell within the tum our is measured as the minimum distance from the centre 
of mass of the cell to  the outer edge of the tum our along each of the three orientations of the 
array (i.e. in the x, y  and z  directions).
7.5 R esu lts .
We start off with a small homogeneous aggregate of tumour cells surrounded by live healthy 
tissue. As in Chapter 3, most cells axe initially set to be cuboids, to avoid packing problems, 
but the dynamics of the model soon cause them to round to a more natural shape. After a short 
while, an interstitial gap forms, consisting of dead healthy cells, which separates the tum our 
from the healthy tissue. The tum our then readily grows into this gap and eventually gets to 
the size where the nutrient can no longer diffuse sufficiently to  the centre and a quiescent core 
forms - Figure (7-3). Further growth leads to  the formation of a necrotic core. This can be 
seen in Figure (7-4).
By recording the to tal volume of the tum our at every time step, we can estimate the average 
radius, using the following formula:
Average tumour radius =  ( Total volume of tumour
\47T
Figure (7-5) shows the graph of tumour radius versus time. By calculating the gradient of 
the linear part of this graph, we can calculate the speed of invasion of the tum our to be 0.8 
p ixels/1000 MCTS.
For easier comparison, the two growth graphs, from the continuum model and the simula­
tion, are shown in Figure (7-6). As can be seen, they are quite similar in shape and so we can 
say th a t 0.8 p ixels/1000 MCTS «  0.00934 mm/day.
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X-Y cross-section. Time: 320MCS.
Figure 7-3: S im ulation results. Key: w h ite=  healthy cells, light grey =  quiescent, 
darker grey =  dead healthy cells, dark  grey =  cancer cells.
X-Y cross-section. Time: 3600MCS.
Figure 7-4: S im ulation results. Key: w h ite=  healthy cells, light grey =  quiescent, 
darker grey =  dead healthy cells, dark  grey =  cancer cells, black =  necrotic core.
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Figure 7-5: G raph  of average tum our radius versus time.
F igure 7-6: C om parison of radius graphs of continuum  m odel (top) and  sim ulation 
(bo ttom ).
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7.6  C onclu sion .
In this chapter, we have extended Gatenby and Gawlinski’s [86] one-dimensional model of acid- 
mediated tum our invasion. The present three-dimensional model is more biologically realistic, 
as we not only incorporate variables which describe the interaction between a growing tum our 
and surrounding normal tissue, but also model large-scale tum our morphological structures 
such as central necrosis. The tum our has an outer rim of live, potentially proliferating cells, 
which grow into the interstitial gap created by tumour-produced acid. A growing necrotic core 
closely follows behind the rim of live tumour cells.
We have replaced the unrealistic logistic growth term  for cancer cells, which forces the 
tum our to occupy all available space, no m atter what, with nutrient dependent growth and 
death terms. This ensures th a t there is no co-existence between tum our and healthy tissue, 
which seems more realistic for such a model of invasion.
We then presented a simulation which included acid-mediated invasion of an avascular 
tum our into healthy tissue, the diffusion of an essential nutrient into the tum our and the growth 
and death of tum our cells, dependent on this nutrient. The growth graph of the average tum our 
radius was then compared to the graph of development of the tum our radius in the continuum 
model. The two graphs were visually very similar in shape and so we are able to  say th a t 0.8 




A ngiogenesis and M etastasis
8.1 A n g iogen esis .
Neovasculaxisation is the formation of new vessels in tissues in which the previously existing 
vessels do not function a t all or are not sufficient any longer. Angiogenesis is generally considered 
as the formation of blood vessels during embryonic development, in several other developmental 
processes, under pathologic conditions, and in tumours [180].
All living tissues require nutrients and oxygen and must get rid of the waste products. In 
tissues larger than  a critical size, diffusion of these substances is an inadequate supply method 
and a circulatory system, e.g. lymph or blood, is needed [172]. Since malignant tissues often 
have increased requirements [183], they also need vascularization. Tumours cannot grow beyond 
a few million cells (l-3m m  in diameter) without a dedicated blood supply [232]. Research 
carried out by Folkman et al. [66, 74] shows that cancer cells produce distinct chemicals, 
collectively known as Tumour Angiogenesis Factor (TAF), which stimulate the rapid formation 
of capillaries. I t is not known what triggers this activity [180].
There are two types of angiogenic factors, those th a t act directly on the vascular endothelial 
cells and those th a t induce other cells into producing factors which act on the endothelial cells 
[69, 72]. Several angiogenic factors have been identified in recent years. [72] contains a summary 
of these factors. It appears th a t for angiogenesis to  occur, several angiogenic factors need to 
act together, either directly or indirectly.
As the tum our, in vivo approaches its diffusion limited size, the local TAF concentration 
increases and induces neighbouring blood vessels to grow towards and into the colony. The 
new capillary growth induced by TAF is even more rigorous and continuous than a similar 
outgrowth of capillary sprouts observed in fresh wounds or an inflammation [66].
TAF is not found in any normal tissue in the body, except the placenta. It does not produce 
a  perm anent change in capillary endothelial cells, since withdrawal of TAF is followed by the
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disappearance of newly formed capillaries [66].
Once the capillaries reach the tumour, the malignancy becomes vascularized and perfusion 
supplants simple diffusion as the dominant mechanism for the supply of nutrients and the 
removal of wastes. As soon as the tum our connects with the circulatory system, all constraints 
imposed on it by diffusion are eliminated and subsequent growth is explosive [102]. This burst 
seems to  be governed by an equilibrium between the rate of proliferation and the absolute 
distance from a vessel [124]. The initial necrotic core disappears after neovascularisation of the 
tum our [15]. However, necrosis reappears in spite of the dense vasculature. This seems to  be 
due to the enormous increase in tum our volume and physical obstruction of the capillaries via 
compression by the expanding tum our mass.
The exponential growth is also not maintained indefinitely. When the diameter of the tu ­
mour reaches 1-3 cm [67], the growth rate slows down and the growth curve is more Gompertzian 
(see Section (1.3)) rather than an exponential curve [4]. Several ideas have been proposed to 
explain the overall deceleration in growth of the vascular stage. Tannock [212] observed th a t 
in a  mouse mammary tum our, the capillary endothelial cells’ turnover time was longer than 
th a t of the tum our cells. This means th a t the distance between capillaries increases as the 
tum our grows and the proliferation rate far from the capillaries then decreases, giving rise to 
an overall decrease in the growth rate of the tum our as a whole. Another observation is th a t 
when a tum our is l-3cm diameter, vascular obstruction occurs [97]. This confines flow to the 
outer periphery of the tumour and may give rise to  the formation of large regions of necrosis 
[67]. Folkman also put forward the idea that there may be a critical depth within most tumours 
beyond which there is no blood flow due to external pressures.
As well as the rapid increase in tum our growth, the vascularization of a tum our can have 
other serious consequences. It has been suggested th a t angiogenesis is a  precursor to a more 
malignant phase of growth [20, 75, 91, 180] in th a t the vascularization of a tum our promotes the 
propagation of the more aggressively growing tum our cells [190]. These malignant tum our cells 
actively invade and destroy the adjacent host tissue. At this stage, the malignant carcinoma 
loses its quasi-spherical shape and the periphery of the tum our is covered with finger-like 
protrusions, resulting from the local invasion of the host tissue [47, 232]. The irregular shape of 
such a  tum our can cause complications during surgical excision of a cancer, since the tum our 
may only be partially visible and the surgeon is required to remove tissue beyond the observed 
tum our boundary in order to prevent regrowth.
Finally, the most im portant and frequently devastating consequence of tum our vascular­
ization is the increase in the risk of metastasis [60, 150, 169]. The immature vasculature is 
easily invaded by the actively mobile tum our cells, and hence the disease can be spread around 
the body via the blood system. There is a direct correlation between the intensity of tumour 
vasculature and the m etastatic potential of the tumour [60, 150, 169]. Indeed, the density of
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the tum our vasculature can now be used as a prognostic factor [77].
Cancer cells often occupy less than half the volume of a  tumour. One to  ten percent of the 
volume is contributed by blood vessels weaving through the tum our mass. The remaining space 
is filled primarily by an abundant collagen-rich m atrix - the interstitium  - th a t surrounds cancer 
cells and can separate them from the vasculature. (Healthy tissue contains an extracellular 
m atrix  as well, but the interstitium  in tumours is usually more extensive) [122].
All studies on tum our-related angiogenesis so far have shown th a t the growth of tum ours 
(primary and metastases) is dependent on vascularization, and therefore on angiogenesis [75]. 
The blood supply of an organ, once established, is very stable, but th a t of a tum our is much 
more transient. Experimental results indicate th a t a tum our must continually recruit new blood 
vessels to  keep from withering away [147]. When blood flow into the tum our is prevented, 
tum our growth stops and regression to complete extinction may occur [13, 73].
8.1.1 The Process o f A ngiogenesis.
Many techniques have been formulated in order to examine the sequence of events leading up 
to  neovascularisation. For example, the cloning of capillary endothelial cells in culture is a 
m ethod used for studying angiogenesis in vitro [69, 70, 121]. It would be too complex and 
complicated to  study angiogenesis in a whole organism, but in vitro studies give quite general 
results, so various model systems have been formulated in vivo. Some examples of the models 
using implants of tum our fragments to induce angiogenesis are the rabbit ear chamber [117], 
the transparent chamber in mouse skin [6], the mouse corneal micropocket [164], the ham ster 
cheek pouch chamber [98, 226], the rabbit corneal micropocket [91], the chick chorio-allantoic 
membrane [5] and the dorsal air sack in rats [74]. Some of these models are reviewed in [75].
The main function of endothelial cells is the lining of the different types of vessels: venules 
and veins, arterioles and arteries and small lymphatic vessels [136, 180]. These cells lie in a 
monolayer upon a continuous basal lamina which serves as a scaffold and intercellular contacts 
between the endothelial cells are very close. Folkman [69] showed th a t endothelial cells can 
construct a capillary tube, make branches and assemble an entire capillary network in vitro, 
unaided by other cell types. This is a large factor in their im portant role in angiogenesis.
The initial reaction of the endothelial cells in neighbouring blood vessels, which are nearest 
the source of TAF, is to  start altering their structure. The cells thicken and finger-like p ro tru­
sions can be observed on the abluminal surface [14, 180]. They then start to produce proteases 
and collagenases. These chemicals begin to make the basal lamina beneath the activated en­
dothelial cells thinner and weaker. Intercellular gaps between endothelial cells form due to the 
weakening of intercellular contacts and those cells which have loosened their contacts with their 
neighbours are free to migrate towards the chemotactic stimulus [234]. Neighbouring cells then
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migrate to fill the gap th a t the others have left. The migrating endothelial cells accumulate 
in the region where TAF concentration first reached a threshold level and the congregation of 
endothelial cells in one place causes the wall of the vessel to  bulge which leads to  the formation 
of a sprout.
Only very small cells or molecules can normally pass through the gaps in the basal lamina 
and so the endothelial cells continue to secrete enzymes which degrade a hole in the basal lamina, 
degrade the intercellular m atrix through which they must migrate [147] and also degrade the 
strom a in the extra cellular matrix surrounding this hole.
The first steps of angiogenesis are performed by migrating endothelial cells only and no pro­
liferation occurs [180]. The capillary sprouts can only grow in length by recruiting endothelial 
cells from the parent vessel. Sprouting can occur without proliferation, although the growth of 
these sprouts ceases after a  few days if proliferation is prevented. If the sprouts did continue 
to  grow, gaps, resulting in abnormal permeability would develop in the parent vessel. Thus, 
proliferation of endothelial cells is necessary for a successful completion of angiogenesis [196]. 
Migration and proliferation are independent events and separate angiogenic factors may be 
required to stimulate these activities of endothelial cells [14].
In the initial stages of neovascularisation, the outgrowing sprouts axe solid strands of en­
dothelial cells. The first sign of tube formation is the appearance of vacuoles within the cy­
toplasm of capillary endothelial cells. Neighbouring cells develop subsequent similar vacuoles 
which later fuse to form a tube-like structure. The establishment of these lumina is independent 
of any known stimulus [180].
Branching of tubes occurs in a similar way. The intracellular vacuoles become Y or T- 
shaped, and branching is realised off the principal tube by the fusion of neighbouring vacuoles 
[69].
In the second stage of neovascularisation, cells immediately behind those a t the tip prolif­
erate, pushing the lumen forward [147].
Circulation cannot be observed a t first in the tubes, as most of the sprouts are dead ends. 
The process of fusion of neighbouring sprouts or tubes is called anastomosis, and is one of the 
most im portant events during angiogenesis.
Initially, sprouts from one parent vessel grow roughly parallel to each other [108, 109, 
154]. After a specific distance away from the parent vessel, they incline toward each other. 
Neighbouring sprouts come near to each other at their leading tips. The endothelial cells at 
the very top of each tip form finger-like protrusions which meet and make first contacts with 
each other. These primary contacts tighten and develop into contact structures. Intercellular 
gaps in both tips enlarge and unite to form a continuous lumen.
A new basal lamina is not formed immediately during migration and proliferation within a 
sprout. During the m aturation of newly formed vessels, endothelial cells lay down a basal layer
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all over the new vessel to reinforce the vessel and change its permeability. This seems to  occur 
in cooperation with pericytes or advential cells [36], which during this stage migrate toward 
the vessel wall and make close contacts with endothelial cells.
Even after the formation of the basal lamina and the immigration of pericytes, permanent 
repair and remodelling of the new vessel’s wall takes place. Migration of endothelial cells does 
not cease completely and the cells move up and down the new tube. New sprouts can also form 
from the new vessel.
Blood circulation commences as soon as loops (anastomoses) and a network of connected 
tubes have formed, since the new lumina are connected directly to  the parental vessel. Angio­
genesis still proceeds until the whole tumour is penetrated. Even then, the process does not 
stop since new tum our masses are continually being produced, which need to be vascularized 
and within solid tumours, newly formed blood vessels frequently collapse and regress.
8.1.2 A ngiogenesis Simulation.
This simulation, based on the Extended Potts model, discussed in Chapter 3, includes tum our 
cells, healthy cells and a blood vessel. We simulate on a three dimensional lattice which contains 
a  tum our, surrounded by healthy cells and a blood vessel running along one side.
We consider the tum our to be in a diffusion limited steady state, where the increase in total 
volume of the tum our, due to  proliferation, is balanced by the volume lost due to necrotic dis­
integration. Thus, although some tum our cells are still proliferating, the total volume remains 
constant.
For simplicity, the effects of nutrient on cancer cell growth are ignored, as this has no effect 
on the overall size of the tumour. Hence it is assumed th a t the tum our is homogeneous and 
consists only of cells who neither grow nor die, i.e. cancer cells whose target volumes remain 
constant in time. The target volumes of healthy cells also remain constant as we are again 
ignoring growth of normal tissue. The volume constraints for cancer and healthy cells are the 
same.
Healthy cells have the strongest adhesive bonds with healthy cells and tum our-tum our 
bonds are the weakest, with tumour-healthy bonds in between. The resulting surface tension 
keeps the tum our compact. This hierarchy of binding strengths is consistent with biological 
evidence [167, 232].
As well as having a lattice which stores the spin number of a cell at its lattice sites, there is 
a second lattice which stores the value of TAF concentration a t each lattice site. This chemical 
lattice is then super-imposed on the cell lattice for calculations.
The tum our cells produce TAF which then diffuses through the normal tissue towards the 
blood vessel. The TAF lattice is updated at every time step. We model the diffusion of TAF 
by using the following simple discretisation of the diffusion equation:
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For a lattice site (x , y , z ):
updated TA F(x,y, z) =  6 x old TAF(x , y , z )  +  ^  old TAF(x ' , y ' , z ' )
n 'b o u rs ,  { x ' , y ' , z ' )
where (x ' , y ' , z ') is one of the six nearest neighbours of (x ,y , z ) .
Then the TAF concentration of a cell i is just the sum of TAF concentration over all array 
sites, (x , y , z ), making up cell i.
If the concentration of TAF at a point on the blood vessel is high enough, then a sprout is 
formed. These sprouts are the beginning of the formation of a capillary. To keep things simple, 
individual endothelial cells are not considered, and the initial sprouts axe just blocks of cells. 
The endothelial cells in the sprouts and capillaries grow towards the tum our up the gradient 
of TAF extending from it. We model this growth by allowing a pixel belonging to  a  capillary 
to  grow into one belonging to  a healthy cell with probability given by:
After a  while, the concentration of TAF, a t the nearest point of the blood vessel to  the
Note th a t this growth takes place in three dimensions.
Eventually some of the capillaries join up to form anastomoses - Figure (8-4) and carrying 
on growing until the tum our is finally penetrated - Figure (8-5).
8.1.4 D iscussion.
This is a very simple simulation of angiogenesis and only the essential features have been 
concentrated on. The effects of nutrient on the tumour and the dynamics of the tum our cells 
have been ignored and also the blood vessels thought of as a single entity, instead of consisting
P  (capillary grows into healthy cell )
0 if AC <  0
1 — exp (—A C /3) if AC >  0
where
A C  =  TAF concentration a t healthy cell pixel — TAF at capillary pixel.
8.1.3 R esults.
We sta rt off with a tum our at its diffusion limited steady state, embedded in healthy tissue. 
A blood vessel runs down the side of the lattice - Figure (8-1). For clarity, all pictures show a 
cross-section though the tissues and individual cells are not shown.
As in the other simulations, all cells are initially set to be cubes to avoid packing problems 
but again the dynamics of the model quickly allows them to round to a more natural shape.
tum our, builds up until eventually it reaches the threshold level where it initiates the formation 
of a sprout - Figure (8-2). At a later time again, more sprouts have formed along the length of 
the blood vessel and the older sprouts have started to grow towards the tum our - Figure (8-3).
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Figure 8-1: In itia l configuration of th e  tum our (light grey) em bedded in healthy  tissue 
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Figure 8-2: F orm ation of a sprout. Key: light g rey = tu m o u r, w h ite= h ealth y  cells, dark  
g rey= b lood  vessels.
X—V cross—section. Time: 1010 MCTS.
X—Y cross-section. Time: O MCTS.
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Figure 8-3: G row th of capillaries tow ards tum our. Key: light g rey = tu m o u r,
w h ite= healthy  cells, dark  g rey=blood vessels.
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X—V cross-section. Time: 6000 MCTS.
Figure 8-4: Form ation of an  anastom ose. Key: light g rey = tu m o u r, w h ite= healthy  
cells, dark  g rey= blood  vessels.
X—V cross-section. Time: 1e+04 MCTS.
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Figure 8-5: P enetra tion  of tum our by capillaries. Key: light g rey= tum our,
w h ite= h ealth y  cells, dark  g rey= blood  vessels.
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of individual cells. However, as Figures 8.1-8.5 show, the global details of angiogenesis have 
been captured well.
In order to  make the simulation more realistic, we would have to include the dynamics of 
individual endothelial cells th a t constitute the walls of the blood vessels and also the effects of 
nutrient on the tumour.
The migration of endothelial cells towards the initial chemotactic stimulus could be mod­
elled by adding TAF governed movement for EC in the cell sorting part of the code. Also, 
TAF-dependent proliferation of EC should be added to model the proliferation of EC behind 
the tip  of the sprout. The formation of lumen within the capillaries could be achieved by chang­
ing the coupling strengths of the endothelial cells - see [95] for details of vacancy nucleation in 
simulations using the Potts model.
The diffusion of nutrient from the blood vessel to the tum our should be added and tum our 
cells should become quiescent or die, according to the level of nutrient th a t they are receiv­
ing. This would mean th a t the growth of the tum our was in dynamic equilibrium, instead of 
just being switched off, and would lead to an explosion in growth once the tum our had been 
penetrated by the capillaries.
8.2 M eta sta sis .
Malignant tumours may spread to distant sites, with cells detaching from the primary tum our 
and migrating to remote sites via the blood stream, in the lymphatics or across tissue spaces. 
This process is known as metastasis and the secondary tumours formed are metastases. The 
m ajority of deaths from cancer are due to the formation of metastases a t sites remote from the 
prim ary tumour.
The most common type of malignant tumours are carcinomas (cancer of the epithelia), 
which are solid tumours of the external and internal surfaces of tissues and organs. Lung cancer, 
prostate cancer, breast cancer and colorectal cancer account for over 50 % of all reported cancer 
in England and Wales [173]. In the m ajority of patients suffering from carcinomas, the disease 
has already metastasised before detection, resulting in multiple metastases which may occur in 
sites far removed from the primary cancer. Hence, the disease cannot be cured by treating the 
primary tum our alone. Metastases can be difficult to treat, can cause a number of unpleasant 
symptoms and often prove to be fatal. The estimated annual death rate is 1 in 341 for men 
and 1 in 387 for women [174].
Vascularization of the tum our increases the risk of metastasis [60,150,169], as the im mature 
vasculature is easily invaded by the actively mobile tumour cells, and hence the disease can 
spread around the body via the blood stream.
It is thought th a t tum our metastasis is a highly selective competition favouring the survival
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of a subpopulation of m etastatic cells pre-existent within the heterogeneous population of the 
prim ary tum our [63]. This m etastatic subpopulation dominates the prim ary tum our mass early 
in its growth. The cells in the subpopulation grow faster than the other tum our cells, adhere 
less to each other and become more m etastatic the more they divide. They seem to have the 
ability to divide many more times than  other tum our or normal cells.
Tumour cells are thought to be more easily separated from a solid tum our mass than  their 
counterpart normal cells from surrounding tissues [167, 221]. Also, adhesion between highly 
m etastatic cells and other tum our cells is noticeably lower than th a t dem onstrated by normal 
cells or benign tum our cells [207], This implies th a t the organisation of tum our cells within the 
tum our itself may influence m etastatic behaviour - if the subpopulation of m etastatic cells is 
initially in the centre of the tumour, then the cells are less likely to  be able to escape from the 
mass than  those near the periphery, or they may even die due to  lack of nutrient or poisoning 
by toxic waste products.
The arrest and metastasis formation of lymph-borne tum our cells a t the regional lymph 
nodes and the arrest of malignant cells th a t enter the blood stream  and form distant organ 
metastases axe thought to be determined by anatomical and mechanical considerations [167]. 
It has been known for a long time th a t different types of cancer tend to form secondary tumours 
in certain organs and not in others [47]. The im portant tumour cell properties in the mechanical 
lodgement of circulating tum our cell clumps are their release into the lymph and blood systems 
and their abilities to  undergo heterotypic and homotypic adhesion during their transport to 
d istant sites. The most frequent distant organ site of blood-borne m etastatic involvement is 
lung.
To explain m etastatic colonisation th a t cannot be due to mechanical lodgement and anatom ­
ical considerations, Paget [178, 179] proposed the ‘seed and soil’ hypothesis. This proposes th a t 
the micro-environment of each organ (the ‘soil’) influences the implantation, invasion and sur­
vival of particular tum our cells (‘seed’). Tumour cells that form metastases are not invincible, 
and cannot grow just anywhere. It follows from Paget’s hypothesis th a t both seed and soil 
must have unique properties. For example, the cancer cell must be able to  survive the journey 
through the blood stream, have the capacity for implantation on the ‘chosen’ organ and be 
able to survive and multiply to form a new colony once implantation has occurred. Also, the 
organ must be susceptible to  implantation of the cells and be a suitable site for proliferation 
and vascularization to occur.
8.2.1 M etastasis Sim ulation.
We extend the simulation presented in Chapter 3 to include cancer cells th a t vary in their growth 
ra te and adhesivity. All details of the simulation are the same, except for this. We model solely 
the first stage of metastasis, i.e. the separation of single or clumps of cells breaking away from
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Figure 8-6: Form ation of necrotic core and  loosening of some cell bonds. H ealthy cells, 
quiescent tum our and dead cells are not shown individually, b u t represented  by solid 
blocks of w hite, grey and  black, respectively.
the tumour mass, and do not consider invasion of cells into blood or lymphatic vessels or their 
subsequent implantation and growth in a suitable organ.
When a tumour cell divides, its daughters do not always have the same properties as the 
parent [167, 232]. For example, daughter cells may be more aggressive in their growth and also 
adhere less to other cancer cells, thus being more likely to break away from the tumour mass 
into the normal tissue. The model presented in Chapter 3 is developed to include the first stage 
of metastasis by allowing the daughter cells to have randomly fluctuating growth rates and 
adhesivities with respect to the values of their parent cell, according to a probability matrix.
8 .2 .2  R e s u l t s .
We start off with the same initial conditions as in Chapter 3, with cuboid cells Figure (3-2). 
Later, when a quiescent shell and a necrotic core have formed, there is evidence of cells in the 
proliferating rim which are weakening their bonds with their neighbours. The development of 
one of these cells is shown in Figure (8-7), where the pictures are close-ups of the region of 
the tumour outlined in Figure (8-6). (This box moves with the periphery of the tumour as 
it grows). Once the cell has separated itself from the tumour, it is free to move through the 
healthy tissue towards a blood or lymphatic vessel. Although only a single cell is shown to have 
broken away from the tumour mass, this simulation has the capacity to model small aggregates 
of tumour cells breaking away from the tumour mass.
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Figure 8-7: D etail of cancer cell (black) loosening its bonds w ith  its neighbours. C ancer 
cells are shown individually and  quiescent cells are shown as a solid block of grey.
8 .2 .3  D i s c u s s i o n .
The simplest simulation of avascular tumour growth, presented in Chapter 3, was developed to 
model the separation of cancer cells from a tumour mass. The growth rates and adhesivities 
of daughter cells were allowed to fluctuate from that of their progenitor and this led to the 
separation of a cell on the periphery from the tumour mass. The more realistic simulation of 
Chapter 7 could be developed in the same way to produce similar results.
8.3 Conclusions.
In this chapter, we have discussed the biological background of angiogenesis and tumour metas­
tasis. We then presented simulations of these important processes.
The approach to simulating angiogenesis was a very simple one. Individual endothelial cells 
were not considered and the effects of nutrient on the tumour and the dynamics of the tumour 
were ignored. However, the results captured the global details very well. Using the ideas of the 
previously presented simulations, this model could be extended to a very realistic simulation of 
angiogenesis.
The simulation of tumour metastasis was also very simple in the approach taken to mod­





The aim of the work in this thesis has been to explore the two main avenues of mathematically 
modelling tum our growth - continuum models and computer simulations. From very simple 
simulation models of cell movement and proliferation, we gradually built up a realistic simula­
tion of avascular tum our growth. Every step of progress in the simulation was mirrored by a 
continuum model describing similar processes.
The simulations produced results which agreed closely with experimental results, but the 
param eters in the continuum models were much easier to verify in accuracy, as they could be 
varied more widely, while still maintaining fairly realistic tum our growth.
The parts of this thesis which are most relevant, and perhaps most useful, from a biological 
point of view, are the simulations presented in Chapter 8 on tum our metastasis and angiogenesis. 
From the work done here, a simulation could be produced th a t modelled a tiny tum our, provided 
with nutrient th a t has diffused from a nearby blood vessel, growing until it reached its diffusion- 
limited steady state. The cells within the tum our would be genetically unstable and when 
dividing, would produce daughter cells th a t had the potential to  separate from the tum our 
mass. At the same time, the tum our would be producing TAF which would diffuse towards the 
nearby blood vessel and eventually cause sprouts to form on it. The process of angiogenesis 
would then proceed, as in Chapter 8, or maybe in a less simple manner, until the capillaries 
penetrated the tum our. At this point, the growth of the tum our would be explosive, and the 
blood vessels would be close enough to the tum our for the m etastatic cells to enter the blood 
stream  and be taken to places where they could implant and form another colony.
Having a simulation th a t models the growth of a tum our from the initial stages, to the 
point where the tum our presents a threat to the health of its host, could be a very useful tool 
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